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Change in View

Chapter 1
A Plea for the Study of Reasoning

Reasoning as Reasoned Change in View
Intending to have Cheerios for breakfast, Mary goes to the cupboard.

But she can't find any Cheerios. She decides that Elizabeth must have
finished off the Cheerios the day before. So, she settles for Rice Krispies.
In the process, Mary has modified her original intentions and beliefs.
This is a very simple case of reasoned change in view, an elementary
example of reasoning. It has the following two features. First, not only
does Mary's reasoning lead her to add new beliefs to her view, so that
she comes to believe that there are no more Cheerios and that Elizabeth
ate the last Cheerios yesterday, it also leads her to give up things she
had been believing, so that she stops. believing that there are Cheerios
in the cupboard and that she will have some Cheerios for breakfast.
Second, Mary's reasoning changes not only her beliefs but also her
plans and intentions. Her reasoning leads her to abandonher intention
to have Cheerios and to adopt the new plan of having Rice Krispies.
In other words, her reasoning is not only "theoretical," affecting her
beliefs, but also "practical," affecting her intentions and plans.
In saying this, I assume that Mary's reasoning can be separated into
distinct segments of practical and theoretical reasoning. I make this
assumption even though any given segment of reasoning is likely to
affect both her beliefs and her intentions, since changes in her beliefs
can affect her plans, and changes' in her plans can affect her beliefs.
When Mary stops believing there are any Cheerios left she also stops
intending to have Cheerios for breakfast. When she forms her intention
to have Rice Krispies instead, she also comes to believe that she will
be having Rice Krispies for breakfast. But I assume there isa difference
between immediate changes that are "part of" a given segment of-her
reasoning and less immediate changes that are merely furthereffects
of that segment of reasoning.
True, it is not easy to say when a change is "part of" a given segment
of reasoning and when it is merely the result of reasoning. For example,
it is not immediately obvious whether changes in desires are ever part
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of reasoning. (I discuss this question briefly in chapter 8.) Nevertheless,
in what follows I assume there is a definite difference between immediate
changes that are part of a given segment of reasoning and other less
immediate changes that are merely further effects of it. And I also
assume there is a distinction between theoretical and practical reasoning.
These assumptions suggest a further distinction between two sorts
of rules of reasoning, corresponding to two possible phases in reasoning.
On the one hand there is often a process of reflection in which one
thinks about one's beliefs, plans, desires, etc. and envisions various
possibilities in more or less detail. On the other hand there is the actual
revising of one's view, which mayor may not follow such a reflection.
Maxims of reflection, as we might call them, say what to consider before
revising one's view, for example, that one should consider carefully
all the alternatives, with vivid awareness of relevant evidence of possible
consequences of contemplated courses of action. On the other hand
what we might call principles of revision concern the actual changes to
be made, the changes that are actually "part of" the reasoned revision,
saying such things as that one should make minimal changes in one's
view that increase its coherence as much as possible while promising
suitable satisfaction of one's ends.
Not all principles of psychological change are principles of revision
in this sense, since not all changes are instances of reasoning. For
example, it may be that changes in desires are not instances of reasoning,
although these changes can occur as a result of reasoning. Even so,
there may be general principles governing changes in desires. These
would be principles of change that were not principles of revision in
the relevant sense.
I don't want to suggest that one ever makes conscious use of principles
of revision in changing one's view; One can reason without knowing
what the relevant principles of revision are and it may well be that
reasoning is a relatively automatic process whose outcome is not under
one's controL
In the rest of this book I explore the hypothe~,j,s that there is a difference between theoretical and practical reasoning and that principles
of revision can be distinguished from principles of reflection and from
other principles of change in view. For the time being I simply assume
that there is something about some changes in view that makes it
reasonable to call these changes "instances of reasoning" and to call
the relevant principles "rules of revision," distinguishing these changes
from others that are significantly different. This assumption seems initially plausible, I will try to show that it is also fruitful.
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Reasoning Distinguished from Argument or Proof
Reasoned change in view like Mary's does not seem to have been
studied much except for some recent research into planning and "belief
revision" in the field of artificial intelligence (e.g., Doyle 1980). One
possible cause of this otherwise general neglect is that reasoning in
this sense may often be conflated with reasoning in another sense,
namely argument for, or proof of, a conclusion from premises via a
series of intermediate steps.
Old View
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Final Conclusion

Clearly, argument or proof is not at all the same sort of thing as
reasoning in the sense of reasoned change in view. There is a clear
difference in category. Rules of argument are principles of implication,
saying that propositions (or statements) of such and such a sort imply
propositions (or statements) of such and such other sort. Consider the
following principle:

Modus Ponens: P and if P then Q taken together imply Q,
Such a rule by itself says nothing at all in particular about belief revision.
It may be that some principles of belief revisions referto such principles
of argument, that is, to principles of implication. It is an, important
issue in the theory of reasoning, conceived as change in view, just how
implication or argument may be relevant to reasoning. I 'discuss this
issue at some length in chapter 2. My present point is simply-to note
that rules of argument are not by themselves rules for revising one's
view.
This difference in category between rules of implication and, as we
might say, rules of inference (rules of revision) lies behind other dif-
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ferences between proof or argument and reasoning. For example, implication is cumulative in a way that inference may not be. In argument
one accumulates conclusions; things are always added, never subtracted.
Reasoned revision, however, can subtract from one's view as well as
add to it. In order to express this point, the artificial intelligence work
I have mentioned contrasts "monotonic reasoning," as in the usual sort
of argument or proof, which is cumulative, with "nonmonotonlc reasoning," as in ordinary reasoning or reasoned revision, which is not
cumulative (Doyle 1980, 1982). But, although this terminology emphasizes the noncumulative character of reasoned revision, it is also
potentially misleading in calling the ordinary sort of proof or argument
"monotonic reasoning," because proof or argument is not of the same
category as reasoned revision.

Induction and Deduction
Making a clear distinction between reasoning in the sense of reasoned
change in view and reasoning in the sense of proof or argument can
have a profound effect on how we view a variety of issues. For example,
we might be led to question whether there are such things as "inductive
arguments." These would be like "deductive arguments" except that
the conclusion of an inductive argument would not have to follow
logically from the premises, as in a deductive argument, but would
only have to follow probabilistically (Black 1958).
Such inductive arguments would be "defeasible," that is, adding
"premises" to an inductive argument might undercut the "validity" of
the argument in a way that cannot happen with deductive arguments.
For example, suppose that there is a valid or warranted inductive argument of the following form.
Most F's are G's.
Y is an F.
So, Y is a G.
The "conclusion" here is not a deductive consequence of the premises;
it can only be "made probable" by them. Adding premises in this case
can undercut the argument. Suppose that we are given the following
two additional premises:
Most FH's are not C's.
Yis an H.
Now the argument is the following:
Most F's are G's.
YisanF.
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Most FH's are not G's.
Y is an H.
So, Y is a G.
At this point, it may well be that the conclusion is no longer made
probable by all the premises; so the argument from the extended set
of premises would not be inductively valid (Hempel 1960).
Rules of inductive argument would be rules of "inductive logic" as
opposed to deductive logic. It happens, however, that there is no welldeveloped enterprise of inductive logic in the way that there is for \,
deductive logic.
Now, why should we think there are inductive arguments and an
inductive logic? It is clear enough that there is something that might
be called inductive reasoning, that is, inductively reasoned change in
view. But if we clearly distinguish reasoned change in view from argument, we cannot suppose that the existence of inductive reasoning
by itself shows there is such a thing as inductive argument, nor can
we suppose that it shows there is an inductive logic.
Indeed, if we clearly distinguish reasoning from argument, we cannot
suppose that the existence of deductive arguments shows there is such
a thing as deductive reasoning, that is, deductively reasoned change
in view. As I have already observed, rules of deduction are rules of
deductive argument; they are not rules. of inference or reasoning. They
are not rules saying how to change one's view. Nor (to anticipate the
discussion of this issue in chapter 2) are they easily matched to such
rules. Consider again modus ponens. This principle does not say that,
if one believes P and also believes if P then Q, then 'one can infer Q, ,,,,//
because that is not always so. Sometimes one should give up P or if
P then Q instead.
Even if some sort of principle of belief.revision corresponded to this
logical principle, the principle of belief revision would have to be a
different principle. For one thing, the logical principle holds without
exception, whereas there would be exceptions 'to the corresponding
principle of belief revision. Mary believes that if she looks in the cupboard, she will see a box of Cheerios. She comes to believe that she
is looking in the cupboard and that she does not see a boxofCheerios.
At this point, Mary's beliefs are jointly inconsistent and therefore imply
any proposition whatsoever. This does not authorize Mary to infer any
proposition whatsoever. Nor does Mary infer whatever she mlghrwish
to infer. Instead she abandons her first belief, conduding that it is false
after alL
Furthermore, even before Mary fails to find any -Cheerios in the
cupboard, it would be silly for her to clutter her mind with vast numbers
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of useless' logical implications of her beliefs, such as either she will have
Cheerios for breakfast Of the moon is made of green cheese.
If there is a connection between standard principles of logic and
principles of reasoning, it is not immediately obvious. There is a gap.
We can't just state principles of logic and suppose that we have said
something precise about reasoning. (I discuss the relation between logic
and reasoning in chapter 2.)
Clearly, distinguishing between reasoning and argument can make
one skeptical of the' familiar idea that deduction and induction are
different species of the same sort of thing. Obviously, there is deductive
argument, but it is not similarly obvious that there is deductive reasoning. Again, it is not clear that there is such a thing as inductive
argument, although we might say there is inductive reasoning. (It might
be safer, however, to speak of theoretical reasoning instead of inductive
reasoning, because theoretical reasoning contrasts with practical reasoning, which clearly exists, whereas to speak of inductive reasoning
may suggest a contrast with deductive reasoning, which does not obviously exist.)
Analogous remarks also apply to the suggestion that there is such
a thing as the practical syllogism (Anscombe 1957, p. 57). A syllogism
is a form of argument, and although there is practical reasoning, there
is not obviously any such thing as practical argument or logic and so
not obviously any such thing as a practical syllogism.
Again, consider a defense of a "logic of entailment," which observes
(1) in standard logic a contradiction logically implies any proposition
at all, and (2) one is not justified in responding to the discovery that
one's view is inconsistent by inferring anything whatsoever, concluding
that (3) a new logic is needed (Meyer 1971). This line 01 thought loses
plausibility if rules of inference or reasoning are distinguished from
rules of implication or argument.
Finally, distinguishing reasoning from argument can make one worry
that the work in artificial intelligence I have previously mentioned may
be hampered by the so far unsuccessful search for principles of a nonmonotonic logic, in contrast to the usual principles of monotonic logic
(McCarthy 1980; McDermott and Doyle 1980; Reiter 1980). It may be
a mistake to expect principles of reasoning to take the form of a logic.
In short, distinguishing reasoning from argument can make one suspicious of certain arguments for inductive logic, practical syllogisms, a
logic of entailment, and so on. It is unclear how work on such "logics"
might contribute to the study of reasoned revision.
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Descriptive versus Normative Theories
My aim in this book is to contribute to the development of a theory
of reasoned revision, but I find it hard to say whether the theory I
want is a normative theory or a descriptive theory. A normative theory
says how people ought to reason, whereas a descriptive theory says
how they actually do reason. The theory I envision tries to say either
or both of these things.
Actually, normative and descriptive theories of reasoning are intimately related. For one thing, as we will see, it is hard to come up
with convincing normative principles except by considering how people
actually do reason, which is the province of a descriptive theory. On
the other hand it seems that any descriptive theory must involve a
certain amount of idealization, and idealization is always normative to
some extent.
The distinction between a normative and a descriptive theory seems
as dear as the thought that one might sometimes reason in a way in
which one ought not to have reasoned, in which case there is something
wrong with one's reasoning. So letus consider ways in which one can
make mistakes while reasoning. There are at least four such ways:

1.
2.
3.

4.

One might start with false beliefs and by reasoning be led into
further errors.
One might reach a conclusion that is perfectly "reasonable,"
even though it happens to be mistaken.
One can be careless or inattentive; one can forget about a
relevant consideration or fail to give it sufficient weight; one
can make mistakes in long division; one can fail to see some-, :\
thing, to remember something~ to attend carefully; and so on..\,\' '
One c~~ revise one's ~iew ~n accordance with an incorrect rule i\':
of revision, thereby violating the correct rules.
.\

Mistakes of type 1 or 2 do not seem to be errors of reasoning at all.
Only mistakes of type 3 and 4 seem-to be errors of reasoning. Mistakes
of type 3 seem to be mistakes of "reflection," involving the violation
of a maxim of reflection. Mistakes of type 4 would be mistakes of
revision, involving the violation of a principle of revision.
I envision a theory that says something about principles of revision.
One way to try to discover the right principles of revision might.be to
consider actual cases in which people make mistakes of type 4Ofo ..see
why they are mistakes. Through seeing when the wrong principles are
followed, we might hope to discover what the right principles are. But
it is not easy to find cases in which people clearly change their views
in accordance with incorrect principles of revision, lt is difficult to come
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up with an example that cannot be attributed instead to a mistaken
belief, perhaps due to carelessness, so that the mistake is of type 1 and

possibly type 3, rather than of type 4.
We cannot simply say one makes a mistake of type 4 whenever one
reasons "fallaciously" in accordance with an "invalid" rule for changing
one's view. If we distinguish clearly between argument and reasoning,
we must agree that only arguments and proofs can be valid or invalid
and that the notions of validity and invalidity have no clear application
to changes in view, except in the sense that one can make a mistake
about what validly implies what, a mistake that affects one's reasoning.
It is often said that there is a fallacy of "affirming the consequent,"
in which one reasons from the premises if P then Q and Q to the
conclusion P. This would contrast with "affirming the antecedent,"
that is, modus ponens. But how are we to understand the contrast?
Given a sharp distinction between reasoning and argument, we cannot
suppose one's reasoning is valid if it proceeds in accordance with modus
ponens and invalid if it proceeds in accordance with the principle of
affirming the consequent. Modus ponens is a principle of argument or
implication, not a principle of reasoned revision. If there is a "fallacy"
here, it seems to involve making a type 1 mistake about what implies
what.
Similar remarks apply to the so-called Gambler's Fallacy. This occurs,
for example, in the game of roulette, in which one bets on where a
spinning wheel with a pointer will stop. The pointer might end up on
red or black (or very occasionally on green) and is equally likely to
stop with the pointer on red as it is to stop with the pointer on black;
that is, each time, the probability of red is the same as the probability
of black. The Gambler's Fallacy consists in thinking that, under these
conditions, red and black should each occur about half the time in any
sufficiently long series of spins; so, if black has come up ten times in
a row, red must be highly probable next time. This is a fallacy since
it overlooks how the impact of an initial run of one color can become
more and more insignificant as the sequence gets longer. If red and
black occur each about half the time in a long ellOugh sequence, they
also occur about half the time in the somewhat longer sequence that
includes ten extra occurrences. of black at the beginning. For example,
suppose red and black each occur 50% of the time in a sequence of
1000 spins of the wheel. Then in the longer sequence obtained by
adding ten occurrences of black at the beginning, red and black each
occur within half a percent of 50% of the time.
It may well turn out that all "fallacies" are best thought of either as
mistakes of type 1, namely, reasoning from false beliefs in which the
beliefs happen to be beliefs about what implies what or beliefs about
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probability, or as mistakes of type 3, involving carelessness or a failure
to consider all the relevant possibilities. None of the fallacies clearlv
involves a distinctive mistake of type 4, in which a mistaken principle
of change in view is followed. So, it seems that we cannot immediately
use the existence of such fallacies to help us discover what the correct
principles of revision are,
How then are we to begin to figure out what these principles of
revision are? There seem to betwo possible approaches. We can begin
by considering how people actually do reason, by trying to figure out
what principles they actually follow. Or we can begin with our "intuitions" as critics of reasoning. In either case we can then hope to
find general principles. This will almost certainly involve some ide alization. The suggested general principles will not coincide perfectly with
our actual practice or with our intuitions about cases, This may lead
us to modify the general principles, but it may also lead us to change
our reasoning practice and/or our intuitions about what reasoning is
correct. This can lead to a process of mutual adjustment of principles
to practice and/or intuitions, a process of adjustment which can continue
until we have reached what Rawls (1971) calls a reflective equilibrium.
Furthermore, and this is important, we can also consider what rationale
there might be for various principles we come up with and that can
lead to further changes in principles, practices, and/or intuitions.
To repeat, even if we start by considering how people actually do
reason, our account will probably have to involve a certain amount of
idealization. Now, some kinds of idealization yield a normative theory,
a notion of how one would reason if everything went right. So even
this approach may yield a natural distinction between is and ought,
between how things do happen and how they ought to happen. Indeed,
it may do so in more than one way.
In what follows I consider matters from both the viewpoint of our
intuitions as critics and the viewpoint of our actual practice. These two
approaches yield somewhat different results. As we will see, the appeal
to intuition tends toward a greater degree of idealization. In particular,
it tends to overlook or minimize practical limitations, such as limitations
on memory or on calculative capacity. What seems wrong when these,
limitations are not taken into account may be quite reasonable when
they are taken into account. So the two approaches can seem at least
initially to yield different results.

Human versus Artificial Reasoning
I am concerned with human reasoning, given the constraints of human

psychology. Although occasionally I allude to work in artificial intel-
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ligence, I am here concerned with this work not for its own sake but
only for the light it may shed on human reasoning.
My conclusions about human reasoning may sometimes be relevant
to work in artificial intelligence. For example, I argue in chapter 3 that
people cannot do much probabilistic reasoning because of a combinatorial explosion such reasoning involves. If this is correct, the same
limitation will apply to the "reasoning" of artificial intelligence systems.
But human reasoning is affected by other limits to which artificial
intelligence may not be subject, for example, limits on short-term memory. Seeing how humans reason in consquence of these limits mayor
may not be of much interest for artificial intelligence.

Summary
I am concerned with reasoned change in view. Such reasoning may
involve giving up things previously accepted as well as coming to
accept new things. I assume there is a difference between theoretical
reasoning, which immediately modifies beliefs, and practical reasoning,
which immediately modifies plans and intentions. I also assume we
can distinguish maxims of reflection, saying what to think about before
revising one's view, from principles of revision, the rules concerning
the actual revision to be made.
Reasoning in the sense of reasoned change in view should never be
identified with proof or argument; inference is not implication. Logic
is the theory of implication, not directly the theory of reasoning. Although we can say there is inductive reasoning, it is by no means
obvious that there is any such thing as inductive argument or inductive
logic. Nor does the existence of practical reasoning show there is such
a thing as a practical syllogism or a practical logic.
Finally, it is not at this point easy to distinguish a descriptive theory
of reasoned revision from a normative theory. Any nonnative investigation must begin by considering how people actually do reason and
how people criticize reasoning. Any descriptive theory has to make
use of idealization.

Chapter 2
Logic and Reasoning

Even if they agree that logic is not by itself a theory of reasoning, many
people will be inclined to suppose that logic has some sort of special
relevance to the theory of reasoning. In this chapter I argue that this
inclination should be resisted. It turns out that logic is not of any special
relevance.

Implications, Inconsistency, afld Practical Limits
If logic does have special relevance to reasoning, it would seem that
its relevance must be captured at least roughly by the following two
principles.

Logical Implication Principle The fact that one's view logically
implies P can be a reason to accept P.
Logical Inconsistency Principle Logical inconsistency is to be
avoided.
These are distinct principles. Suppose one believes both P and also if
P then Q. Since these beliefs imply Q, the Logical Implication Principle
says this may give one a reason to believe Q. It does not say one should
also refrain from believing Q's denial, 'not Q. Believing not Q. when
one also believes P'and if P then Q is contrary to the Logical Inconsistency
Principle, not to the Logical Implication Principle. On the other hand
the Logical Inconsistency Principle does not say one has a reason to
believe Q given that one believes P and if P then Q.
Neither principle is exceptionless as it stands. Each holds, as it were,
other things being equal. Each is defeasible. For example, "the' Logical
Implication Principle entails that, if one believes both P and iJP' then
Q, that can be a reason to believe Q. But, dearly, that is not always a
reason to believe Q, since sometimes when one believes P and also
believes if P then Q, one should not come to believe Q. Remember
Mary who came to believe three inconsistent things: If she looks in
the closet she will see a box of Cheerios. she is looking in the closet,
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but she does not see a box of Cheerios. Mary should not at this point
infer that she does see a box of Cheerios from her first two beliefs.

This suggests modifying the Logical Implication Principle:

Logical Closure Principle One's beliefs should be "closed under
logical implication." In other words there is something wrong with
one's beliefs if there is a proposition logically implied by them
which one does not already believe. In that case one should either
add the implied proposition to one's beliefs or give up one of the
implying beliefs.
But the Logical Closure Principle is not right either. Many trivial things
are implied by one's view which it would be worse than pointless to
add to what one believes. For example, if one believes P, one's view
trivially implies "either P or Q," "either P or P," "P and either P or
R," and so on. There is no point in cluttering one's mind with all these
propositions. And, of course, there are many other similar examples.
Here I am assuming the following principle:

Clutter Avoidance

One should not clutter one's mind with

trivialities.
This raises an interesting issue. To suppose one's mind could become
cluttered with beliefs is to suppose such things as (1) that it takes time
to add to one's beliefs further propositions that are trivially implied by
them, time that might be better spent on other things, and/or (2) that
one has "limited storage capacity" for beliefs, so there is a limit on the
number of things one can believe, and/or (3) that there are limits on
"information retrieval," so the more one believes the more difficult it
is to recall relevant beliefs when one needs them.
Such suppositions presuppose that beliefs are explicitly "represented"
in the mind in the sense that these representations play the important
role in perception, thought, and reasoning that we think beliefs play.
But we must be careful in stating this presupposition. Not all one's
beliefs can be explicitly represented in this way, since then one could
believe only finitely many things. But one can and does believe infinitely
many things. For example, one believes the earth does not have two
suns, the earth does not have three suns, the earth does not have four
suns, and so on.
In order to accommodate this point, I assume that we can distinguish
what one believes explicitly from what one believes only implicitly.
Then we can take the principle of clutter avoidance to apply to what
one believes explicitly.
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Explicit and Implicit Belief
I assume one believes something explicitly if one's belief in that thing
involves an explicit mental representation whose content is the content
of that belief. On the other hand something is believed only implicitly
if it is not explicitly believed but, for example, is easily inferable from
one's explicit beliefs. Given that one explicitly believes the earth has
exactly one sun, one can easily infer that the earth does not have two
suns, that the earth does not have three suns, and so on. So all these
propositions are things one believes implicitly.
That is an example in which implicit beliefs are implied by explicit
beliefs. There are also cases in which one implicitly believes something
that is easily inferable from one's beliefs without being strictly implied
by them. An example might be one's implicit belief that elephants don't
wear pajamas in the wild (Dennett 1978).
There is also another way in which something can be implicitly
believed-it may be implicit in one's believing something else. For
example, in explicitly believing P, it may be that one implicitly believes
one is justified in believing P. The proposition that one is justified in
believing P is not ordinarily implied by the proposition P and may not
be inferable from one's explicit beliefs, but it may be that in believing
P one is committed to and so implicitly believes the proposition that
one is justified by believing P. (I discuss this and related possibilities
in chapter 5.)
It is a possible view that none of one's beliefs are explicit, that is,
that none are explicitly represented and all are only implicit in one's
mental makeup. This is a form of behaviorism about belief. There is
surprisingly much that can besaid in favor of such behaviorism (Dennett
1978; Stalnaker 1984), but I suppose that whatever is ultimately the
right view of belief must allow that unbridled inference can lead to
too much clutter either in what one explicitly believes or in whatever
explicit thing underlies belief. Therefore I ignore the possibility of such
behaviorism and continue to assume that one's implicit beliefs are
implicit in one's believing certain things explicitly. If this is wrong, I
doubt that it is so wrong as to affect the conclusions I draw from this
assumption.
In this connection it might be useful for me to digress briefly to
observe that the distinction between explicit and implicit belief is not
the same as either the distinction between belief that is available to
consciousness and unconscious belief or that between"occurrent" nnd
"dispositional" beliefs.
We normally consider a belief "unconscious" if one, is not aware one
has it and one cannot easily become aware of it simply by considering
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whether one has it. Otherwise the belief is available to consciousness.
Now, clearly, implicit beliefs can be available to consciousness. The
belief that the earth does not have two suns is normally only implicit
in one's explicit beliefs and is not itself explicitly represented, even
though it is immediately available to consciousness in the sense that,
if one considers whether one believes it, one can immediately tell one
does.
On the other hand a belief can be explicitly represented in one's
mind, written down- in Mentalese as it were, without necessarily being
available to consciousness. For example, one might explicitly believe

that one's mother does not love one, even though this belief may not
be consciously retrievable without extensive psychoanalysis. So the
distinction between implicit and explicit beliefs is not the same as that
between unconscious beliefs and those available to consciousness,
Turning now to the distinction between occurrent and dispositional
beliefs, we can say a belief is occurrent if it is either currently before
one's consciousness orin some other way currently operative in guiding
what one is thinking or doing. A belief is merely dispositional if it is
only potentially occurrent in this sense, Any merely implicit belief is
merely dispositional, but explicit beliefs are not always occurrent, since
only some explicit beliefs are currently operative at any given time. So
the distinction between implicit and explicit beliefs is not the same as
that between occurrent and dispositional beliefs.
So much for this digression comparing these various distinctions in
kinds of beliefs.
Let me return to the discussion of the Logical Closure Principle,
which says one's beliefs should be closed under logical implication.
Clearly this principle does not apply to explicit beliefs, since one has
only a finite number of explicit beliefs and they have infinitely many
logical consequences, Nor can the Logical Closure Principle be satisfied
even by one's implicit beliefs. One cannot be expected even implicitly
to believe a logical consequence of one's beliefs if a complex proof
would be needed to see the implication.
It won't help to change the Logical Closure Principle to say one's
beliefs should be closed under obvious logical implication. That would
come to the same thing, since any logical implication 'can eventually
be demonstrated by a proof consisting entirely of a series of obvious
steps, This means that, if beliefs are required to be closed under obvious
logical implication, they are required to be closed under any logical
implication, obvious or not. So, since beliefs cannot be required to be
closed under logical implication, they cannot be required to be closed
under obvious logical implication either.
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Clutter Avoidance
How is the principle of clutter avoidance to be used? It seems absurd
for it to figure explicitly in one's reasoning, so that one refrains from
drawing an otherwise acceptable conclusion on the grounds of clutter
avoidance. Once one is explicitly considering whether or not to accept
a conclusion, one cannot decide not to on such grounds. One might
rationally decide not to try to remember it, perhaps, but one cannot
decide not to believe it at least for the moment.
Suppose George is trying to convince Bob that P. George shows how
P is a deductive consequence of things Bob believes. Bob accepts the
validity of George's argument and refuses to change his belief in any
of the premises, but he also refuses to accept the conclusion P, citing
clutter avoidance as his reason for refusing, That is absurd. (1 am indebted to Robert Stalnaker for this example.)
But the Principle of Clutter Avoidance is not just a principle about
what one should try to remember. It would be a violation of clutter
avoidance if one spent all one's time thinking up trivial consequences
of one's beliefs even if one refrained from committing these consequences to memory. In that case one would be cluttering up one's
short-term processing capacities with trivialities,
The Principle of Clutter Avoidance is a meta principle that constrains
the actual principles of revision, The .princlples of revision must be
such that they discourage a person from cluttering up either-lang-term
memory or short-term processing capacities with trivialities. One way
to do this would be to allow one to accept a new belief P only if one
has (or ought to have) an interest in whether P is true. (This is discussed
in chapter 6.)

Unavoidable Inconsistency and the Liar Paradox
I was saying that neither the Logical Implication Principle nor the
Inconsistency Principle is without exception. I have indicated why this
is so for the Logical Implication Principle, which says one has a reason
to believe the logical implications of one's beliefs. Similar remarks hold
for the Logical Inconsistency Principle, which says one, should avoid
inconsistency,
..
To see that the Logical Inconsistency Principle has its exceptions.
observe that sometimes one discovers one's views are inconsistent and
does not know how to revise them in order to avoid inconsistency
without great cost. In that case the best response may be to keep the
inconsistency and try to avoid inferences that exploitit. This happens
in everyday life whenever one simply does not have time to figure out
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what to do about a discovered inconsistency. It can also happen on
more reflective occasions. For example, there is the sort of inconsistency
that arises when one believes that not all one's beliefs could be true.
One might well be justified in continuing to believe that and each of
one's other beliefs as well.
There are also famous logical paradoxes. For example, the liar paradox
involves reflection on the following remark, which I call (L):

(L) is not true.
Thinking about (L) leads one into contradiction. If (L) is not true, things
are as (L) says, so (L) must be true. But if (L) is true, then it is true that
(L) is not true, so (L) must not be true. It seems (L) is true if and only

if (L) is not true. But that is a contradiction.
The paradox arises from our uncritical acceptance of the following:

Biconditional Truth Schema "P" is true if and only if P.
To see that this schema is indeed the culprit, notice that one instance
of it is

"(L) is not true" is true if and only if (L) is not true.
Since (L) = "(L) is not true," this instance is equivalent to the selfcontradictory

(L) is true if and only if (L) is not true
Various restrictions on the Biconditional Truth Schema have been suggested in order to avoid the liar paradox, but none is completely satisfactory (Kripke 1975, Herzberger 1982). So, the rational response for
most of us may simply be to recognize our beliefs about truth are
logically inconsistent, agree this is undesirable, and try not to exploit
this inconsistency in our inferences. (The danger is that, since inconsistent beliefs logically imply anything, if one is not careful, one will
be able to use this fact to infer anything whatsoever.)
In practice the best solution may be to retain the Biconditional Truth
Schema and yet avoid contradiction by interpreting the Schema not
as something that holds without exception but rather as something that
holds "normally" or "other things being equal." It is then a "default
assumption." One accepts any given instance of the Biconditional Truth
Schema in the absence of a sufficiently strong reason not to accept it.
One does not apply the Schema to (L) because doing so leads to
contradiction.
This does not seem to be a satisfactory solution from the point of
view of logic, since we take logic to require precise principles with
precise boundaries, not principles that hold merely "normally" or "other
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things being equal." But in ordinary life we accept many principles of
this vaguer sort.
My point about the Logical Inconsistency Principle remains. One
may find oneself with inconsistent beliefs and not have the time or
ability to trace the sources of the inconsistency (e.g.. the Biconditional
Truth Schema). In that event, it is rational simply to retain the contradictory beliefs, trying not to exploit the inconsistency.

Immediate Implication and Immediate Inconsistency
I turn now to an issue about the Logical Implication and Inconsistency
Principles I have so far mentioned only in passing. One might have
no reason to accept· something that is logically implied by one's beliefs
if there is no short and simple argument showing this. To take an
extreme example, one accepts basic principles of arithmetic that logically
imply some unknown proposition P which is the answer to an unsolved
mathematical problem: but one has no reason to believe P if one is
not aware that P is implied by these basic principles. This suggests
revising the Logical Implication Principle:

Recognized Logical Implication Principle One has a reason to believe
P if one recognizes that P is logically implied by one's view.
Similarly, we might revise the LogicalInconsistency Principle:

Recognized Logical Inconsistency Principle One has a reason to
avoid believing things one recognizes to be logically inconsistent.
However, there isa problem with this. It would seem one can recognize
a logical implication or logical inconsistency only if one has the relevant
concept of logical implication or logical inconsistency. But Jl..would
seem that few people have such concepts, at least if this involves distinguishing logical implication and inconsistency from other sorts of
implication and inconsistency. Consider the following examples:

P or Q and not P taken together imply Q.
A ~ Band B ~ C taken together imply A ~ C.
A < Band B < C taken together imply A < C.

A is part of Band B is part of C taken together impiy A is part of C.
X is Y's brother implies X is male.
'
Today is Thursday implies Tomorrow is Friday.
X plays defensive tackle for the Philadelphia Eagles implies X weighs
more than 150 pounds.

.

People who recognize these and related implications do not in any
consistent way distinguish them into purely logical implications and
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others that are not purely logical. (Only the first counts as purely logical
in "classical" first-order predicate logic without identity. Sometimes
principles for identity are included as part of logic, in which the second
also counts as a logical Irnpltcation.) So the Recognized Logical Implication and Inconsistency Principles would seem to have only a limited

application.
To some extent this objection can be met by generalizing the principles, dropping specific mention of logical implication and inconsistency. Then the principles would be stated as follows:

Recognized Implication Principle One has a reason to believe P if
one recognizes that P is implied by one's view.
Recognized Inconsistency Principle One has a reason to avoid believing things one recognizes to be inconsistent.
These principles still apply only to people who have concepts of implication and inconsistency. But this is not so clearly problematical, if
only because it is not clear what it takes to have these concepts.
I suggest it is enough to be able to make reasoned changes in one's
view in a way that is sensitive to implication and inconsistency. Someone
who is disposed to treat beliefs in P and if P then Q as reasons to
believe Q has, by virtue of that very disposition, an appropriate ability
to recognize this sort of implication, at least if this disposition is also
accompanied by the disposition not to believe P, if P then Q, and not Q.
And the latter sort of disposition might reflect an appropriate ability
to recognize that sort of inconsistency.
I am inclined to take as fundamental certain dispositions to treat
propositions in certain ways, in particular, dispositions to treat some
propositions as immediately implying others and some as immediately
inconsistent with each other. That is, I am inclined to suppose that the
basic notions are

P, Q, ... , R immediately imply 5 for A
and
P, Q, ... , R are immediately inconsistent for A.
It is unclear to me whether these notions can be reduced to others
in any interesting way. (I am indebted to Scott Soames for raising this
issue.) If A is disposed to treat some beliefs as implying others, then
A is disposed to treat beliefs that immediately imply something as
giving him or her a reason to believe that thing; but we cannot identify

P, Q, ... , R immediately imply 5 for A
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with
A is disposed to treat P, Q, ... , R as a reason to believe S.
For one thing, A's general disposition may be overridden by other
considerations in a particular case, for example, if S is absurd. In that
case, some of A's beliefs will immediately imply a particular proposition
for, A, although A is not disposed to treat those beliefs as reasons for
believing that proposition. Furthermore, beliefs can be treated by A as
reasonS for believing a conclusion even though A does not take those
beliefs to imply that conclusion.
Similarly, we can say A is disposed to avoid believing things that
are immediately inconsistent for A but we cannot identify a set of
beliefs' being inconsistent for A with A's having a disposition to avoid
believing all the members of that set. On the one hand the general
disposition may be overridden in a particular case, as when A is disposed
to believe the premises of the liar paradox. On the other hand (as
Soames observes) there is Moore's paradox: One is strongly disposed
not to believe both P and that one does not believe P while realizing
that these propositions are perfectly consistent with each other.
50,1 am inclined simply to assume one has certain basic dispositions
to take some propositions immediately to imply other propositions and
to take some propositions as immediately inconsistent with each other.
More generally, 1 assume one can have general dispositions with respect
to certain patterns of immediate implication and inconsistency even if
some instances of the patterns are so long or complex or otherwise
distracting that one has no particular disposition to take those particular
instances to be immediate implications or inconsistencies.

Summary and Conclusion
I began by suggesting logic might be specially relevant to reasoning
in two ways, via implication and inconsistency. It seemed the relevant
principles would be defeasible, holding only other things being equal.
Furthermore, they would apply only to someone who .recognized the
implication or inconsistency. Since this recognition might be manifested
simply in the way a person reacts to these implications ,a.nd inconsistencies, 1 suggested that certain implications and inconsistencies are
"immediate" for a given person. (In appendix A, I discuss _"":l:,~.ther
basic logical notions can be defined in terms of such immediate implications and inconsistencies. I also discuss the hypothesis that only
logical implications and inconsistencies are immediate and that others.
are mediated by the acceptance of certain nonlogical 'principles, coneluding that this hypothesis may be impossible to refute.)
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My conclusion is that there is no clearly significant way in which

logic is specially relevant to reasoning, On the other hand immediate
implication and immediate inconsietencv do seem important for reasoning, and so do implication and inconsistency. Sometimes, reasoning
culminates in the conclusion that a certain argument is a good one or
that certain propositions are inconsistent. But that is not to say that
logical implication or logical inconsistency has any special status in
human reasoning.

Chapter 3
Belief and Degree of Belief

Probabilistic Implication
We have a rule connecting implication and reasoning:

Principle of Immediate Implication

That Pis immediately implied
by things one believes can be a reason to believe P.

Is there also a weaker probabilistic version of this rule?

Hypothetical Principle of Immediate Probabilistic lmpiicaiicn That
P is obviously highly probable, given one's beliefs, can be a reason
to believe P.
Suppose Mary-purchases a ticket in the state lottery. Given her beliefs,
it is obviously highly probable that her ticket will not be one of the

winning tickets. Can she infer that her ticket will not win? Is she
justified in believing her ticket is not one of the winning tickets?
Intuitions waver here, On the one hand, if Mary is justified in believing
her ticket is not one of the winning tickets, how can she be justified
in buying the ticket in the first place? Furthermore, it certainly seems
wrong to say she can know that her ticket is not one of the winning
tickets if it is really a fair lottery. On the other hand the probability
that the ticket is not one of the winning "tickets seems higher than the
probability of other things we might easily say 'Mary knows, We ordinarily allow that Mary can come to know various things by reading
about them in the newspaper, even though we are aware that newspapers sometimes get even important stories wrong.
This issue is one that I will return to several times" but I want to
begin by considering a suggestion which I think is mistaken" namely,
that the trouble here comes from not seeing that belief is a, matter of
degree.
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All-Dr-Nothing Belief
I have been supposing that, for the theory of reasoning, explicit belief
is an all-or-nothing matter. I have assumed that, as far as principles
of reasoning are concerned, one either believes something explicitly or
one does not; in other words an appropriate "representation" is either
in one's "memory" or not. The principles .of reasoning are principles
for modifying such all-or-nothing representations.
This is not to deny that in some ways belief is a matter of degree.
For one thing implicit belief is certainly a matter of degree, since it isa matter of how easily and automatically one c.an infer something from
what one believes explicitly...F urthermore, explicit belief is a matter of
degree in the. sense that one believes some things more strongly than
others. Sometimes one is only somewhat inclined to believe something,
sometimes one is not sure what to believe, sometimes one is inclined
to' disbelieve something, sometimes one is quite confident something
is not so, and so forth .
. How should we account for the varying strengths of explicit beliefs?
I am inclined to 'suppose that these varying strengths are implicit in a
system of beliefs one accepts in a yes/no fashion. My guess is that
they are to be explained as a kind of epiphenomenon resulting from
the operation of rules of revision. For example, it may be that P is
believed more strongly than Q if it would be harder to stop believing
P than to stop believing Q, perhaps because it would require more of
a revision of one's view to stop believing P than to stop believing Q.
In contrast to this, it might be suggested that principles of reasoning
should be rules for modifying explicit degrees of belief. In this view, an
account of reasoning should be embedded in a theory of subjective
probability, for example, as developed by Jeffrey (1983), not that Jeffrey
himself accepts this particular suggestion. In fact, this suggestion cannot
really be carried out. People do not normally associate with their beliefs
degrees' of confidence of a sort they can use in reasoning. It is too
complicated for them to do so. Degrees of belief are and have to. be
implicit rather than explicit, except for a few special cases of beliefs
that are explicitly beliefs about probabilities.
Let me say why this is so. To begin with, Kyburg (1961) observes
that the Immediate Implication and Inconsistency Principles would not
be right even as approximations if belief were a matter of degree.

Immediate Implication Principle The fact that one's view immediately implies P can be a reason to accept P.
Immediate Inconsistency Principle Immediate logical inconsistency
in one's view can be a reason to modify one's view.
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Propositions that are individually highly probable can have an immediate implication that is not. The fact that one assigns a high probability to P and also to if P then Q is not a sufficient reason to assign
a high probability to Q. Each premise of a valid argument might be
probable even though the conclusion is improbable. Since one might
assign a high degree of belief to various propositions without being
committed to assigning a high degree of belief to a logical consequence
of these propositions, Kyburg argues that the Logical Implication Principle is mistaken.
Similarly, each of an inconsistent set of beliefs might be highly probable. To take Kyburg's lottery example, it might be that the proposition,
"one of the N tickets in this lottery is the winning ticket" is highly
probable, and so is each proposition of the form, "ticket i is not the
winning ticket," for each i between 1 and N. So one might believe
each of these propositions to a high degree while recognizing that they
are jointly inconsistent. Kyburg argues there is nothing wrong with
this, so the Logical Inconsistency Principle is mistaken.
It is not just that these principles have exceptions. We have seen
that they are defeasible and hold only other things being equal. But if
belief were always a matter of degree the principles would not even
hold in this way as defeasible principles. They would not hold at all.
It would be odd for someone to take this seriously in a routine matter.
It is contrary to the way we normally think Imagine arguing with such
a person. You get him to believe certain premises and to appreciate
that they imply your conclusion, but he is not persuaded to believe
this conclusion, saying that, although you have persuaded him to assign
a high probability to each of your premises, that is not enough to show
he should assign a high probability to the conclusion! This is not the
way people usually respond to arguments.
Or consider the following attitude toward contradiction. As Jack asserts
several things, you observe that he has contradicted himself, His response is that he sees nothing wrong, since all the things he has asserted
are highly probable. This is comprehensible, but it is again different
from the normal way of doing things.
A normal reaction to someone's refusal to accept the conclusion of
a clearly valid argument after he says he has been persuaded ~oaccept
the premises, if he gives Kyburg's reason, is to suppose that he does.
not really accept the premises after all, but only believes of each ,t~.at
it is probable. Similarly, we suppose that a person who says at leastone ticket will win and also says of each ticket that it will not win does'
not really believe of each ticket that it will not win but merely believes
of each ticket that it is unlikely that that ticket will win. We do not
ordinarily think of this as like the case in which an author believes
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each of the things he or she says in a book he or she has written and
also believes that, given human fallibility, at least one of the things he
or she has said in the book must be false. Such a person is justified in
having inconsistent beliefs, but that does not show that the Recognized
Inconsistency Principle is incorrect. It only shows that the principle is
defeasible.
Of course, to say one normally thinks of belief in an all-or-nothing
way is not to deny one sometimes has beliefs about probabilities. More
important, one often manifests a varying degree of confidence in this
or that proposition as revealed in one's willingness to act, for example,
to bet But this does not show one normally or usually assigns explicit
levels of confidence or probability to one's beliefs. Thedegree of confidence one has might be merely implicit in one's system of beliefs.
Subjective probability theory can give an account of one's dispositions
without being an account of the psychological reality underlying those
dispositions.
It might be said one ought to operate using explicit degrees of belief.
This would imply one should make much more use of probability
theory than one does.
Similarly, it might be said that one's goals should be treated as
matters of degree. Since different prospects are more or less desirable,
one ought to assign them different degrees of "subjective utility." In
acting, one should act so as to maximize expected utility.
In chapter 9 I argue that this is not right. But even if it were right,
such an appeal to probability theory would not eliminate the need for
reasoning in the sense of change in view. One's subjective probability
assignments would never be complete. They would often have to be
extended. To some extent they could be extended by means of the
Principle of Immediate Implication by considering the immediate implications of one's current probability assignments and by allowing for
clutter avoidance and other relevant considerations. Furthermore, there
would also often be cases in which current subjective probability assignments would have to be changed, for example because they were
not consistent with each other. The Principle of Immediate Inconsistency
then has a,rql'~:;}:o: play. And there are other cases in which one will
want to modi:£Y:d~'1J.'ch assignments, for example, when one discovers
that a currenttheory would explain old evidence one had not realized
it would explain (Glymour 1980, chap. 3). And whatever principles ~
are developed for changing all-ot-nothing belief will apply to changing
degrees of belief, treating these as all-or-nothtng beliefs about.'
probabilities.

I.
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Conditionaiization
Some probability theorists appear to deny these obvious points. They
seem to suppose that reasoned revision is or ought always to be in
accordance with a special principle of "conditionalizetion" that applies
when one comes to treat evidence E as certain. The claim is that in
such a case one is to modify one's other degrees of belief so that the
new probability one assigns to any given proposition P is given by the
following formula:
new prob (P) ~

old prob (P & E)
old prob (E)

The quotient on the right-hand side is sometimes called the conditional
probability of P given E, which is why the principle is called
conditionalization.
- R. C Jeffrey (1983, chap. 11) shows how this formula can be generalized to allow for the case in which evidence propositions change
in probability without becoming certain. Suppose that there.are n relevant atomic evidence propositions E]I ... ,Err' so that there are 2"
strongest conjunctions C, each containing E, or its denial. Then the new
. probability one assigns to any given proposition P is the sum of all the
quantities of the following form:
new prob (C,) x

old prob (P & C,)
old prob (C,)

So, let us consider the following hypothesis. which is widely accepted
by subjective probability theorists:

Reasoning is conditionalization The updating of probabilities via
conditionalization or generalized conditionalization is (or ought to
be) the only principle of reasoned revision.

';>0

One way to argue for this is to try to show that various intuitively
acceptable principles of reasoning from evidence can be accounted for
if this hypothesis is accepted (e.g., Darling 1972; Horwich 1982).
However, there is a problem with making extensive use ofthis method
of updating. One can use conditionalization to get a new probability
for P only if one has already assigned a prior probability not orilyto
E but to P & E. If one is to be prepared for various possible conditionalizations, then for every proposition P one wants to update, One'
must already have assigned probabilities to various conjunctions of P
together with one or more of the possible evidence propositions and!
or their denials. Unhappily, this leads to a combinatorial explosion,
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since the number of such conjunctions is an exponential function of
the number of possibly relevant evidence propositions. In other words,
to ,b,e prepared for coming to accept or reject any of ten evidence proposrticns, one would have to record probabilities of over a thousand
such conjunctions for each proposition one is interested in updating.
To be prepared for twenty evidence propositions, one must record a
million probabilities. For thirty evidence propositions, a billion probabilities are needed, and so forth.
Clearly, one could not represent all the needed conjunctions explicitly.

One would have to represent them implicitly using some sort of general
principle. Given such a general principle, one's total probability distribution would then be determined, by either (1) the total evidence
one accepts as certain (using conditionalization) or (2) the various new
probabilities assigned to the C, (using Jeffrey's generalization of conditionalization). But neither (1) nor (2) is feasible. Consider what is
involved in each case.
The idea behind (1) is to represent the degrees of belief to which
one is presently committed by means of some general principle, specifying an initial probability distribution, together with a list of all the
evidence one has come to treat as certain. Such evidence will include
all immediate perceptual evidence-how things look, sound, smell,
etc., to one at this or that moment. One will have to remember all such
evidence that has influenced one's present degrees of belief. But in fact
one rarely remembers such evidence beyond the moment in which one
possesses it (a point I return to in chapter 4). So (1) is not a usable
approach.
On the other hand, (2) requires that one keep track of one's current
degree of belief in each of the relevant conjunctions C, of evidence
propositions and/or their denials. These are things one does not have
to be certain about, so the relevant propositions need not be for the
most part about immediate perceptual experience, as in (1). So the
objection that one hardly ever remembers such propositions does not
apply to (2). But (2) is also unworkable, since the number of relevant
conjunctions C, is an exponential function of the number of atomic
evidence propositions.
These objections assume one sticks with one's original general principle describing one's initial degrees of belief and records one's present
degrees of belief by representing the new evidence accepted as certain
or the new probabilities of the various conjunctions C;
Alternatively, one might try each time to find a new principle describing one's updated degrees of belief in a single general statement.
But the problem of finding such a general principle is intractable, and
anyway (b) there will normally be no simpler way to describe one's
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new probability distribution than the description envisioned in (1) or
(2), so this will not normally be feasible either.
Doing extensive updating by conditionalization or generalized conditionalization would be too complicated in practice. Therefore one
must follow other principles in revising one's views. It is conceivable
that all or some of these principles might refer to strength or degree
of belief and not just to whether one believes something in a yes/no
fashion. But the actual principles we follow do not seem to be of that
sort, and it is unclear how these principles might be modified to be
sensitive to degree or strength of belief. In the rest of this book I assume
that, as far as the principles of revision we follow are concerned, belief
isan all-or-nothing matter. I assume that this is so because it is too
complicated for mere finite beings to make extensive use of probabilities.

Chapter 4
Positive versus Negative Undermining

- - - "--"-"---------------------I now want to compare two competing theories of reasoned belief
revision, which I will call the foundations theory and the coherence
theory since they are similar to certain philosophical theories of justification sometimes called foundations and coherence theories (Sasa
1980; Pollock 1979). But the theories I am concerned with are not
precisely the same as the corresponding philosophical theories of justification, which are not normally presented as theories of belief revision.
Actually, I am not sure what these philosophical theories of "justification" are supposed to be concerned with. So, although I will be using
the term "justification" in what follows, as well as the terms coherence"
and "foundations," I do not claim that my use of any of these terms
is the same as its use in these theories of justification. I mean to be
raising a new issue, not discussing an old one.
The..key issue is .whether-0ne-needs·to'·ke'ep-fr-a-ek--e.f.'-0-Fl-e~fi-g.inaL.
ju"iiif{cations"forbeliefs.,..W hat I- am calling the foundations theory says
~ what I am calling the cQh_~,r~./.li~.Jheory says nO)
"The foundations theory holds that some of one's beliefs "depend
on" others for their current justification; these other beliefs may depend
on still others, until one gets to foundational beliefs that do not depend
on any further beliefs for their justification. In this view reasoning or
belief revision should consist. first, in subtracting any of one's beliefs
that do not now have a satisfactory justification and, second, in adding
new beliefs that either need no justification or are justified on the basis
of other justified beliefs one has.
On the other hand, according to-the coherence theory, it, is not true
that one's ongoing beliefs have or ought to have the sort ot' justificationel
structu;e required by the foundations theory. In this' view.ongolng
beliefs do not usually require any justification. Justification is takerrto
be required only if one has a special reason to doubt a particular belief.
Such a reason might consist in a conflicting belief or in the observation
that one's beliefs could be made more "coherent," that is, more organized or simpler or less-ad hoc, if the given' belief were abandoned
II
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(and perhaps if certain other changes were made). According to the
coherence theory, belief revision should involve minimal changes in
one's beliefs in a way that sufficiently increases overall coherence.
In this chapter I elaborate these two theories in order to compare
them with actual reasoning and intuitive judgments about such reasoning. It turns out that the theories are most easily distinguished by
the conflicting advice they occasionally give concerning whether one
should give up a belief P from which many other of one's beliefs have
been inferred, when P's original justification has to be abandoned. Here
a surprising contrast seems to emerge-s-vis" and" ought" seem to come
apart. The foundationsfhecry.. seems, at least' at first, to be more in
line with our intuitions about how people~ht to revise their beliefs;
the coherence theory is more in line with what people ac~do in
such situations. Intuition seems strongly to support the foundations
theory over the coherence theory as an account of what one is jJJslified
in doingin such .cases: but ill-Jact one will tend to act as the "coherence
theory advises.
After I' explain this I consider how this apparent discrepancy can biS.
resolved. I conclude that the coherence theory is normatively correct]
after all, despite initial appearances.

The Foundations Theory of Belief Revision
I

The basic principle of the foundations theory, as I will interpret it, is
that on~_~E§.Lk.e.e.Ptr.:i~~~ofone's original reasons for one's beliefs, so
that one's ongoing beliefs have a justificational structure, some beliefs
serving as reasons or justifications for others. These justifying beliefs
are more basic or fundamental for justification than -the beliefs they
justify.
The foundations theory rejects any principle of conservatism. In this
view a proposition cannot acquire justification simply by being believed.
The justification of a given belief cannot be, either in whole or in part,
that one has that belief. For example, one's justification for believing
something cannot be that one already believes it and that one's beliefs
in this area are reliable.
Justifications are prima facie or. defeasible. The foundations theory
allows, indeed insists, that one can be justified in believing something
P and then come to believe something else that undermines one's
justification for believing P. In that case one should stop believing P,
unless one has some further justification that is not undermined.
I say "unless one has some further justification," because in this
view a belief can have more than one justification. To be justified, a
belief must have at least one justification. That is, if a belief in P is to
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be justified, it is required either that P be a foundational belief whose
intrinsic justification is not defeated or that there be at least one uri- /
defeated justification of P from other beliefs one is justified in believing.
If one believes P and it happens that all one's justifications for believing
P come to be defeated, one is no longer justified in continuing to believe
P, and one should subtract P from one's beliefs.
Furthermore, and this is important, if one comes not to be justified
in continuing to believe P in this way, then not only is it true that one
must abandon belief in P but justifications one has for other beliefs
are also affected if these justifications appeal to one's belief in P. [ustifications appealing to P must be abandoned when P is abandoned.
If that means further beliefs are left without justification, then these
beliefs too must be dropped along with any justifications appealing to
them. So there will be a chain reaction when one loses justification for
a belief on which other beliefs depend for their justification. (This is
worked out in more detail for an artificial intelligence 'system by Doyle
(1979,1980).)
Now, it is an important aspect of the foundations theory of reasoning
that justifications cannot legitimately be circular. P cannot be part of
the justification for Q while Q is part of the justification for P (unless
one of these beliefs has a different justification that does not appeal
to the other belief).
The foundations theory also disallows infinite justifications. It does
not allow P to be justified by appeal to Q, which is justified by appeal
to R, and so on forever. Since justification cannot be circular, justification
must eventually end in beliefs that either need no justification or are
justified but not by appeal to other beliefs. L".Lus.sajLlhatsuch.basic
or foundational beliefs are intrinsically.justified.
For my purposes it does not matter exactly which beliefs are taken
to be intrinsically justified in this sense. Furthermore, 1 emphasize that
the foundations theory allows for situations in which a basic belief has
its intrinsic justification defeated by one or more other beliefs, just as
it allows for situations in which the justification of one belief in terms
of other beliefs is defeated by still other beliefs. As I am interpreting
it, foundationalism is not committed to the incorrigibility of basic beliefs.
A belief is a basic belief if it has an intrinsic justification ":Vhich does
not appeal to other beliefs. A basic belief can also have one, or 'more
nonintrinsic justifications which do appeal to other beliefs. So, abasic
belief can have its intrinsic justification defeated and still remain justified
as long as it retains at least one justification that is not defeated:
The existence of basic beliefs follows from the restrictions against
circular and infinite justifications. Infinite justifications' are to be ruled
out because a finite creature can have only a finite number of beliefs,
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or at least only a finite number of explicit beliefs, whose content is
explicitly represented in the brain. What one is justified in believing
either implicitly or explicitly depends entirely one what one is justified
in believing explicitly. To consider whether one's implicit beliefs are
justified is to consider whether one is justified in believing the explicit
beliefs on which the implicit beliefs depend. A justification for a belief
that appeals to other beliefs must always appeal to things one believes
explicitly. Since one has only finitely many explicit beliefs, there are
only finitely many beliefs that can be appealed to for purposes of
justification, and so infinite justifications are ruled out.

The Coherence Theory of Belief Revision
The coherence theory is conservative in a way the foundations theory
is not. The coherence theory supposes one's present beliefs are justified
just as they are in the absence of special reasons to change them, where
changes are allowed only to the extent that they yield sufficient increases
in 'coherence. This is a striking difference from the foundations theory.
The foundations theory says one is justified in continuing to believe
something only if one has a sp..ecial reason to continue to accept that
belief, whereas the coherence theory"says one isJustified in continuing
to believe something as long as one has no special reason to stop
believing it.
According to the coherence theory, if one's beliefs are incoherent in
some way, because of outright inconsistency or simple adhocness, then
one should try to make minimal changes in those beliefs in order to
eliminate the incoherence. More generally, small changes in one's beliefs
are justified to the extent these changes add to the coherence of one's
beliefs.
For present purposes, I do not need to be too specific as to exactly
what coherence involves, except to say it includes not only consistency
but also a network of relations among one's beliefs, especially relations
of implication and explanation.
It is important that coherence competes with conservatism. It is as
if there were two aims or tendencies of reasoned revision, to maximize
coherence and to minimize change. Both tendencies are important.
Without conservatism a person would be led to reduce his or her beliefs,
to the single Parmenidean thought that all is one. Without the tendency
toward coherence we would have what Peirce (1877) called the method
of tenacity, in which one holds to one's initial convictions no matter
what evidence may accumulate against them.
According to the coherence theory, the assessment of a challenged
belief is always holistic. Whether such a belief is justified depends on
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how well it fits together with everything else one believes. If one's
beliefs are coherent, they are mutually supporting. All one's beliefs
are, in a sense, equally fundamental. In the coherence theory there are
not the asymmetrical justification relations among one's ongoing beliefs
that there are in the foundations theory. It can happen in the coherence
theory that P is justified because of the way it coheres with Q and Q
is justified because of the way it coheres with P. In the foundations
theory, such a pattern of justification is ruled out by the restriction"l
against circular justification. But there is n~thin~ wron~ wit~ circular I
justification in the coherence theory, especially If the circle IS a largeJ
one!
I turn now to testing the foundations and coherence theories against
our intuitions about cases. This raises an apparent problem for the
coherence theory.

An Objection to the Coherence Theory: Karen's Aptitude. Test
Sometimes there clearly are asymmetrical justification relations among
one's beliefs.
Consider Karen, who has taken an aptitude test and has just been
told her results show she has a considerable aptitude for science and
music but little aptitude for history and philosophy. This news does
not correlate perfectly with her previous grades. She had previously
done well not only in physics, for which her aptitude scores are reported
to be high, but also in history, for which her aptitude scores are reported
to be low. Furthermore, she had previously done poorly not only in
philosophy, for which her aptitude scores are reported to be low, but
also in music, for which her aptitude scores are reported to be high.
After carefully thinking over these discrepancies, Karen concludes
that her reported aptitude scores accurately reflect and are explained
by her actual aptitudes; so she has an aptitude for science and music
and no aptitude for.history and philosophy; therefore her history course
must have been an easy one, and also she did not work hard enough
in the music course. She decides to take another music course and not
to take any more history.
It seems quite clear that, in reaching these conclusions, !<,arenbases
some of her beliefs on others. Her belief that the history course was
easy depends for its justification on her belief that she-has no ap~itud~
for history, a belief which depends in turn for its justification on her
belief that she got a low score in history on her aptitude test. There is
no dependence in the other direction. For example, her belief about
her aptitude test score in history is not based on her belief that she
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has no aptitude for history or on her belief that the history course was
an easy one.
According to the coherence theory, the relevant relations here are
merely temporal or causal relations. The coherence theory can agree
that Karen's belief about the outcome of her aptitude test precedes and
is an important cause of her belief that the history course she took was
an easy one. Butthe.. S.9h~t~DS~.,.theo!'y' denies th~t a relation of dependenceor. JUSliJi.t:,~.t~on",holds'or"-ought"'to hold 'b~t~;;;;-"theseTwo··""·
b eliefs astimeg9~e~EY,9!'Si..lh~~n~iii])!,I[erKas.Ji~.eii:lffi11IJiac~~p~tfif
In order to test this, let me tell more of Karen's story, Some days'''later she is informed that the report about her aptitude scores was
incorrect! The scores reported were those of someone else whose name
was confused with hers. Unfortunately, her own scores have now been
lost. How should Karen revise her views, given this new information?
The foundations theory says she should abandon all beliefs whose
justifications depend in part on her prior belief about her aptitude test
scores. The only exception is for beliefs for which she can now find
another and independent justification which does not depend on her
belief about her aptitude test scores. She should continue to believe
only those things she would have been justified in believing if she had
never been given the false information about those scores. The foundations theory says this because it does not accept a principle of conservatism. The foundations theory does not allow that a belief can
acquire justification simply by being believed.
Let us assume that, if Karen had not been given the false information
about her aptitude test scores, she could not have reasonably reached
any of the conclusions she did reach about her aptitudes for physics,
history, philosophy, and music; and let us also assume that without
those beliefs Karen could not have reached any of her further conclusions
about the courses she has already taken. Then, according to the foundations theory, Karen should abandon her beliefs about her relative
aptitudes for these subjects, and she should give up her belief that the
history course she took was easy as well as her belief that she did not
work hard enough in the music course. She should also reconsider her
decisions to take another course in music and not to take any more
history courses.
The coherence theory does not automatically yield the same advice
that the foundations theory gives about this case. Karen's new information does produce a loss of overall coherence in her beliefs, since
she can no longer coherently suppose that her aptitudes for science,
music, philosophy, and history are in any way responsible for the
original report she received about the results of her aptitude test. She
must abandon that particular supposition about the explanation of the
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original report of her scores. Still, there is considerable coherence among
the beliefs she inferred from this false report. For example, there is a
connection between her belief that she has little aptitude for history,
her belief that her high grade in the history course was the result of
the course's being an easy one, and her belief that she will not take
any more courses in history. There are similar connections between
her beliefs about her aptitudes for other subjects, how well she did in
courses in those subjects, and her plans for the future in those areas.
Let us suppose that from the original report Karen inferred a great
many other things that I haven't mentioned; so there are many beliefs
involved here. Abandoning all these beliefs is costly from the point of
view of conservatism, which says to minimize change. Suppose that
there are so many of these beliefs and that they are so connected with
each other and with other things Karen believes that the coherence
theory implies Karen should retain all these new beliefs even though
she must give up her beliefs about the explanation .of the report of her
aptitude scores. (In fact, we do not really need to suppose these beliefs
are intricately connected with each other or even that there are many
of them, since in the coherence theory a belief,do~sacqui!,ejustificatio~
simply bybeiflg--beli"ve<J+.~_~..
-.-----~--The foundations theory says Karen should give up all these beliefs,
whereas the coherence theory says Karen should retain them, Which
theory is right about what Karen ought to do? Almost everyone who
has considered this issue sides with the foundations theory: Karen
should not retain any beliefs she inferred from the false report of her
aptitude test scores that she would not have been justified in believing
in the absence of that false report. That does seem to be the intuitively
right answer. The foundations theory is in accordance with our intuitions
about what Karen ought to do in a case like this. The coherence theory
is' not.

Belief Perseverance
In fact, Karen would almost certainly keep her new beliefs! That is
what people actually do in situations like this, Although the foundations
theory seems' to give intuitively satisfying advice about what Karen
ought to do in such a situation, the coherence theory is, mote in accord
with what people actually do.
To document the rather surprising facts here, let me quote.atsome
length from a recent survey article (Ross and Anderson 1982; pp.
147-149). which speaks of
. .
the dilemma of the social psychologist who has made use of' deception in the course of an experiment and then seeks to debrief
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the subjects who had been the target of such deception. The psychologist reveals the totally contrived and inauthentic nature of
the information presented presuming that this debriefing will
thereby eliminate any effects such information might have exerted
upon the subjects' feelings or beliefs. Many professionals, however,
have expressed public concern that such experimental deception
may do great harm that is not fully undone by conventional debriefing procedures....
Ross and Anderson go on to describe experiments designed to "explore"
what they call "the phenomenon of belief perseverance in the face of
evidential discrediting." In one experiment,
Subjects first received continuous false feedback as they performed
a novel discrimination task (i.e., distinguishing authentic suicide
notes from fictitious ones).... [Then each SUbject] received a standard debriefing session in which he learned that his putative outcome had been predetermined and that his feedback had been
totally unrelated to actual performance. , .. [E]very subject was led
to explicitly acknowledge his understanding of the nature and
purpose of the experimental deception.
Following this total discrediting of the original information, the
subjects completed a dependent variable questionnaire dealing with
[their] performance and abilities. The evidence for .postdebriefing
impression perseverance was unmistakable. . On virtually every
measure ... the totally discredited initial outcome manipulation
produced significant "residual" effects upon [subjects'].
assessments....
Follow-up experiments have since shown that a variety of unfounded personal impressions, once induced by experimental procedures, can survive a variety of total discrediting procedures. For
example, Jennings, Lepper, and Ross ... have demonstrated that
subjects' impressions of their ability at interpersonal persuasion
(having them succeed or fail to convince a confederate to donate
blood) can persist after they have learned that the initial outcome
was totally inauthentic. Similarly, ... two related experiments have
shown that students' erroneous impressions of their "logical problem solving abilities" (and their academic choices in a follow-up
measure two months later) persevered even after they had learned
that good or poor teaching procedures provided a totally sufficient
explanation for the successes or failures that were the basis for
such impressions.
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... [Other] studies first manipulated and then attempted to
undermine subjects' theories about the functional relationship between two measured variables: the adequacy of firefighters' professional performances and their prior scores on a paper and pencil
test of risk performance.... [S]uch theories survived the revelations
that the cases in question had been totally fictitious and the different
subjects had, in fact, received opposite pairings of riskiness scores
and job outcomes. , .. [Olver 50% of the initial effect of the" case
history" information remained after debriefing.
In summary, it is clear that beliefs can survive ... the total destruction of their original evidential bases.
It is therefore quite likely that Karen will continue to believe many
of the things she inferred from the false report of her aptitude ~est
scores. She will continue to believe these things ev.en after learning
that the report was false.

The Habit Theory of Belief
Why is it so hard for subjects to be debriefed?Why do people retain
conclusions they have drawn from evidence that is now discredited?
One possibility is that belief is a kind of habit. This is an implication
of behaviorism, the view that beliefs and other mental attitudes are
habits of behavior. But the suggestion that beliefs are habits might be
correct even apart from behaviorism, The relevant habits need not be

overt behavioral habits. They might be habits of thought. Perhaps. to
believe that P is to 'be disposed to think that P under certain conditions,
to be disposed to use this thought as a premise or ass~mption in rea~
sorting and in deciding what to do. Then, once a behef. has ?ecome
established, considerable effort might be needed to get rid of It, even
if the believer should come to see that he or she ought to get rid of it,
just as it is hard to get rid of other bad habits. One can't simply decide
to get rid of a bad habit; one must take active step~ to ensure tha~ the
habit does not reassert itself. Perhaps it is just as difficult to get rid of

a bad belief.
Goldman (1978) mentions a related possibility. observing that
Anderson and Bower (1973) treat coming to believe somethin~'as t~e.
establishing of connections, or "associative links," between -xeJ~yant
conceptual representations in the brain. Now, it may be that. once .s.et
up, such connections or links cannot easily be b:o.ken unless compet~nK.
connections are set up that overwhelm the original ol}es. The easiest
case might be that in which one starts by believing P and then comes
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to believe not P by setting up stronger connections involving not P
than those involved in believing P, It might be much harder simply to
give up one's belief in P without substituting a contrary belief. According
to this model of belief, in order to stop believing P, it would not be
enough simply to notice passively that one's evidence for P had been
discredited. One would have to take positive steps to counteract the
associations that constitute one's belief in.P. The difficulties in giving
up a discredited belief would be similar in this view to the difficulties

envisioned in the habit theory of belief.
But this explanation does not give a plausible account of the phenomenon of belief perseverance. Of course, there are cases in which
one has to struggle in order to abandon a belief one takes to be discredited. One finds oneself coming back to thoughts one realizes one
should no longer accept. There are such habits of thought, but this is
not what is happening in the debriefing studies. Subjects in these studies
are not struggling to abandon beliefs they see are discredited. ~--=
c0t:l!!~Ey~he-subj.eds...dQ.._JlC:..!,_~ee ~~~~m t~,~, be~i~fs_,they, have ac~uir~d
have been discredited . I}:ley come'tip' with allsoifs orr;-iat1()m,rtriatf6ns~"
(as we say) appealing to connections with other beliefs of a sort that
the coherence theory, but not the foundations theory, might approve.
So the correct explanation of belief perseverance in these studies is not
that beliefs which have lost their evidential grounding are like bad
habits.

Positive versus Negative Undermining
In fact, what the debriefing studies show is that people simply do not
keep track of the justification relations among their beliefs. They continue to believe things after the evidence for them has been discredited
because they do not realize what they are doing. They do-,,~j.Y!!derSland
that themdiscreditg4,~,::,i_~~ncewas the sole::~s()~_ ~.hy-Jhe~_..b elleveas
they_d,,~They do not see they would'nnthave been justified in forming
those beliefs in the absence of the now discredited evidence. They do
not realize these beliefs have been undermined. It is this, rather than
the difficulty of giving up bad habits, that is responsible for belief
perseverance.
The foundations theory says people should keep track of their reasons
for believing as they do and should stop believing anything that is not
associated with adequate evidence. So the foundations theory implies
that, if Karen has not kept track of her reason for believing her history
course was an easy one, she should have abandoned her belief even
before she was told about the mix-up with her aptitude test scores.
This seems clearly wrong.
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Furthermore, since people rarely keep track of their reasons, the
theory implies that people are unjustified in almost all their beliefs,
This is an absurd result! The foundations theory turns out not to be a
plausible normative theory after all. So let us see whether we cannot
defend the coherence theory as a normative theory.
We have already seen how the coherence theory can appeal to a
nonholistic causal notion of local justification by means of a limited
number of one's prior beliefs, namely, those prior beliefs that are most
crucial to one's justification for adding the new belief. The coherence
theory does not suppose there are continuing links of justification dependency that can be consulted when revising one's beliefs. But the
theory can admit that Karen's coming to believe certain things depended
on certain of her prior beliefs in a way that it did not depend on others,
where this dependence represents a kind of local justification, even
though in another respect whether Karen was justified in coming to
believe those things depended on everything she then believed.
Given this point, I su_gg~s~t~e,co,h~rence theo~Y_,~an s,l:lFP?,s:...it is
inc?~~ret)t to,beUev.e"bgttl,pat1§',a]!:l9 that.all.one's-reasons.. for,helieving
p' relied crucially onf~l~e . assumptions... _Within_the,cob_12r~0~e theory,
this implies, roughly, the following:

Principle

at

Positive Undermining One should stop believing P
whenever one positively believes one's reasons for believing Pare
no good.

This is only roughly right, since there is also the possibility that one
should-instead stop believing that one's reasons for P are no good, as
well as the possibility that one cannot decide between that belief and
P. In any event, I want to compare this rough statement of the principle
with the corresponding principle in a fo~ndations theory:

Principle of Negative Undermining One should stop believing P
whenever one does not associate 0J;1e's belief in P with an adequate
justification (either intrinsic or extrinsic).
The Principle of Positive Undermining is much more, plausible than
the Principle of Negative Undermining. The Principle of Negative Undermining implies that, as one loses track of the justifications of one's
beliefs, one should give up those beliefs. But, if one does, not keep
track of one's justifications for most of one's beliefs, 'as seell1~},o be
the case, then the Principle of Negative Undermining says that one
should stop believing almost everything one believes, which is absurd.
On the other hand the Principle of Positive Undermining does not
have this absurd implication. The Principle of Positive Undermining
does not suppose that the absence of a justification is a reason to stop

,
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believing something. It only supposes that one's belief in P is undermined by the positive belief that one's reasons for P are no good.
It is relevant that subjects can be successfully debriefed after experiments involving deception if they are made vividly aware of the phenomenon of belief perseverance, that is, if they are made vividly aware
of the tendency for people to retain false beliefs after the evidence for
them has been undercut, and if they are also made vividly aware of
how this phenomenon has acted in their own case (Nisbett and Ross
1980, p. 177). It might be suggested that this shows that under ideal
conditions people really do act in accordance with the foundations
theory after all, so that the foundations theory is normatively correct
as an account of how one ideally ought to revise one's beliefs. But in
fact this further phenomenon seems clearly to support the coherence
theory, with its Principle of Positive Undermining, and not the foundations theory, with its Principle of Negative Undermining. The socalled process debriefing cannot merely undermine the evidence for
the conclusions subjects have reached but must also directly attack
each of these conclusions themselves. Process debriefing works not
just by getting subjects to give up beliefs that originally served as
evidence for the conclusions they have reached but by getting them
to accept certain further positive beliefs about their lack of good reasons
for each of these conclusions.

What about Our Intuitions?
It may seem to fly in the face of common sense to suppose that the
coherence theory is normatively correct in cases like this. Remember
that, after carefully considering Karen's situation, almost everyone agrees
she should give up all beliefs inferred from the original false report,
except those beliefs which would have been justified apart from any
appeal to evidence tainted by that false information. Almost everyone's
judgment about what Karen ought to do coincides with what the foundations theory says she ought to do. Indeed, psychologists who have
studied 'the phenomenon of belief perseverance in the face of debriefing
consider it to be a paradigm of irrationality. How can these strong
normative intuitions possibly be taken to be mistaken, as they must
be if the coherence theory is to be accepted as normatively correct?
The answer is that, when people think about Karen's situation, they
ignore the possibility that she may have failed to keep track of the
justifications of her beliefs, They imagine Karen is or ought to be aware
that she no longer has any good reasons for the beliefs she inferred
from the false report. And, of course, this is to imagine that Karen is
violating the Principle of Positive Undermining. It is hard to allow for
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the possibility that she may be violating not that principle but only
the foundationalists Principle of Negative Undermining.

Keeping Track of Justification
People do not seem to keep track of the justifications of their beliefs.
If we try to suppose that people do keep track of their justifications,
we would have to suppose that either they fail to notice when their
justifications are undermined or they do notice but have great difficulty
in abandoning the unjustified beliefs in the way a person has difficulty
abandoning a bad habit. Neither possibility offers a plausible account
of the phenomenon of belief perseverance.
It stretches credulity to suppose people always .keep track of the
sources of their beliefs but often fail to notice when these sources are
undermined. That is like supposing people always remember everything
that has ever happened to 'them but cannot always retrieve' the stored
information from memory. To say one remembers something is to say
one has stored it in a way that normally allows it to be retrieved at
will. Similarly, to say people keep track of the sources of their beliefs
must be to say they can normally use this information when it is
appropriate to do so,
I have already remarked that the other possibility seems equally
incredible, namely, that people have trouble abandoning the undermined beliefs in the way they have trouble getting rid of bad habits.
To repeat, participants in belief perseverance studies show no signs of
knowing their beliefs are ungrounded. They do not act like people
struggling with their beliefs as.with bad habits. Again, I agree it sometimes happens that one keeps returning to thoughts after one has seen
there can be no reason to accept those thoughts. There are habits of
thought that can be hard to get rid of. But that is not what is going
on in the cases psychologists study under the name of. belief
perseverance.
This leaves the issue of whether one should try always to keep track
of the local justifications of one's beliefs, even if, in fact, people do not
seem to do this. I want to consider the possibility that there is a good
reason for not keeping track of these justifications.

Clutter Avoidance Again
We have seen there is a practical reason to avoid too much clutter in
one's beliefs. There is a limit to what one can remember, a limit to the
number of things one can put into long-term storage; and a limit to
what one can retrieve. It is important to save room for important things
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and not clutter one's mind with a lot of unimportant matters. This is
an important reason why one does not try to believe all sorts of logical
consequences of one's beliefs. One should not try to infer all one can
from one's beliefs. One should try not to retain too much trivial information. Furthermore, one should try to store in long-term memory
only the key matters that one will later need to recalL When one reaches
a significant conclusion from one's other beliefs, one needs to remember
the conclusion but does not normally need to remember all the intermediate steps involved in reaching that conclusion. Indeed, one should
not try to remember those intermediate steps; one should try to avoid
too much clutter in one's mind.
Similarly, even if much of one's knowledge of the world is inferred
ultimately from what one believes oneself to be immediately perceiving
at one or another time, one does not normally need to remember these
original perceptual beliefs or many of the various intermediate conclusions drawn from them. It is enough to recall the more important
of one's conclusions. This means one should not be disposed to try to
keep track of the local justifications of one's beliefs. One could keep
track of these justifications only by remembering an incredible number
of mostly perceptual original premises, along with many, many intermediate steps' which one does not want and has little need to remember.
One will not want to link one's beliefs to such justifications because
one will not in general want to try to retain the prior beliefs from which
one reached one's current beliefs.
The practical reason for not keeping track of the justifications of
one's beliefs is not as severe as the reason that prevents one from
trying to operate purely probabilistically, using generalized conditionalization as one's only principle of reasoned revision. The problem is"
not that there would be a combinatorial explosion. Still, there are important practical constraints. It is more efficient not to try to retain
these justifications and the accompanying justifying beliefs. This leaves, _
more room in memory for important matters.

Chapter 5
Implicit Commitments

More on Positive Undermining
In chapter 4 I stated the Principle of Positive Undermining somewhat
roughly: "One should stop believing P whenever one positively believes
one's reasons for believing P are no good." Let us now try to be more
specific about the content of the undermining belief that one's reasons
are "no good."
One suggestion would be that the relevant undermining belief is
simply the belief that one is not now justified in believing P. But this
cannot be right. Sometimes, thinkingone's reasons for believing Pare
"no good;' in the relevant sense, one follows the Principle of Positive
Undermining and concludes that one is not justified in believing P. In
such a case one's belief that one's reasons are "no good" has to be
different from the belief that one is "not justified." Otherwise, one
could not get started. One could not reach ,the conclusion that one's
belief in P is unjustified without first having already reached that
conclusion!
This may suggest the relevant belief is that one's reasons are "no
good" in the sense that one was not originally justified in believing P
when one first formed that belief. One could first believe that and then
use the Principle of Positive Undermining to conclude that one is still
not justified in believing P. But this is not right either. Karen was
originally justified in reaching the various conclusions she reached ort
the basis of the initial report about her aptitude test scores. Later, given
a full process debriefing that makes her vividly aware of what has
happened in her case, she may come to see that her reaso~s arer''no
good," but that is not the same as coming to see she was, orig~~ally
unjustified, since she was justified originally.
. . ,. ,
At one point in chapter 4 I stated the general principle like this: "It
is incoherent to believe both P and also that all one's reasons for.
believing P relied crucially on false assumptions." This accounts Ior
Karen's situation after a process debriefing. At that point she realizes
she had been justified in accepting various conclusions only because
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of her belief in the accuracy of the original report of her aptitude test
scores, a belief that she now sees is false.
I think this covers all the relevant cases. Although there may seem
to be cases in which one comes to think one's original reasons are "no
good," where this does not involve having relied on false beliefs, in
all such cases I think-there is a relevant implicit false belief.

Reliability Commitment
Consider this example. William looks out the window and, on the basis
of what he sees, forms the belief that the girl his daughter is playing
with in the backyard is the girl he met yesterday, named Connie. Later
he learns Connie has an identical twin, Laura, whom he cannot distinguish from Connie. This leads him to realize that his reasons for his
belief about the identity of the girl he saw playing with his daughter
In the backyard are "no good." The Principle of Positive Undermining
should apply here. It may seem that, in applying this Principle, William
does. not have to suppose that his original justification relied on any
false beliefs. In particular, he needn't have explicitly considered whether
Connie might have an identical twin.
But in such a case William at least implicitly relied on the belief that
the perceptual appearances were an objectively reliable indicator of
the identity of the girl he saw with his daughter. On learning that
Connie has an identical twin, he now thinks appearances were not an
objectively reliable indicator, so he thinks he was (subjectively) justified
only because he relied on a false belief. The relevant belief here that
the appearances are an objectively reliable indicator, is, to~epe;t, ordinarily implicit rather than explicit. It is something William is committed
to in coming to believe that the girl he sees is the same girl as the one
he spoke to earlier, whether or not he explicitly notes this commitment.
Karen has a similar implicit belief. When she reaches her conclusions
about her aptitudes and related matters, she assumes, at least implicitly,
that the reports of her scores are an objectively reliable indicator of
her scores. More generally, whenever one infers something new, one
supposes one's grounds are an objectively reliable indicator of the truth
of one's conclusion.
The existence of such commitments helps to account for a tendency
some people have to think S does not know that P even if it is true
that P and S is justified in believing that P, if S's grounds are not a
reliable indicator of the truth of S's conclusion (Goldman 1976). For
we might refuse to credit S with knowing that P if S's belief that P
involves a commitment that is false (Harman 1980).
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Likelihood
Objective reliability is a kind of objective likelihood or probability. To
say that evidence is a reliable indicator of a conclusion on a particular
occasion is to say that on that occasion, given the evidence, there is
no significant likelihood that the conclusion is false.
The following example indicates how objective likelihood can differ
from "epistemic" likelihood. Suppose George has a bag of marbles,
some red, some white, and George randomly selects a marble from
the bag. It may be that, although George does not know this, a quarter
of the marbles are white, the rest red. Then the objective likelihood
that the marble George selects is white is 1/4, whereas the epistemic
likelihood may be 1/2 (if it has any definite value at all).
Similarly, William's reasons for believing Connie is in the backyard
are "no good" because, given his reasons, here is a significant objective
likelihood that his belief is false, even if there is no significant epistemic
likelihood of this for him until he learns about Connie's sister.
Objective likelihood is a relative notion. Something can be likely in
relation to certain facts and unlikely in relation to others. There is a
significant likelihood that a girl William takes to be Connie is really
her sister, Laura. There is no significant likelihood that a girl whom
William takes to be Connie and who parts her hair in the middle of
her head is Laura, since Laura always parts her hair on the left. In
other words, in relation to the fact that William takes it to be Connie
in the backyard, there is a significant likelihood that it is not Connie;
but, in relation to the fact that William takes her to be Connie and she
parts her pair in the middle, there is no significant likelihood that it is
not Connie.
Now, notice that William's reasons for believing that it is Connie in
the backyard might well mention incidently that the girl in the backyard
parts her hair in the middle. Then there is no significant likelihood
that his belief is false, given a full statement of reasons. But his reasons
are still "no good," since he does not know this distinguishes Connie
from Laura.
Later, after William becomes familiar with the two twins, he might
come to believe he is seeing Connie in the backyard on the, basis of a
similar presentation, again noticing the fact that her hairis parted, in
the middle. At this point his reasons are not "no good," since henow
knows that this is what distinguishes Connie from Laura.
,',.
At first, William assumes that a certain general appearance is a reliable
indicator of Connie's presence. Later he does not assume this and
assumes only that such an appearance including hair parted in -the
middle is a reliable indicator of Connie's presence. This shows that the
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precise assumptions one makes about reliability depend on one's actual
reasoning.

Conservatism: Tentative versus Full Acceptance
In chapter 4 I argued that beliefs and intentions are subject to the
following:

Principle of Conservatism

One is justified in continuing fully to
accept something in the absence of a special reason not to.

The Principle applies to what one fully accepts, what one fully believes
or fully intends. It does not apply to the things one accepts as working
hypotheses or tentative plans. In order to help bring out some of the
force of this Principle, I now want to contrast these two sorts of acceptance, full acceptance and the more tentative acceptance of something
as a working hypothesis. (I will discuss accepting something as a working
hypothesis and will not say anything explicitly about accepting something as a working plan, although much that is true of working hypotheses is also true of working plans.)
To accept something as a working hypothesis is to "try it out," to
see where one gets by accepting it, to see what further things such
acceptance leads to, Accepting a particular working hypothesis is fruitful
if it allows one to make sense of various phenomena; if it leads to
solutions of problems, particularly when there are independent checks
on these solutions; and if it leads naturally to other similarly fruitful
hypotheses.
If a working hypothesis is sufficiently fruitful, one may become justified in fully accepting it. One's reason for such full acceptance or
belief will not be the same as' one's reason for having first accepted
the hypothesis as a working hypothesis. One's original reason for having
tentatively accepted a working hypothesis was that such acceptance
promised to be fruitful. One's later reason for coming fully to accept
or believe the hypothesis is that it has indeed proved fruitful in a way
that suggests it is true,
This is not to say there is esharp line between full beliefs and
working hypotheses, One's acceptance of a working hypothesis can
gradually become more than tentative, so that eventually one is no
longer investigating that hypothesis but has fully accepted it. Things
can go the other way, too. If "anomalies" arise with respect to aview,
one can pass from fully accepting it to accepting it more tentatively
and merely as a working hypothesis,
One is justified in continuing to accept something as a working hypothesis only as long as such acceptance promises to payoff, If some-
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thing has been tentatively accepted already for some time, one is
normally justified in continuing one's tentative acceptance of it only
if such acceptance has already proved fruitful. It is not enough merely
to be able to rebut objections in the sense that one can develop auxiliary
hypotheses that keep one from being refuted. One also needs a positive
payoff. One should avoid "degenerating research programs" (Lakatos
1970).
The Principle of Conservatism does not apply to such tentative acceptance. It is not true that one is justified in continuing to accept a
working hypothesis in the absence of a special reason not to. One
needs a special positive reason to keep on accepting something as a
working hypothesis. (However, a looser strategic principle may be relevant. Perhaps, one should not too quickly abandon what one tentatively
accepts simply because there is no immediate payoff, One should not
get discouraged too quickly.)
Tentative acceptance is not easy. It takes a certain amount of sophistication and practice to be able to investigate an issue by ten~ati~ely
accepting various hypotheses. Ordinary people, and even most scientists,
are quick to convert tentative acceptance to full acceptance in a way
that seems overly hasty to critical reflection (Nisbett and Ross 1980,
chap. 8).

Full Acceptance Ends Inquiry
Belief in or full acceptance of P involves two things. First, one allows
oneself to use P as part of one's starting point in further theoretical
and practical thinking, Second, one takes the issue to be :losed. in ~he
sense that, when one fully accepts P, one is no longer mvesngatmg
whether P is true. Granted, one may continue investigating in order
to get evidence that will stand up in court or f~r some other reaso~,
but one is no longer investigating in order to find out whether P 1S
true. In fully accepting P, one takes oneself to know that P is' true.
Accepting something as a working hypothesis has the first of these
features. If one accepts something as a working hypothesis, one can
then use it as part of one's starting point in further thinking~But this
sort of acceptance does not have the second feature, In accepting something as a working hypothesis, one is not ending inquiry into that
matter. On the contrary, one is pursuing the inquiry in a pa:!,~cular
w a y . . . : .
Since full acceptance does end inquiryin this way, one IS JUSh/ted
in fully accepting P only if one is justified in ending one's investigation
into whether P is true. This means one has to be justified in implicitly
supposing that further investigation would not be sufficiently worth-
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while, for example, by uncovering relevant evidence of a sort not yet
considered. Popper (1959) stresses the point: It is not enough to look
for positive evidence in favor of a hypothesis; one must also try to find
evidence against the hypothesis. A hypothesis is "corroborated" only
to the extent that it survives one's best attempts to refute it. Only then
can one suppose further investigation would not be worthwhile. That
is why it is important to check a variety of instances before accepting
a generalization; it is not enough that one has checked many instances
and found they are in accordance with the generalization if all the
instances checked are of the same sort and if there are other sorts one
has not checked (Hempel 1966).
Popper also argues against fully accepting any scientific hypothesis,
but we can appreciate his methodological point without agreeing with
that. Perhaps Popper believes with Malcolm (1963) and Unger (1975)
that full acceptance can only end inquiry if it involves a dogmatic
commitment to disregard future negative evidence. But that is not true.
Having ended inquiry at one time, one may always reopen it later. The
point is merely that a special reason is needed to justify reopening an
inquiry. The Principle of Conservatism applies.
Full acceptance ends inquiry into P in the sense that, having accepted
P, one is justified in continuing to accept P in the absence of a special
reason to doubt P or at least a special reason to reopen one's inquiry.
Having accepted P, one is no longer actively looking for evidence as
to whether P is true. One will now pass up opportunities to find such
eviderlce, opportunities one would be pursuing if one had not ended
one's investigation into P.
To take a trivial example, suppose Mark is trying to discover how
to get to an address on a street called Prospect Place. Mark's "investigation" consists in asking a passerby if he knows how to get there.
If the passerby is sufficiently hesitant, Mark can check the directions
by asking others. (Mark may even think it prudent to ask a second
person even if the first seemed quite confident.) But once Mark comes
fully to accept an answer, Mark's "investigation" is over. Mark will
not at that point continue to ask others how to get to Prospect Place.
(At least, Mark will not do so in order to find out how to get there.
He might continue asking others for some other reason, for example,
to see how many people know where Prospect Place is, to hear the
local accent, or whatever.)
Full acceptance of P may therefore involve an implicit commitment
to the claim that further investigation of P would not be worthwhile,
for example, in leading one to discover further evidence. that would
lead to a reassessment of one's conclusion. This might explain the
following otherwise puzzling aspect of some people's judgments about
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knowledge. Many people are reluctant to say someone knows a certain
conclusion if there is easily available evidence that (misleadingly, as
it happens) casts doubt on the truth of that conclusion, for example a
forged document on the person's desk that he or she has not yet seen.
Perhaps this reluctance to allow the person knows is based on the
falsity of something the person is committed to in fully accepting that
conclusion, namely that there is no easily available evidence that should
lead to such a reassessment (Harman 1980).
Why Full Acceptance?

I have already observed that people find it difficult to accept things
only tentatively as mere working hypotheses. There is a strong tendency
quickly to convert such tentative acceptance into full acceptance. Why
is this so? Why can't we always accept things tentatively as working
hypotheses and refrain from ever fully believing anything?
At least part of the answer is that something like the foundations
theory applies to what one tentatively accepts as a working hypothesis,
as part of one's investigation of something. The same practical limits
that keep one from operating in accordance with the foundations theory
also keep one from never ending inquiry and always tentatively accepting one's conclusions as mere working hypotheses.
In the midst of inquiry one needs to keep track of which tentatively
accepted things depend on others, so' that ongoing revisions can be
neatly accommodated. One needs to remember what reasons there are
for and against various possible outcomes of the inquiry, where this
can involve also the reasons for various possible intermediate
conclusions.
Consider the situation of jurors at a .trial. The jurors first hear one
side of the case then the other. They are not supposed to reach firm
conclusions about any aspect of the case until all the. evidence is in
and both sides have had their say. At that point, the jurors are supposed
to take all the evidence into account in reaching their own conclusions.
This often involves keeping track of a number of different considerations,
replies, rebuttals, and so on. It is important that the juror try to remember.
all the relevant evidence and arguments and the various ways these
relate to each other. It would not be good for the jurors' to Iisten .to
one side and reach various provisional conclusions without remembering
the reasons for these conclusions. If the jurors were to forget 'these
reasons, how would they be able to give a fair assessment of the' 'other
side of the case?
Even after the individual jurors reach their own conclusions, they
must still try to keep track of all the evidence until the jury as a whole
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reaches a verdict. After that, it is no longer necessary to remember the
reasons for the verdict, since the inquiry is now closed,
Ordinary inquiry shares features with the jurors' predicament. Until
an inquiry is ended, one needs to keep a record of reasons for various
conclusions, possible counters to these reasons, counters to those
counters, and so on. This means one must keep track of dependencies
among one's tentative hypotheses. If one had unlimited powers of
record keeping and an unlimited ability to survey ever more complex
structures of argument, replies. rebuttals, and so on, it would be rational
always to accept things only tentatively as working hypotheses, never
ending inquiry. But since one does not have such unlimited powers of
record keeping and has a quite limited ability to survey reasons and
arguments, one is forced to limit the amount of inquiry in which one
is engaged and one must fully accept most of the conclusions one
accepts, thereby ending inquiry. Tentative acceptance must remain a
special case of acceptance. It cannot be the general rule.

Acceptance for Oneself and for Others
One accepts things in different ways. In addition to the distinction
between fully accepting or believing something and accepting it merely
as a working hypothesis, there is also a distinction between accepting
something only for oneself and accepting it as a member of a group.
Clearly, one often accepts propositions on the authority of others.
One takes someone's word for it-a teacher, an authority, a passerby
who claims to know where Prospect Place is. Furthermore, one is often
willing to make authoritative statements oneself, for others to rely on.
One tells things to one's children or one's students, one gives directions,
and so on (Austin 1946). But one is not always willing to do this.
Sometimes one is reluctant to give advice to others. Sometimes one is
willing to say such things as, "Albert is in his office. You can take my
word for it; I guarantee it." But at other times one is willing to say
only something much weaker, "Albert is in his office; that's what I
believe anyway," or "For myself I am certain that Albert is in his office,
but see for yourself; don't take my word for it."
When one asks others whether they are sure or whether they know,
one is often asking whether they guarantee it in this sense, One is not
normally just asking about their subjective certainty or whether they
think they know. It makes sense to say, "I think I know, but see for
yourself."
One is subject to blame if one guarantees something that turns out
not to be so. This goes beyond being subject to criticism for any individual
failing. Compare the difference between, "My present intention is to
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be at the party" and "1 promise that 1 will be at the party." If one
merely states one's intention, one might be criticized for having formed
an intention one shouldn't have formed; but, if one was fully justified
in forming that intention, one would not be criticized for having later
changed one's mind, given a new situation, But, if one promised, one
can also be criticized for not being at the party, where this goes beyond
any criticism one might receive for one's original intention or promise.
So, promising involves an additional commitment that one does not
have when one simply announces an intention. When one guarantees
that something is so, one in a sense promises that others may rely on
the truth of what one says, in a way that no such promise is involved
in simply expressing one's opinions. An authoritative statement involves
an additional responsibility. One might be blamed for guaranteeing
that something is so which is not so, where this goes beyond any
criticism one might receive for having expressed' an unjustified opinion
on the subject.
The use of authority in this way is important. It promotes the growth
of human knowledge. Each person does not have to start all over again
from scratch. Appeal to authority also plays a role in learning new
terminology.vsince one must often accept certain principles, at least as
assumptions or working hypotheses, before one can use the terminology
in a way that constitutes mastery of the terminology.
Now, I suggest that the distinction between expressions of merely
personal opinion and authoritative statements reflects a difference in
ways in which things are accepted. Sometimes one accepts something
merely-for oneself and sometimes one accepts something on behalf of
or as something acceptable toa group. The clearest cases of this occur
in inquiries that are explicitly group endeavors, involving teams of
detectives or scientists. Individual members of such groups sometimes
reach conclusions as members of the group or for the group, and special
constraints apply to such acceptance, In particular, a member of such
a group should not accept something in an authoritative way for the
group as a conclusion of the group unless he or she can coherently
suppose there is no relevant evidence he or she hasn't considered that
is possessed by others in the group.
I suggest that such group inquiry is in fact the usual case, Learning
about the world is a cooperative enterprise. One comes to.accept things
as a member of one's family or society or profession or culture.. It- is
only when people become methodologically self-conscious.thatthey
distinguish their own private opinions from the things they accept as
members of a group.
This may explain why we are sometimes reluctant 'to say someone
knows something, even if he or she believes it for the right reason, if
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there is misleading undermining evidence which most people know
about of which the person in question is unaware. To take an example
from Harman (1973), suppose a political leader is assassinated in full
view of the press. The New York Times publishes a detailed account in
its early edition. However, officials deny that the person killed is the
political leader in question. They say it was someone else. Suppose
these (lying) denials are widely heard and given some credence. Alice
wakes up, goes to her front door, and brings in the New York Times
to read at breakfast. She receives the early edition, printed before the
official denials. Reading the (accurate) story about the assassination,
she comes to believe that the political leader in question has been killed.
She believes something that is true, she is justified in believing it, and
her reasons are the right reasons. But does she know that the political
leader has been assassinated? People do not agree about what to say
about this, but many are reluctant to say she knows, although they
think she would know if it were not for the official denials. It may be
that the reason for their reluctance is this. In accepting a claim as
something one knows, one accepts it as a member of some relevant
group, and so one is committed to the claim that one's evidential position
is not undermined by evidence possessed by others in the group. Since
that commitment is wrong in this case, Alice does not know.

one cannot escape the first three commitments except in a few instances
when one is able tentatively to accept certain propositions merely as
working hypotheses. One can handle only a limited amount of such
tentative acceptance since one can engage in only a limited amount of
inquiry at anyone time. But it may be possible to escape the fourth
commitment by refusing to accept things as a member of a group and
accept things only for oneself. That may not be fair, but the constraint
here seems to be more a matter of morality than a result of limited
personal powers, in the way the first two commitments depend on
one's limited powers. True, one could hardly survive in the modern
world without making use of the outcomes of group inquiry; but that
is not to say one must oneself now participate in order to survive.

Conclusion
I have discussed four sorts of commitment involved in the usual case
of fully believing P in an authoritative way. First, in fully believing P
one is committed to the claim that one has or had sufficient reasons
for believing P that did not rely on any false assumptions. Second,
when one infers that something is so, one is committed to a claim that
there is no significant chance that one's conclusion is false, given one's
reasons for it (where the exact claim to which one is committed depends
on the details of one's reasoning). Third, in ending inquiry into P, one
is committed to the claim that further inquiry into P should not affect
one's conclusion. Fourth, in accepting P as a member of a particular
group, one is committed to the claim that evidence that should affect
one's conclusions is not possessed by others in one's group.
These commitments reflect different aspects of inquiry. The first reflects the way beliefs may be given up via the Principle of Positive
Undermining. The second reflects the way inquiry is sensitive to ob-

jective likelihoods. The third reflects the fact that full belief ends inquiry.
And the fourth reflects the social character of most inquiry.
Commitments of the first three sorts are harder to escape than commitments of the last sort. Because of one's finite and limited powers,
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Chapter 6
Some Principles of Belief Revision

The Relevance of Interests
We have seen that, because of the limitations of finiteness, one is
subject to a principle of

Clutter Avoidance

One should not clutter one's mind with

trivialities,

Since trivialities, in the relevant sense, are matters in which one has
no interest, this suggests the following policy:

Interest Condition (on theoretical reasoning) One is to add a new
proposition P to one's beliefs only if one is interested in whether
P is true (and it is otherwise reasonable for one to believe P).
The interest need not be a strong one; it could be a trivial whim. But,
according to the Interest Condition, there must be some such interest
if one is to be warranted in coming to accept a new belief.

One's interest in whether P is true may be simple, unmotivated
curiosity, but it will more often arise in accordance with such principles
as the following:

Interest in the Environment One has a reason to be interested in
objects and events in one's immediate environment. (So one fairly
automatically notices "salient occurrences" that are "right before
one's eyes.")
Interest in Facilitating Practical Reasoning If one desires E and
believes M's being true would facilitate or hinder E, one has- a
reason to be interested in whether M is true.
Interesfin Facilitating Theoretical Reasoning If one .is interested
in whether P is true and has reason to believe knowing ,Whether
Q is true would facilitate knowing whether P is true, one has a
reason to be interested in whether Q is true.
Notice that there is an important respect in which one can be interested
in whether Q is true without being interested in whether not Q is true.
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Suppose one is interested in whether P is true and suppose Q obviously
implies P. Then one may be interested in whether Q is true, because
if one knew Q was true, one could conclude that P was true. So, given
strong evidence for Q, one -has reason to accept it, But given strong
evidence for not Q, one may fail to have any reason to accept not Q,
since accepting not Q need not help one to reach a conclusion about
whether P is true.
Granted, acceptance of not Q might be useful in keeping one from
later trying that possibility again; it might keep one from later repeating
one's work by trying again to see whether Q is true. It is useful to
have some record of ways one knows one cannot get to P, But this
does not normally mean one will want to keep an explicit record of
all failed attempts. It is enough to note general characteristics of unsuccessful routes,
This is not an endorsement of wishful thinking. In particular, it is
not to suggest that, if there is roughly the same evidence for and against
P, then whether one should conclude P or not P depends on what one
is interested in. In such a case, one should not reach either conclusion,
no matter what one's interests, (At least this is true of theoretical reasoning, the conclusions of which are beliefs, On the other hand wishful
thinking of a certain sort is quite permissible in practical reasoning,
since a decision between intending P and intending not P can quite
properly depend on which of these one prefers.) The point is rather
that, even if the evidence for P is overwhelming, one should not add
P to one's beliefs unless one is interested in whether P is true,

The Interest in Not Being Inconsistent
Whether and how one will change one's view depends to some extent
on one's interests, But one cannot just ignore inconsistencies in one's
view on the grounds that one does not happen to be interested in them,
One always has a reason to be interested in avoiding inconsistency,
This is reflected in the strong tendency one has to avoid inconsistency.
Actually one has two tendencies: (1) a tendency to avoid holding
beliefs that are immediately inconsistent, and (2) a tendency to avoid
holding beliefs that one recognizes to be indirectly or less obviously
inconsistent. Beliefs are indirectly inconsistent if there is a possible
argument each step of which represents an immediate implication from
those beliefs to conclusions that leave one's beliefs immediately
inconsistent,
Tendency (2) is needed, Otherwise, when faced with an obvious
inconsistency, one could simply abandon one of the explicitly competing
beliefs without giving up any of the beliefs that impiy it. Tendency (1)
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is part of what it is for beliefs to be immediately inconsistent. Tendency
(2) depends on having an ability to recognize indirect implications,
which in turn depends on one's being disposed to take certain propositions immediately to imply others. (Immediate implications therefore
playa role not only in accepting new beliefs implied by old beliefs but
also in avoiding indirect inconsistency.)
Both tendencies depend on one's having recognized that one's beliefs
are either immediately or indirectly inconsistent. But recognizing an
immediate inconsistency is importantly different from recognizing an
indirect inconsistency, Recognizing that certain beliefs are immediately
inconsistent is directly manifested in the tendency to treat beliefs of
that sort as inconsistent; one is not propelled by a separate belief that
the original beliefs are inconsistent. But one's recognition that one's
beliefs are indirectly inconsistent cannot be directly manifested in a
tendency to treat beliefs of that sort as inconsistent, because then those
beliefs would be immediately inconsistent, not just indirectly inconsistent. So, one's tendency to avoid indirect inconsistency does depend
on an explicit belief that some of one's other beliefs are inconsistent.
This suggests that tendency (2) can be expressed as (2a) a tendency
to avoid holding beliefs which include the belief that some of one's
other beliefs are jointly inconsistent. We can account for (2a) in terms
of more basic principles. To believe that P, ... , R are inconsistent is
to believe that P, ' . , , R imply something, A, that is immediately inconsistent. But as noted in the discussion of Reductio Ad Absurdum
in appendix A, it is a feature of implication that, if A is immediately
, and R imply A is immediately
inconsistent, then the proposition P,
,and R. So, if one believes
inconsistent with the propositions P,
P, ... ,R and also believes that P, ... ,R imply A, where A is immediateiy
inconsistent, one's beliefs are immediately inconsistent and therefore
one is disposed to make changes in them to avoid this.

The Cet Back Principle
I have suggested that one is motivated to resolve an indirect inconsistency in one's view only when one recognizes it, that is, only when
one believes one's other beliefs are inconsistent. Given' that belief, one
tries to make a minimal change that eliminates the believed. inconsistency, in other words, a minimal change that allows one to stop believing
one's other beliefs are inconsistent. But something more,,'nee',i's .to be
said about this, otherwise the simplest modification would seem to be
merely to abandon one's belief that one's other beliefs are inconsistent
and to do nothing else! That would always involve a change of only
one belief.
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This may sometimes be the right thing to do, but not usually. One
reason why not is that usually one can get back the dropped belief by
reviewing the reasoning that led to it in the first place. So one could
get into a pattern of accepting a belief, then rejecting it, then accepting
it again, and so on, This suggests the following restriction on the rule
that one should make the minimal change that eliminates one's belief
that one's other beliefs are inconsistent:

Get BackPrinciple One should not give up a belief one can easily
(and rationally) get right back.
The Get Back Principle would keep one from simply refusing to believe
one's beliefs are inconsistent. It would also account for the strength of

repeatable observational evidence. One tests one's views against what
one perceives. If one observes something that is at variance with what
one expected, then something needs to be changed. It is true that
sometimes one can suppose there has been "observational error" and
stick to one's original view despite the conflict with experience. But
the Get Back Principle rules out Simply abandoning one's observation
without also concluding, for example, that there has been observational
error, because the observationcan then be made again giving one the
same belief right back again.
Observe that the Get Back Principle cannot just say that certain
combinations of beliefs are incoherent, where a given combination
includes the belief that one could easily infer some proposition P or
could easily come to believe that P via perception, because then one
could most easily avoid the incoherence by dropping that belief, which
is the very thing that the Get Back Principle is supposed to prevent.
The point seems to be something like this: When one revises one's
views in a way that leads to certain beliefs being dropped, one is
committed to the claim that there is no easy way rationally to get those
beliefs right back.
There may seem to be exceptions to this, but I think they are only
apparent exceptions. For example, suppose that consideration of a
philosophical paradox leads one to infer something one sees to be selfcontradictory (for example, "(L) is true if and only if (L) is not true"),
and suppose one has no idea how to resolve the paradox, One should
then certainly stop believing the self-contradictory proposition, even
though it may seem that one realizes one can infer it right back from
the rest of one's view. But this is not really an exception to the Get
Back Principle. It is important to distinguish what is implied by one's
view from what can be inferred from it. In such a situation, one sees
that a self-contradictory proposition is implied by one's beliefs! but
that does not mean that the proposition in question can be inferred
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from one's beliefs. Since one realizes the proposition is self-contradictory, one realizes that it cannot possibly be true and so one cannot
come to believe it. It is not inferable. (Of course, limy beliefs are inconsistent" would be reinferable if one were merely to give up that
single belie!.)
Furthermore, the Get Back Principle does not keep one from dropping
beliefs in whose truth one has no interest even though, given an interest
in their truth, they would be inferable. In particular, the Get Back
Principle does not keep one from forgetting one's reasons for one's
beliefs, including any observational evidence.
On the other hand, one cannot on grounds of lack of interest abandon
a belief that some of one's other beliefs are inconsistent. One always
has a reason to be interested in whether one's beliefs are inconsistent.

Measuring Minimal Changes
It seems that in changing one's view one should make minimal changes,

both in adding new beliefs and in eliminating beliefs, for example, in
order to get rid of an inconsistency in one's view. But how are such
changes to be measured?
The simplest measure would be this:

Simple Measure of Change in View Take the sum of the number
of (explicit) new beliefs added plus the number of (explicit) old
beliefs given up.
This measure is sensitive to the order in which inferences are made.
Suppose one starts with the following five jointly inconsistent beliefs:
P, Q, if P then R, if Q then R, not R.
Using the Simple Measure! the minimal change that eliminates the
inconsistency would be to stop believing not R. But, if one does not
notice the inconsistency, one might first notice that not R and if.? then
R imply not P and so infer not P, and similarly infer not Q from the
observation that not R and if Q then R imply not Q.
By the way, the implication from if P then R and not R to not P is
probably not an immediate implication, at least for most people. It
seems to take most people longer to recognize it than to.recognize true
immediate implications. One might have to notice that adding the
additional assumption P to if P then R.and not Rleads to inconsistency,
and then infer not P by Reductio Ad Absurdum.
Anyway, if one did thus infer not P and not Q, one would have the
following beliefs:
P, Q, if P then R, if Q then R, not R, not P, not Q.
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At this point, the minimal change which eliminates the inconsistency
consists in giving up two beliefs, P and Q. There is no longer any way
to get rid of the inconsistency by abandoning belief in not R without
also giving up at least two other beliefs, for example, not P and not Q.
SO giving up not R would not be part of a minimal change at this later
stage.
This effect of the order in which inferences are made may seem
implausible, but it is characteristic of a coherence approach (in contrast
to the foundations theory) that the order of inference can matter in
this sort of way, since in a coherence approach no record has to be
kept of one's reasons for one's beliefs.
In a foundations approach we could modify the Simple Measure and
say that, if giving up one belief would eliminate one's justification for
believing a second, then, since giving up the first belief would require
giving up the second as well, the giving up of these two beliefs should
be counted as (what is involved in) the loss of only one belief, not two
separate beliefs. In this approach one should count only those beliefs
given up that are not forced to be given up by the giving up of their
justifications. Using this modified measure, the minimal change in the
last example would be to give up not R. Although this would require
also giving up not P and not Q, this would count as a one-belief change,
rather than a three-belief change.
This way of putting things presupposes the unacceptable Principle
of Negative Undermining. One is supposed to associate justifications
with one's beliefs and abandon beliefs that lose their justifications, The
corresponding suggestion, given the more acceptable Principle of Positive Undermining, would be that, if one believes P, Q, and P is one's
only reason to believe Q, then giving up P and Q should count as a
change of one belief rather than a change of two.
It is not clear whether the Simple Measure should be modified in
accordance with this suggestion. If the Simple Measure is accepted,
"central" beliefs, defined as beliefs one takes to be a crucial part of
one's reason for many other beliefs, will be much more protected from
being given up than they would be if the principle were modified. The
Principle of Positive Undermining would allow such a central belief B
to be given up only if either one stops believing that one's justifications
for these other beliefs depend on one's belief in B or one stops believing
the various beliefs one thinks depend on B for their justification. In
either case, extensive changes must be made to one's view. According
to the Simple Measure of Change in View, we are to count each of
these changes as an additional mark against changing B, which can
make it harder to give up B than to give up some less central belief.
According to the suggested revision, however, we are to count the
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whole change as a change of one, which makes it much easier to give
up B. So, the original measure would protect central beliefs in a way
that the revision would not. It is unclear whether central beliefs should
be protected in this way. It might be suggested that principles of logic
and mathematics owe their relative unrevisability to being central in
this respect. But this is a matter that needs detailed examination, and
I have no idea what the outcome of such an examination will be.
In the discussion that follows, I appeal to the Simple Measure of
counting all the (explicit) beliefs given up or added; but this does not
matter in the one case I discuss in which the measure is applied, since
the same results would emerge if the measure were modified.

Long-Term versus Momentary Acceptance
It is possibly relevant whether inference would lead one to accept a

proposition as something to be remembered or only for the moment,
in the course of a longer argument. If one's interest in knowing whether
Q is true derives from an interest in knowing whether something else,
P, is true, one has an interest in noting for the moment whether Q is
true. After one comes to accept P, one does not have to keep accepting
Q, since the foundations theory is false.
Momentary acceptance is certainly less of a worry than long-term
acceptance from the point of view of clutter avoidance. This conflicts
with the Simple Measure of Change in View, since momentary acceptance would get counted as two changes-adding something now
and deleting it in a moment. Part of the solution here is not to count
forgetting (that is, giving up something in which one is no longer
interested) as inference that is .subject to the principle of minimizing
change in view, We might also want to count momentary additions as
of less weight than long-term additions.
There is still a practical reason to minimize even short-term changes.
Short arguments are easier to handle and use fewer resources than
longer arguments. In what follows I will not modify the Simple Measure
to give more weight to long-term changes, although again this will not
affect the one case I discuss.

Simplicity
The Simple Measure of Change in View considers only the number of.
changed beliefs. It does not take the complexity of those beliefs directly
into account. However, it appears that the measure favors simple hypotheses over more complicated hypotheses.
Suppose one is interested in determining a certain function F, given
the following evidence:
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F(17) = 34,
F(23) ~ 46,
F(36) = 72,

So

F(41) = 82.

This last proposition is the needed consequence.
In order to explain the data using (H2), we must, at least for the
short term, accept five intermediate steps for each of the the four items
of data in addition to (H2) itself. This involves accepting 4 x S ~ 20
momentary beliefs. The short-term change is therefore over twice as
much as for (HI) (20 beliefs versus 8 beliefs), whereas the added coherence is, let us suppose, about the same. So the simpler hypothesis
(Hl) involves less change in view, given the Simple Measure of Change
in View, which merely totals the number of added and subtracted
beliefs.

2 X 17

Consider two hypotheses:
(HI) F(n) ~ 2n,
(H2) F(I1) = 211 + (11 - 17)(11 - 23)(11 - 36)(11 - 41).
Both hypotheses would explain the data, but we would normally suppose the first is more reasonable because it is simpler. I sugg~st t,hat
the difference is reflected in the amount of short-term change In view
the hypotheses require. (H2) is less conservative than (HI).
To show this, I must anticipate what I say in chapter 7 and suppose
that one would come to accept a hypothesis of this sort only as part
of an explanation of the data. Then, to use (HI) to explain the data,
one needs to infer

x 17
34
2 x 23
46

2

F(17)

2 x 17
F(23)
2 x 23
etc.

(implied by (HI)),
(obvious arithmetical consequence),
(implied by (HI)),
(obvious arithmetical consequence),

This explanation involves adding eight momentary beliefs in addition
to (HI).
To use (H2) to explain the data, one similarly needs to infer such
intermediate propositions a~ the following:

x 17 + (17 - 17)(17 - 23)(17 - 36)(17 - 41),
x 17 + (17 - 17)(17 - 23)(17 - 36)(17 - 41) ~ 34.

F(17) ~ 2

2

The second equation is an arithmetical truth, but let us suppose it is
not an immediate consequence of arithmetical principles one accepts.
In order to get to it, one needs to do some slight reasoning, involving
the acceptance of the following principles:
17-17=0.

So
(17 - 17)(17 - 23)(17 - 36)(17 - 41) ~ O.

So
2 X 17
2 x 17

+
~

(17 - 17)(17 - 23)(17 - 36)(17 - 41) ~ 2 x 17.
34.

+ (17

- 17)(17 - 23)(17 - 36)(17 - 41)

~

34.

Summary
The Interest Condition on theoretical reasoning says one has a reason
to add a new belief only if one is (or has a reason to be) interested in
whether the belief is true. One can have a reason to be interested in
whether a belief is true if that might facilitate practical or theoretical
reasoning in which one is (or has a reason to be) interested. One can
be (or have a reason to be) interested in whether Q is true without
being (or having a reason to be) int~rested in whether not Q is true.
One always has a reason to be interested in whether one's beliefs are
inconsistent.
The. Get Back Principle says that one should not give up something
one can easily infer right back. Given one's interest in whether one's
beliefs are inconsistent, this makes it difficult to forget about inconsistencies one has discovered. It also accounts for the strength of repeatable observational evidence. (But, since one does not have to be
interested in the observational evidence.tt is usually OK to forget about
it once one has gone on to draw from it conclusions in which one is
interested.)
There are practical reasons to minimize change in one's view. In
changing one's views, one should make minimal changes. It is not
clear what the appropriate measure of the size of change is. Simply
counting the explicit beliefs added and given up is a possible measure,
although it may be wise to modify this so as not to count beliefs given
up because of Positive Undermining, and we, should probablytreat
adding new long-term beliefs as more of a change than adding new
temporary beliefs.
There is probably no need to take the complexity of 'particular beliefs
into account, since acceptance of more complicated beliefs also seems
to involve the acceptance of more beliefs, period.

Chapter 7
Explanatory Coherence

I have suggested that the coherence of one's view can be a factor in

reasoning. In reasoning one attempts in part to make one's view more
coherent, subject to other constraints, such as conservatism and the
Get Back Principle. In this chapter I want to say something about the
relevant sort of coherence.
Coherence in a view consists in connections of intelligibility among

the elements of the view. Among other things these include explanatory
connections, which hold when part of one's view makes it intelligible
to one why some other part should be true. In such a case one believes
not only P, Q, and R but also R because P and Q.
Some connections of intelligibility are immediate. One immediately
grasps how certain things do or might explain others. For example, a
relation of immediate intelligibility might hold for one between the
belief that all crows are black and the belief that this crow is black.
Similarly, such a relation might hold between, on the one hand, the
two beliefs this is an emerald and all emeralds are green and, on the

other hand, the belief this is green. Again, going back to an example
discussed in chapter 6, a relation of immediate intelligibility might

connect one's beliefs that, for all n, F(n) = 2n; 2 x 17 = 34; and
F(17) """ 34. Finally, to take an example in which such a connection is
not deductive, a relation of immediate intelligibility might connect one's
beliefs that the sugar was stirred into the tea and that sugar is soluble in
tea with one's belief that the sugardissolved in the tea. (The connection
in this last case is not deductive since the latter belief could be false
even though the former beliefs were true.)

Explanatory "Arguments"
Explanations may involve several steps or "subexplanations," sO the
representation linking various beliefs together mig~t look like this:
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In this case one explicitly believes P because Q. In cases 1 and 2 one
might believe this only implicitly by virtue of the links of immediate
intelligibility that hold among one's beliefs.

')-c
D-~---../
B
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Two Concepts of Explanation
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This sort of pattern of links among beliefs resembles the sort of pattern
required in a foundations theory of justification" Th,e, arf?WS here represent links of explanation rather than links of Justlflcatloll, and there
is no constant relation between these notions. As we shall see, one's
acceptance of an explanatory link between P and Q n:ight ad,gin,ally
have been the result of an inference from either a prevIous belief In P
or a previous belief in Q (or both).
.
As this sort of diagram indicates, some explanatory connections are
immediate, whereas others are indirect, involving something like argument. We can therefore distinguish three cases in which one believes
P because Q:

One fmds the connection between P and Q to be "immediately
intelligible."
2. One accepts an explanatory argument linking P and Q with a
series of immediately intelligible connections.
3. Neither case 1 nor case 2 applies: One explicitly believes P because Q but has forgotten or never was aware of immediately
intelligible links connecting P with Q. However, in this case
there is an immediately intelligible connection between one's
beliefs that Q and that P because Q on the one hand and one's
belief that P on the other hand.

1.

If we think of the arrows as representing immediately intelligible connections, then case 3 might involve this:

The term "explanation" is used to refer to different sorts of things.
Sometimes by an explanation one means the speech act of explaining
something to someone; at other times one means instead something
one grasps or understands that makes things more intelligible, comprehensible, or coherent, whether or not any speech act of explaining
has occurred.
In what follows, I use the term "explanation" always in the second
sense, to refer to something one understands that makes one's view
more coherent and intelligible, I do not 'mean the speech act of
explaining.
Furthermore, the relevant explanations are always of the form R because P, .. " and Q, explaining why or how it is that something is so,
Achinstein (1983) points out that there are other sorts of explanations.
Examples include explaining what a word means, explaining what
someone's intentions are, and perhaps explaining who someone is.
These other sorts of explanations do.not seem by themselves to involve
the relevant sorts of coherence increasing connections of intelligibility,
except where they also include explaining why something is so, Therefore, in what follows, I use the term "explanation" always to refer to
explanations of why or hew it is that something is the case.

Inference to an Explanation
"Inference to the best explanation" occurs when one infers something
that might explain the evidence, One .starts by believing e and comes
to believe e because h. For example, a mother hears a shuffling noise
from upstairs and concludes she has forgotten to close the ga-e on the
stairs so that her one-year-old child has been able to climb up to the
second floor and make the shuffling noise that she hears. A detective
infers the best explanation of the evidence, namely, that the butler did
it. A scientist concludes from a photograph that a certain 'sort of particle
interaction has occurred. From what a speaker says, .one infers .that the
speaker believes P, in other words, one infers 'that the speaker's having
this belief is part of the reason why the speaker said what he or she
said. From Mary's actions, one infers that she intends to be in New
York tomorrow, that is, one infers that her having this intention explains
her actions.
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I say this is inference to the "best" explanation because the explanation
one infers should be the best of competing explanations. At least, it
should be the best of competing explanations at the same "level." There
might be a competing explanation that is better but that involves an
improved version of some theory which one could not have been expected to think of. That would not keep one from being justified in
reaching the conclusion one reached.

Satisficing and Maximizing
Belief revision is like a game in which one tries to make minimal
changes that improve one's position. One loses points for every change
and gains points for every increase in coherence. One does not normally
try to maximize. One tries to get a "satisfactory" improvement in one's
score. One "satisfices" rather than maximizes (Simon 1969).
I have already mentioned an exception to the general policy of satisficing. One does try to accept the best of competing hypotheses at
the same level. We must distinguish choosing among competitors at the
same level, where one is restricted to taking the best, from choosing
between smaller and larger changes in one's view which do not necessarily involve competing hypotheses. In the latter case it is OK to
satisfice.
Theoretical and practical reasoning differ in this respect. In practical
reasoning one can be justified in satisficing even in choosing among
competing plans at the same level. In fact, often this is just what one
should do-make an arbitrary choice of a satisfactory plan to accomplish
one's goals. But in theoretical reasoning one would not be justified in
making an arbitrary choice of what to believe among competing
hypotheses at the same level.

Inference from an Explanation
In other cases one infers an explanation of the conclusion. One starts
by believing e and comes to believe h because e. From the trajectory
of the bomb and the position of the target one infers the bomb will
miss; that is, one infers that the current position and momentum of
the bomb will lead it to miss the target. From Mary's intention to be
in New York tomorrow, one infers that she will be in New York tomorrow; that is, one infers that her intention will result in her being
in New York. Similarly, because of its solubility, the sugar will dissolve
in the tea.
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Nondeductive Explanation
I have already remarked that explanations do not have to be "deductive."
One might conclude, from the facts that one is stirring sugar into one's
hot tea and that sugar is soluble in tea, that the sugar will dissolve in
the tea. Or one might conclude from the fact that there is dissolved
sugar in the tea that this is because someone has stirred in sugar. There
is a single explanation here, inferred in different ways. But one cannot
express this explanation as a deductive argument. The explanation is
defeasible. H holds only "other things being equal." The sugar would
not dissolve (or would not have dissolved) if it were (or had been)
coated with wax or if there were (or had been) already a saturated
solution in the tea or if other conditions had obtained, some of which
one could not now even envision (such as strange magnetic fields,
perhaps).
Similarly, when one infers that Mary's intention will (or did) lead
to her being in New York, one's explanation holds only "other things
being equal," since Mary's intention would not lead (or have led) to
her being in New York if she came (or had come) to change her mind
or if she were (or had been) prevented by circumstances from getting
to New York.
It might be suggested that these explanations can be turned into
deductive arguments by adding the premise that "other things are
equal." The relevant arguments might look like this:
The sugar is stirred into the tea.
H other things are equal, sugar dissolves when stirred in tea.
Other things are equal. .
So the sugar dissolves.'
Mary intends to be in New York' tomorrow.
Other things being equal, people do what they intend.
Other things are equal.
So Mary will, be in New York tomorrow.
However, this does not work, since "other things being equal" does
not simply report a single possible situation that might obtain. Other
things might be equal with respect to the sugar's dissolving in the tea
without other things' being equal with respect to Mary's .doirg "Y0at
she intends and being in New York tomorrow. We cannot just suppose
that, since the first explanation is correct, it is true that other" things
are equal, so the second explanation is also correct.
Hempel, who has been one of the most important defenders of the
deductive nomological model of scientific explanation (Hempe11965),
has recently suggested (in unpublished work) that all serious scientific
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explanations are nondeductive in this way. They all contain implicit
or explicit "provisos" concerning the absence of interruptions, including
those of a sort that cannot be specified in the terminology of the theory
used in the explanation.

Statistical Inference and Statistical Explanation
Given the frequency with which six comes up when one throws a
particular die, one infers the die is "loaded" so as to favor side six.
This is to reason from theobserved evidence to a statistical explanation
of that evidence. One concludes that the best explanation of the observed
evidence is that the probability of getting a six on tossing this die is
greater than one out of six. One infers that the observed frequency of
sixes has occurred because the die is loaded.
Such a statistical explanation is nondeductive. From a description of
the antecedent situation there is no way to deduce how the die will
actually come up in a series of tosses, even though one can infer'such
a description in the other direction, from the observation of the resulting
series of tosses,
We can appeal to this connection between explanation and reasoning
in order to resolve certain issues in the theory of statistical explanation.
For example, consider the dispute as to whether a statistical explanation
of an outcome must show that the outcome was "to be expected" by
giving it a high statistical probability given the initial conditions. Hempel
(1965) says yes. Jeffrey (1969) says no. My approach leads me to side
with Jeffrey. Statistical explanations do not have to show that the resulting event was statistically probable. When one infers from an observed sequence of tosses that a die is biased toward six, one does not
suppose that, with such a bias, that particular observed sequence of
tosses was highly probable. In fact, that particular sequence of tosses
was highly improbable even with the biased die! However, the explanation citing a biased die is "better" than an explanation appealing to
an unbiased die in the sense of "more inferable," because the sequence
of tosses actually obtained would have been much more improbable
on the latter hypothesis than on the former.

The Lottery Paradox Again
Can one infer something simply because it is statistically highly probable, given the evidence? That would be an inference from an explanation! an inference to a conclusion of the form h because e, which we
have seen is a possible sort of inference. But to suppose one can make
such an inference on statistical grounds would seem to yield the lottery
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paradox. Although one believes that one ticket will win, one could
also infer, for any ticket in the lottery that that ticket won't be the
winning ticket.
There is no actual contradiction here. To say one can infer this of
any ticket is not to say one can infer it of all. Given that one has
inferred ticket number 1 will not win, then one must suppose the odds
against ticket number 2 are no longer 999,999 to 1, but only 999,998
to 1. And after one infers ticket number 2 won't win, one-must change
the odds on ticket number 3 to 999,997 to 1, and so on, If one could
get to ticket number 999,999, one would have to suppose the odds
were even, 1 to L so at that point the hypothesis that this ticket will
not win would be no better than the hypothesis that it will win, and
one could infer no further. (Presumably one would have to have stopped
before this point.) But the order of inference really matters here, since
one could have inferred that ticket 999,999 won't win if only one had
made this last inference early enough. And, although we have seen
that it is characteristic of a coherence approach that the 'order of inference
matters, that is because one may forget one's reasons for believing
something. Here, the order of inference matters even if one fully remembers one's reasons.

Knowledge
Could such a statistical inference give one knowledge if it is -in this
direction, from an explanation to a conclusion? If it is it fair lottery,
can one know this particular ticket will not be the winning ticket? This
can seem wrong.
Yet an inference in the other direction, from observed evidence to
a statistical explanation of the evidence, can give one knowledge, If
one tosses the die again and again, one can come to know that the
probability of six on this die is closer to 1/2 than to 1/6. What is the
difference? Why is knowledge clearly possible in the one case and not
clearly possible in the other?
Suppose Billwants to know where Mary will be tomorrow. Billknows
that Mary intends to be in New York; Bill also knows that if Mary's
ticket is the winning ticket! she will instead be in Trenton for the award
ceremony. But there is only one chance in a million of-that. Can't. Bill
conclude that Mary will be in New York tomorrow and ln 't0~t way
come to know where Mary will be tomorrow? That seems possible.
But doesn't it involve knowing her lottery ticket is not going to be. a
winning ticket?
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Perhaps, it makes a difference what question is being considered:
"Which ticket will win?" versus "Where will Mary be tomorrow?"
Perhaps this affects which alternatives are being considered; and one
tries for the best alternative (Levi 1967). This may be so, but it does
not account for our reluctance to say one knows the ticket is not the
winning ticket, since we are reluctant when we are not interested in
which ticket will win but only in whether this ticket will win.
I have no idea how to account for our reluctance to attribute knowledge in cases of this sort.

Nonstatistical Nondeterministic Explanation
There seem to be nondeterministic explanations that are not statistical.
Psychological explanation may be of this sort. One explains what led
a person to act as he or she did, how it happened that there was such
a result, without any appeal to either deterministic or even statistical
laws connecting the initial situation to the action.
Such explanations can support inference to the best explanation. One
can infer that a person is acting in a certain way because he or she has
certain beliefs and desires, without supposing that there are deterministic
or statistical laws leading from those beliefs and desires to those actions.

Implication and Explanation
Implication and explanation are both coherence giving. Both immediate
implications and immediate explanations are "immediately intelligible."
Is there then a single underlying principle? .
If all explanations were deductive, the coherence-giving quality of
explanation might be derived from the coherence-giving quality of
implication. But, as we have seen, there are nondeductive explanations,
including statistical explanations, explanations that appeal to "other
things being equal" (as in the explanation of the sugar's dissolving in
the tea), and nondeterministic nonstatistical explanations, such as
grammatical and psychological explanations.
Does it go the other way? Does the coherence-giving quality of implication derive from that of explanation? Are all implications explanatory? At first, it may seem not. For one thing, any proposition implies
itself, but this is not to say that any proposition is self-explanatory.
True, this implication is not coherence giving in the relevant sense
either. One cannot come to be justified in believing a proposition simply
by deducing it from itself. But there are other cases in which nonexplanatory implications do seem to be coherence giving. One can come
to be justified in reaching a conclusion by means of a deductive argument
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that does not seem to be explanatory. For example, one might reach
a conclusion about the angle of the sun relative to the horizon by
deducing it from information about the height of a particular flagpole,
the length of its shadow-and certain optical and geometrical principles,
where this does not seem to involve any sort of explanation of the
sun's being at that angle. (Brotnberger 1966)
Similarly, suppose one believes Trudy leaves her car in her garage
whenever she is home. On looking in the garage and discovering the
car is not there, one infers that Trudy is not home. The relevant implication here goes from "If Trudy is home, Trudy's caris in the garage"
and "Trudy's car is not in the garage" to "Trudy. is not home." This
implication is sufficiently coherence giving to allow one to make the
inference, but it does not seem to explain why Trudy is not home.
On the other hand appearances may be deceiving. There are explanations and explanations. Sometimes one explains S by citing some
prior events that caused or brought about or led ·up to S. But other
explanations are not like this. Newton's explanation of Kepler's laws
is not of that form. Rather, it shows how the approximate truth of
Kepler's laws follows from more general principles. Perhaps the implication concerning Trudy's whereabouts is explanatory but not a causal
explanation.
Steven's daughter Tess asks him why Olivia is her cousin. Steven
explains that Olivia is the daughter of-his sister and that one's cousins
include any children of one's parent's brothers or sisters. This explanation too does not seem to be a causal explanation. Perhaps one has
an explanation of Trudy's absence that is like this.
Again, some marhematicalproofs seem more explanatory than others,
where the relevant sort of explanation is not causal. Steiner (1978)
contrasts two different ways to show that
1

+ 2 + ... + n ~

n(11

+ 1)/2.

1. The theorem can be proved by mathematical induction if
(a) the theorem can be shown to hold for n = 1 and (b) it can be shown
that, if the theorem holds for any given number n, it also holds for the
next number n + 1. This can be done as follows: If n = 1, the theorem
holds, since 1 = (1 x 2)/2. Furthermore, if we assume the theorem
holds for any given n, we can show it holds for n + 1,' for then .

PROOF

1

+ 2 + ... + n + (11 + 1) ~

~
~

QED.

11(11 + 1)/2 + (11 + 1)
11(11 + 1)/2 + 2(11 + 1)/2
(11 + 1)(11 + 2)/2.
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PROOF 2: We can add the series of numbers from 1 to fl to itself reversed,
in the following way:
1
+ 2 + + (n - 1) + n
n
+ (n - 1) + + 2 +
(n

+ 1) +

(n

+ 1) +

+

(n

+ 1) +

(u

+ 1)

There are 1'1 terms in the bottom series, so the sum of that series is
clearly n(11 + 1). Since that is the sum of the original series taken twice,
we have to divide by 2 to get the sum of the original series taken once,
n(n + 1)/2. QED.
The second proof seems more explanatory than the first proof. It
makes it intelligible why the theorem holds in a way that the first proof
does not. It would be interesting to try to say why the second proof
is more explanatory than the first. I have not tried to do that. Part of
the reason for the more explanatory nature of proof 2 may be that it
"motivates" the theorem by allowing us to use the proof to discover
what the theorem is, whereas proof 1, using mathematical induction,
is possible only if we already know what the theorem is. But why is
that relevant to how explanatory the proof is? My present point is
merely that it seems to make sense to consider one proof as more
explanatory than another, where the relevant sort of explanation is not
causal explanation.
Noncausal explanations are sometimes relatively weak or trivial, and
there are sometimes disputes as to whether a given case is a case of
explanation. Is there any explanatory force to the claim that a particular
person's taking opium on a particular occasion put that person to sleep
because opium has a dormative virtue? Yes, the claim has some force.
One sees the particular case as an instance of a more general phenomenon, taking opium tends to put a person to sleep. This is not as trivial
as saying that taking opium puts people to sleep because opium has
a dormative virtue, That would be like explaining P by citing P itself.
Is there explanatory force to the claim that the sun came up this
morning because it always does or to the claim that this bird is black
because it is a crow and all crows are black? These are disputed points.
I suggest that we can take these to be noncausal explanations of a
relatively weak sort.
Consider the previous argument whose conclusion is that Trudy is
not home. That argument does not seem to be explanatory. But perhaps
this is because it is a weak noncausal explanation. Similarly for Bromberger's flagpole case. Perhaps the argument provides a kind of noncausal explanation of the angle of the sun, even though it does not
offer a causal explanation of why the sun should be at that angle.
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Perhaps this is the sort of explanation that figures, for example, in
.
explaining why Tess and Olivia are cousins.
This does not absolutely establish that the relevance to reesonmg of
implication is a special case of the relevance of expl~natory cohere~ce,
but it indicates that this may be so or at least that It may be possible
to say this without stretching language too far.

Summary
The coherence in a view depends on relations of immediate coherence
or intelligibility among elements in the view. Explanatory coherence
is an important sort of coherence, perhaps the only sort. It allows ~ne
to infer something that best explains the evidence and also some-bing
that will be best explained by things one already believes. One does
not have to maximize by finding absolutely the best modification in
one's view, but if one infers an explanation, that must be the best of
competing explanations at the "same level." (Here theoretical and p~ac
tical reasoning diverge.) Explanations can be deductive or nondeductive.
They can be statistical. One can infer a certain outcome of a chance
setup if the statistical probability of that outco~e is great enough,
although there are complications in the case of lotteries, perhaps because
one hopes to win despite the odds. Nor-deductive e~pla.nati?n: can ~e
statistical or nondeterministic and nonstatistical as In linguistics or In
commonsense psychology. Finally, although there appear to be cases
in which there are relations of coherence that support inference that
are not explanatory, this appearance may rest on a fail~re to remem?er
that there are 'explanations that are not causal, as In mathematical
explanations or Newton's explanation of Kepler's laws.

Chapter 8
Revising Intentions: Some Preliminary
Considerations

I understand practical reasoning to be the reasoned revision of intentions.
I stress this because the phrase "practical reasoning" is often used in
other ways. For example, as I observed in chapter I, it is sometimes
used to refer to a peculiar sort of argument, a practical syllogism or an
argument in the logic of imperatives. But principles of reasoned revision
are not the same sort of thing as principles of syllogism or logic.
The phrase "practical reasoning" is also sometimes used to refer to
reasoning about what one ought to do or about what one has reasons
to do (Nagel J 970; Williams J 980). That is really a particular kind of
theoretical reasoning, given the way in which I am distinguishing theoretical from practical reasoning, since reasoning that is concernedwith
what to believe about what one ought to do or with what one has
reasons to do is still reasoning concerned with what one ought to
believe, (I say more about ought, reasons, and judgments about practical
reasoning in appendix B.)
Some of the basic principles of practical reasoning, treated as the
reasoned revision of intentions, are similar to the basic principles of
theoretical reasoning, treated as the reasoned revision of beliefs. On
the one hand there is a principle of conservatism, which says to minimize
changes in one's intentions; on the other hand there is a principle of
coherence, which encourages changes that would make one's intentions
more coherent wth each other and with one's beliefs and which discourages changes that would make them less coherent.
For practical reasoning there is also a distinctive principle of desire
satisfaction, which encourages changes that promise to promote the
realization of one's ends and which discourages changes that promise
frustration of these ends. Although one's desires can be-relevant to
theoretical reasoning by affecting whether one has a reason tobe interested in a given issue, the desire that a particular conclusion C should
be true is not an acceptable theoretical reason to believe that C rather
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than the contrary is true in the way that such a desire can be a practical
reason to form the intention of making C true.
Nagel (1970) denies that one's desires themselves playa special role
in practical reasoning. He argues that it is one's beliefs about one's
desires that are relevant. He goes on to argue that one's future desires
and the desires of others are as relevant to one's practical reasoning
as one's own present desires are, although desires are always relevant
only through one's beliefs about them. Nagel's view about' this may
be in part the result of his conflating practical reasoning in my sense,
that is, reasoning that revises plans and intentions, with theoretical
reasoning about how one ought to revise one's plans and intentions.
One's current desires should not influence the outcome of this latter
sort of theoretical reasoning in the way that they can and must influence
the actual revising of one's plans and intentions.
I try to be more specific about the principles of practical reasoning
in what follows. At the same time, since practical reasoning is in the
first instance concerned with intentions rather than beliefs, I also need
-to say something about what intentions are.

Explicit Intentions
First, and most important, I want to suggest that intentions are like
beliefs in being either explicit or implicit. That is, I claim that explicit
intention is a distinctive kind of psychological attitude, different from
desire, belief, hope, fear, and so forth. In particular, I deny that one's
intentions are merely implicit in one's beliefs or desires.
In my view intentions can be characterized at least partly by saying
how they function in reasoning and action. Intentions can lead in a
characteristic way to actions. Furthermore, they arise from and are
modified by practical reasoning. In particular, one's current intentions
play an important role in practical reasoning; this role differs from the
role played by desires or beliefs. It is important that intentions typically
are not momentary states but endure from the time of decision to the
time of intended action, although they can, of course, be modified by
later reasoning and abandoned if one changes one's mind or forgets,
Against this, some writers argue that intentions are merely implicit
in beliefs and desires. But I believe this contrary view cannot be sup·
ported. For example, Beardsley (1978) holds that one intends to do
something if and only if one consciously believes one will do it and
also consciously wants to do it. I do not object to the assumption here
that one intends to do something only if one believes one will do it,
although many disagree with that assumption. I discuss that issue sub-
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sequently. Quite apart from that issue, Beardsley's thesis yields counterintuitive results concerning cases in which one wants to do something
and believes one will do it but does not believe that doing it will result
from wanting to do it. For example. suppose Jeff is about to blow pepper
into Sam's face. If Sam believes he will sneeze as a result of this and
if he wants to sneeze, Beardsley's account implies that Sam intends to
sneeze and his resulting sneeze is intentional! This strikes me and
almost everyone else as clearly wrong.
Davidson (1963) avoids this last result, that the sneeze is intentional,
by requiring that an intentional action be caused by the relevant desire
and belief. In this view if one does something because one has a dominant desire for G and believes one's action will result in G, that constitutes intending to G. But, as Davidson (1978) observes, this simpleminded causal analysis does not work either. There are two problems.
The first is that the causal connection between' one's belief and desire
and one's action must be restricted in some way "to avoid counterexamples. To adapt an example of Davidson (1973), a mountain climber
might want her partner to fall, and might believe that letting go of the
rope would cause her partner to fall, without intending to cause her
partner to fall, even if the belief and desire make her so excited that
she unintentionally lets go of the rope. This suggests that a belief and
a desire determine an intention only if they lead one to act in the
relevant way by leading one to intend: to get G by acting in the relevant
way.
The second problem with the simpleminded causal analysis in
Davidson (1963) is that it says nothing about intentions to do something
at a later time, intentions which have not yet led to action and may
never lead to action. Since it has nothing to say about the distinctive
way such current intentions affect later intentions, the account cannot
adequately characterize what intentions' are.
Davidson (1978) attempts to deal with this by identifying an intention
with an all-out evaluation, judging that a certain course of action is
best. This would appear to identify intention with a certain sort of
belief, namely, the belief that a certain course of action is best; however,
Davidson also says that the relevant sort of evaluation is or expresses
a "pro-attitude," where desires are also pro-attitudes. So he takes an
intention to be a kind of belief that is similar to a desire.' (In my view
evaluations of this sort are not themselves pro-attitudes, although.they
may be beliefs about what pro-attitudes there are reasons to taKe. See
appendix B.) Clearly, this is to allow for explicit intentions that are not
implicit in ordinary beliefs and desires and to agree that in this respect
intentions are a particular kind of mental state in their own right.
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Positive, Negative, and Conditional Intentions
An i~ten.tion to do A is a positive intention if it involves the thought
that it Will lead one to do A. If one intends to go to a certain place at
a certain time, one normally supposes one would not be going to that
place at that time except for having formed the intention to go. One
envisions oneself going to that place at that time because of, and only
because of, one's intention.
In thinking about intention, it is tempting to think all intentions are
positive intentions. But there are other kinds of intention as well. In
particular, there are cases in which one forms an intention to do something, A, without supposing one would not do A in the absence of this
intention and without supposing one's intention will lead one to do
A. For example, one decides not to go to a certain place at a certain

time-one decides not to go to the party tonight. Normally, in such a
case, one does not think one would end up at the party in the absence
of a firm intention not to go. One would have that thought only if one
had actively to prevent oneself from being taken to the party or one
had to take firm steps to counteract a strong temptation to go. But that
is not the usual case. NormallY",one supposes one would go to the
party only if one had a definite positive intention to go. Normally, one
thinks one would not go if one had formed no intention either way.
Why then does one bother to form the intention not to go? Perhaps
because one needs to decide that question in order to settle certain
other issues such as where to have dinner, whether to obtain a copy
of tonight's TV schedule, and so forth. In this case, then, one forms
the intention of not going to the party without supposing one's intention
will lead one not to go. (One supposes only that one's intention settles
that issue.)
Let us call an intention like this a negative intention, with the understanding that this does not.mean the content of the intention is explicitly
negative. The intention to stay home tonight will be a negative intention
as long as one does not think of the intention as being responsible for
one's 'staying home tonight, even though the content of the intention
is not explicitly negative. On the other hand, even though the content
of the intention not to remain at the party for more than an hour is
explicitly negative, the intention itself is probably a positive one, since
one probably forms the intention in order to get oneself not to stay
beyond an hour at the party.
One way to test whether an intention, such as the intention to stay
home, is a negative intention is to consider whether in intending to
stay home one aims at staying home and also to consider whether one
has a plan in order to ensure that one stays home. Normally, one does
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not aim at staying home, nor does one have a plan for staying home.
That indicates one's intention is a negative one: one does not see one's
intention as instrumental in getting one to do as one intends. On the
other hand, if one forms the intention to stay home in order to resist
the temptation to go, then one does aim at staying home and may
have to plan what to do in order not to give in. In that case, one's
intention is a positive intention: one sees it as instrumental in leading
one to do as one intends.
Conditional intentions are an intermediate case. One intends to go to
the party if Bobby calls to say he is going. One does not envision one's
intention leading one to do something unless Bobby calls-only in that
case does one envision it as affecting how one acts. Kent Bach has
pointed out to me that this is an example of what might be called a
conditional positive intention and that there are also conditional negative
intentions: one intends to go to the party unless Bobby calls to say he
is going. There may be further complications here;· I do not know. In
any event I consider only ordinary positive and negative intentions in

what follows.
In order to see how it complicates matters to allow for negative and
conditional intentions as well as positive intentions, consider Davidson's
(1978) identification of intentions with "all out" evaluative judgments.
How is this to avoid counting as intentions mere hopes that something
will happen, for example, when one hopes another person will blow
pepper in one's face? One might very well make some sort of all-out
evaluative judgment in favor of that event without being in a position
to intend it to occur. So, it would seem that only some all-out evaluative
judgments can count as .intenuons. Which ones? Here it is tempting to
identify intentions with evaluative judgments made about events one
conceives as one's intentional actions, that is, about those events one
conceives of as the upshot of one's intention, or, to get rid of circularity
here, those events one conceives of as the upshot of one's making the
all-out evaluative judgment in question. But at best, this would work
only for positive intentions. It would not allow for negative and conditional intentions, since on forming those intentions one does not
conceive of the favored event as the upshot of one's intending as one
does.
The account in Grice (1972) is subject to a similar objection. Grice
appeals to a notion of willing that one should do A, .anotion which is
in certain respects similar to what Davidson (1978) calls,.'an"all."out
evaluative judgment in favor of A-ing, Grice then identifiesiritending
to do A with simultaneously willing that one should do A while believing
one will do A as a result of so willing.
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This involves the controversial assumption already mentioned in
connection with Beardsley (1978), namely, that intending to doA implies
believing one will do A. I do not object to that, since I believe the
assumption should be accepted (but see the following discussion). My
objection is that Grice's analysis of intending works at best only for
positive intentions. In the case of a negative intention one does not
believe one's act will be the result of willing to do as one intends.
Maybe Grice could weaken. his claim and say that, in the case of a
negative intention to do A, one believes that one's willing settles it that
one is going to do A. And, recalling the discussion of explanation in
chapter 7, we might say one believes one will do A because one intends
to do A. One can believe one's intention explains one's doing A even
if one does not believe it gives a causal explanation of one's doing A.

Coherence
Just as it is inconsistent to believe one will do both A and B if one also
believes one cannot do both, it is also inconsistent to intend to do both
A and B if one believes one cannot do both. And, just as one might
be unjustified in believing something will. occur without also having
some idea why it will occur, one might also be unjustified in intending
to do something if one has no idea of how one will do it.
As a result of an inference from an explanation, one might be justified
in coming to believe one will receive a check for a thousand dollars
in the mail tomorrow. For example, one might reason that one is owed
a royalty payment of a thousand dollars, that payments are mailed on
the first of the month, and that it takes two days for mail to get from
the publisher to one's house, tomorrow being the third. Or one might
be expecting one's salary check. But one would not normally be justified
in coming to believe one was going to receive a check for a thousand
dollars in the mail tomorrow unless one had some idea of why this
would happen.
There are apparent exceptions to this. Perhaps a trustworthy person
has told one to expect such a check in tomorrow's mail without saying
why. Or perhaps one has noticed a pattern in which each day someone
else on the block has received such a check, and one is next in line.
In such cases one's new belief must still cohere with one's other-beliefs,
even if it is not explained by them in any profound way. (An explanation
might be relevant even in these cases. Perhaps in the first case one
believes one's friend is aware of something that will explain the appearance of the check, and perhaps in the second case one accepts the
low-level explanation that one will receive the check because of the
pattern.)
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One would definitely not be justified in coming to believe one will
receive a check for a thousand dollars in tomorrow's mail if this failed
to cohere in any way with one's other beliefs, so that not only had
one no idea of why one would receive such a check, but also one has
not been told to expect such a check by a reliable friend, one has not
noticed a relevant pattern of such things, and so on.
Similarly, while in New Jersey, Pam might be justified in forming
an intention to be in California tomorrow if she has some sort of plan
for getting there. Perhaps she has her own private airplane and plans
to fly to Los Angeles tonight. Or Pam plans to take a scheduled airline
flight from Newark to San Francisco. But Pam would not normally be
justified in forming such an intention if she had no idea how she was
going to get to California.
Again there are apparent exceptions. A reliable friend might promise
that he will see to it that Pam gets there, although he does not say
how he will do it. Or Pam might simply be able to rely on her own
ability to figure out a way to get there as time goes on. In such cases
Pam's intentions still sufficiently cohere with each other and with her
other beliefs to allow her to form the intention. And Pam does have
a plan of sorts. Her plan is to rely on her friend or on her own ability
to work things out.
But, if there is not even this much coherence, because Pam does not
own a private plane, the airlines are on strike, she is not sufficiently
interested in going to California to hire a private plane, she has no
reliable friend to help out, she cannot rely on any abilities of her own
to work things out later, and so.on, then Pam is not justified in forming
the intention to be in California tomorrow.
There is no similar requirement on desire. It is not inconsistent both
to want A and to want B while believing one cannot have both A and
B. One might very well want to marry' Elizabeth and also want to
marry Olivia, while believing one cannot marry both. Such a conflict
in one's desires would not be incoherent in the way it would be incoherent to intend to marry Elizabeth and also intend to marryOlivia
while believing one cannot marry both. Nor is one in anyway unjustified
in having desires for things one cannot coherently imagine getting,
given one's beliefs and other desires. On the other hand Pam can
without any irrationality desperately desire to be in California during
the airline strike without having the faintest idea how to get there.
Because desires are not subject to requirements of consistency and
coherence, I am inclined to suppose that changes in desires are never
"part of'reasoning but can only at most "result from" reasoning (chapter'
1). Here then is an important difference between desires and intentions,
indicating that intentions cannot be reduced to desires.
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Hopes are an intermediate case, On the one hand hopes are like
intentions and beliefs in being subject to some sort of coherence constraint. It is inconsistent to hope for A and also to hope for B, while
believing that at most one of A and B can occur. One cannot any more
coherently hope to marry Olivia and also hope to marry Elizabeth,
believing one cannot marry both, than one can coherently intend these
things or believe them. On the other hand, as with desires, it seems
one can be justified in hoping for something one cannot coherently
imagine getting, given one's beliefs and other hopes. Pam can coherently
hope to be in California tomorrow without having the faintest idea
how she will get there. To be sure, she cannot coherently hope to be
in California tomorrow without also hoping some way will emerge for
getting there, But similarly it may be that Pam cannot coherently desire
to be in California without also desiring that some way will emerge
for getting there, (I am not sure about this.)
Positive Intentions Involve a Plan
If one intends to A, this intention must cohere with one's beliefs and
other intentions. If one's intention is a positive intention, one must
have some idea of how one's intention will lead one to A, however
dim this idea may be. One must have a plan for A-ing. The plan does
not have to be worked out in detail; one can plan to fill in details later
as needed as long as it is reasonable to plan to db this, given one's
other plans and beliefs. In New Jersey in May Pam can intend to be
in California next September without having yet decided how she will
get there, so long as she can rely on her ability to make arrangements
later.
This associated plan is also something one intends. If one intends
to go to the party tonight and one's plan is to get there by taxi, one
intends to go to the party tonight by taxi.
In fact, as the example indicates, one's plan to accomplish what one
intends is actually included in that very intention. One's intention is
to do A by following such and such a plan. One intends to do A by
B-ing.
Recall that, when one has a positive intention, one thinks of one's
intention as responsible for one's doing as one intends. One supposes
one would not do what one intends unless one intended to do it. This
contrasts with a negative intention in which one makes no such supposition. One envisions a connection between a positive intention and
the intended action. One envisions one's intention leading one to do
A by leading one to take various intermediate steps, perhaps including
additional planning when needed. To repeat, since the plan is one's
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means for getting A, what one envisions here is something one intends.
One intends this connection between one's intention and one's action
The intended connection may be relatively direct. One may simply
intend to act directly when the moment arrives. Then one envisions
one's intention continuing to exist until the required moment, at which
point it leads one to act directly. The intended connection between
present intention and later action in this case is simply that one's intention should continue to exist until the required moment, at which
point it leads one to act as one intends. The intention that this should
occur must cohere with one's other intentions and beliefs. One cannot
coherently intend to act directly tomorrow if, for example, one is sure
one will by then have forgotten what one now intends to do at that
point or if one is sure one won't at that point be able to bring oneself
to act in the required way.
The point applies even to the intention to do something directly
now. Even in that case one has a plan, a conception of how one intends
to be doing what one intends. One intends to be doing' it directly .. One
intends that one's intention should be leading in the normal direct way
to one's doing as one intends. To intend to be raising one's arm in the
ordinary direct way is different from intending to be raising it by pulling
with one's foot on a wire looped around a pulley. One intends a different
connection in the two cases between. one's intention and one's act,
direct in the one case, indirect in the other.
To avoid misunderstanding, I should say that a connection between
the intention to do A and doing A is "direct" in this sense when (1) if
one intends to do A, that will lead one to do A and (2) the connection
between intention and act is not mediated by an intention to do anything
else as a means to doing A. Even in the case of a direct intention, the
actual causal story might be complicated and might be different for
different people or for the same person at different times (for example,
before and after a brain operation). To intend that one should do something "in the normal direct way" is not to intend that the actual causal
story be simple or that it be what it ,has normally been in the past.

Intentions Are Always in Part about Themselves
Since the plan associated with a positive intention includesone's having
that very intention, one must intend to have that intention,,inte,r;4ing
it to lead in a certain way to one's action. A positive intention is therefore
always at least somewhat complex and is always in part about-Itself.
It is always the intention that it itself will lead in such and such a way
to such and such a result (Harman 1976; Searle 1983, chap. 3). Intending
to go to the party by taxi tonight is intending that this very intention
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will be responsible for one's taking steps to obtain a taxi which will
take one to the party tonight. Intending to be raising one's arm is
intending that this very intention is in the normal direct way leading
one to be raising one's arm.
Various things show that a positive intention is always about itself
in the sense that one intends the intention itself to lead in a certain
way to a certain result. For example, what one envisions as one's means
is intended. So, since one thinks of the connection between one's intention and some further result as a necessary part of one's means of
accomplishing that result, that connection is intended. Furthermore,
this explains why one can coherently form a positive intention to do
something only if it is reasonable to envision that intention leading
one to act as one intends. That is a consequence of the general coherence
requirement on intention, given that one's intention to do A is that
that very intention should lead to one's doing A in a certain way.
If one intends to do A and one's intention to do A leads one to do
A but in a sufficiently different way from the way one envisioned, we
are reluctant to say one does A intentionally, since (as we say) the
result is not what one intended. To take an example from Chisholm
(1966), one intends to drive across town to kill an enemy, who, however,
happens to be walking past one's house as one backs out of one's
driveway; one runs over the enemy, killing him instantly. We are reluctant to say one kills one's enemy intentionally in such a case, since
what happened is not at all what was intended, even if one had intended
to kill him by running over him! In the same way, if a gunman's
intention to kill his victim makes him so nervous that he inadvertently
shoots and kills his victim, we are again reluctant to say he intentionally
shoots the victim (Davidson 1973), since what happened is not what
he intended. The gunman intended that his intention would lead him
to shoot in a more straightforward, normal simple way.
It is possible to avoid the supposition that positive intentions are
always in part about themselves by supposing there are always two
intentions, the intention to do A and the "metaintention" the first
intention should lead to one's doing A in such and such a way. Or, to
avoid a bothersome infinite regress, it could be suggested that an intention is always accompanied by a metaintention unless the first intention is itself already the metaintention that a particular intention
should have a certain result. But these and other ways of escaping the
self-referentiality of intentions seem contrived and pointless to me, so
I continue to assume intentions are always in part about themselves,
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Self-Referential Attitudes
There has always been some reluctance to suppose attitudes might be
self-referential. This reluctance is probably due to the widespread view
that self-reference leads to the liar paradox, discussed in chapter 2.
That is a shame, since that is the wrong moral to draw from the liar
paradox (whatever the right moral may be), and many interesting psychological phenomena are illuminated once we see that attitudes can
be self-referential.
Let us briefly consider these points. First, recall the liar paradox. It
arises for beliefs such as the belief (L) that that very belief (L) is not
true. For it may seem that all instances of the following schema must
be accepted:

Biconditional Truth Schema

The belief that Q Is true if and only

if Q.
Applying this to the belief (L) (that (L) is not true), yields the result
that (L) is true if and only if (L) is not true, which is logically inconsistent.
Some people have argued this shows there cannot be beliefs about
themselves like (L). But it is not reasonable to suppose the correct
response to the liar paradox is simply to disallow such self-referential
attitudes, One can sometimes believe another person's belief is not
true, and that is enough to yield a version of the liar paradox if the
other person's belief happens to be that one's own belief is true. Or
one might simply confuse someone else with oneself, in- which case
one's belief might in fact be the paradoxical belief (L). Such a belief is
clearly not impossible. (See Kripke (1975) for more discussion of this
point.)
The source of the liar paradox is the Biconditional Truth Schema.
The paradox shows that not all instances of this schema can be accepted.
No perfectly adequate account has been given as to which are the
acceptable instances. For example, as Kripke (1975) remarks, -it is inadequate to suggest the schema doe's not apply to self-referential beliefs,
since there are some self-referential beliefs to which we do want to
apply the schema. As I suggested in chapter 2, we cannot at this point
formulate a fully adequate and rigorous theory of truth. At best we
must make do with the nonrigorous theory that accepts the Biconditional
Truth Schema as a defeasible principle or default assumption that-holds
only "other things being equal."
,"
I mentioned that there are several phenomena that are illuminated
if we suppose attitudes can be self-referential. One of course is the
very phenomenon of intention which I have been discussing. Another
is meaning or communication as analyzed in Grice (1957), which also
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involves self-referential intentions but in a different way. To mean that

Putative Principle That Intentional Acts Are Always Intended If one

P in Grice's sense is to give some sign to an audience intending the
audience to think that P by virtue of their recognition (on the basis of

acts intentionally, it follows that one intended to act in that way.

that sign) that one has that very intention. Grice himself originally states
his analysis as involving a self-referential intention in this way; but,
because of worries about what he calls "self-reflective paradox," he
goes on to restate the analysis as involving a series of intentions, each
about the preceding one. This turns out to lead to tremendous complexity
in the resulting theory. Either there are only a finite number of such
intentions, in which case counterexamples seem to arise, or there is a
vicious infinite regress of different intentions, which is absurd (see
Grice 1969). Much of this complexity is artificial and due to Grice's
refusal to stick with the original analysis and its appeal to a selfreferential intention (Harman 1974).
A related phenomenon is what Lewis (1975, p. 6) and Schiffer (1972)
call common or mutual knowledge. It is common knowledge in a group
that P if and only if each member of the group knows "P and we know
this," where "this" refers to the entire thing known. However, neither
Lewis nor Schiffer gives an analysis in this self-referential form, each
speaking instead of a series of things known: Each member of the
group knows (1) that P, (2) that each member of the group knows that
P, (3) that each member of the group knows that each member of the
group knows that P, and so on. There are various ways we might
attempt to avoid an unwelcome infinite regress here (Lewis 1969, pp.
51-56; Bennett 1976), but the most natural one is to suppose that the
members of the group have the self-referential knowledge" P and we
know this" (Harman 1974, 1977).
Searle (1983) gives a number of other good examples. For example,
he suggests that the visual experience of seeing a yellow station wagon
might have roughly the following content: "This very visual experience
is caused by the presence before me of a yellow station wagon" (p. 48).
And in Harman (1980) I suggest that every theoretical conclusion is in
part about itself, taking the form, "1 believe this because of something
that settles it that P." Taking an example from Goldman (1967), on
seeing some lava at the base of a mountain, one concludes, "This was
once a volcano which erupted, giving forth this lava, which has remained
here to be seen by me, leading me to form this very belief."
But this is a digression. Let us return to the subject of intending.
Intention and Intentional Action
It is tempting to see too close a connection between doing something
intentionally and intending to do what one does. In particular, it is
tempting to accept the following principle:
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This Putative Principle is one source of the view, which I have rejected,
that intentions are merely implicit in other states and in the way they
cause behavior. It can initially seem quite plausible that whether an
action is intentional may depend entirely on the way in which it arises
from one's desires and beliefs, and then it is a simple inference to the
conclusion that one's intentions must be merely implicit in such desires
and beliefs. Beardsley (1978) explicitly argues in this way. Davidson
(1978) reports that this !lne of thought iies behind what is said about
intention in Davidson (1963),
I have already mentioned two reasons to reject this approach. First,
in order to avoid counterexamples it is necessary to specify that the
relevant desires and beliefs must lead to the resulting action in a certain
way, but it seems impossible to specify the required waywithout mentioning one's intentions, for example, by saying an act is intentional if
and only if it is a consequence of beliefs and desires in a way that one
intends, Second, this approach cannot be extended to cover negative
and conditional intentions or even current ongoing positive intentions
to do something later.
Furthermore, the Putative Principle That Intentional Acts Are Always
Intended is incorrect. In particular, things- one does as foreseen consequences or side effects of what one intends to do sometimes count
as intentional without being intended. Someone who foresees that his
attempts to extricate himself from a tight parking spot will dent your
fender may reluctantly go ahead, intentionally denting your fender in
the process, without having aimed at or intended this in any way.
Such examples depend on there being a difference between a foreseen
aspect of one's action that one intends as end or means and a foreseen
aspect that one does not intend. We normally suppose there is such a
difference. I discuss the basis of this distinction in chapter 9.
There are other more controversial examples that seem' to conflict
with the Putative Principle That Intentional Acts Are Always Intended.
Some of these involve attempts to do something when one is not sure
one will succeed, If one does succeed in such cases, it often seems
more correct to say one acted intentionally than to say fiatly that one
intended to do what one did. A sniper who fires from a. distance. and
hits the ambassador may be said to have killed the ambassadorInren- .'
tionally. But, if the sniper thought the chances were not great that he
would hit the ambassador from that distance, it seems imprecise to say
flatly that he intended to hit the ambassador, rather than that he intended to try. However, this is not a clear case and people disagree
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about it, some holding that even in that case it is quite proper to say
the sniper intended to kill the ambassador. I return to this issue in the
next section of this chapter.
Bratman (to appear) gives a different sort of argument, observing
that there are cases in which one tries to do either A or B, believing
one cannot succeed in doing both. Modifying his example, a bowler
tries to roll a bowling ball in such a way that it will hit either one or
the other of two pins that are separated in such a way that both cannot
be hit with the ball. If the bowler hits one of the pins, we might say
she hit the pin intentionally, but we cannot say that she intended to
hit the pin, at least if her intentions are coherent with her beliefs,
because by symmetry it would also have to be said that she intended
to hit the other pin too. In that case the bowler's intentions would not
have been coherent with her beliefs, because she believed that one
could not hit both, and it is incoherent to intend A and intend B while
believing one cannot do both.
However, matters are complicated by the fact that judgments about
whether an act is intentional or intended are sensitive to context or
emphasis. We would not say that the bowler intentionally hit the left
pin rather than the right pin and so could deny that the bowler intentionally hit the left pin, with emphasis on "left." Similarly, it is possible
that, when we deny that the bowler intended to hit the left pin, we
interpret this to be understood as implying "rather than the right pin."
In that case, it might be acceptable to say that the bowler intended to
hit the left pin if no such contrast is implied. Perhaps, strictly, the
bowler's hitting the left pin is neither intended nor intentional, although
loosely it can be said to be both intended and intentional.
I do not know under what conditions it is true or appropriate to say
someone does something intentionally, but the conditions of intentional
action seem to have only a loose relation to the conditions of intended
action. In particular, it is clear that foreseen consequences of what one
does can be intentional without having been intended. So, the Putative
Principle That Intentional Acts Are Always Intended is incorrect.

Intention and Belief
It is quite controversial whether intending to do something always
involves believing one will do it. To some extent this is because it L"
easy to confuse this question with others, such as whether doing something intentionally always involves believing One will do it. And to
some extent the controversy depends on admitting different standards
for believing than for intending. But even after all confusions and
mistakes are cleared up, there still seem to be irresolvable disputes over
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certain examples. I am almost tempted to think different people mean
different things by the key terms here, although I feel that such a
hypothesis is always a last resort.
I should say that, in addition to this linguistic question concerning
how we use the words "intend" and "intention," there is also a more
substantive question about the extent to which one can even try to do
things without believing one will succeed. I argue in chapter 9 that
there are severe limits on the extent to which one can do this. At this
point I am concerned with the purely verbal issue.
Let me begin by mentioning phenomena which suggest that intending
to do something does involve believing one will do it. First, there is
the point mentioned already that if one tries to do something thinking
the chances of success are low, then it can seem incorrect to say one
intends to succeed. For example, in playing golf, Jane tries to sink a
long and difficult putt. Compare saying that Jane intends to sink the
putt with saying she intends to try to sink it, or hopes to sink it. The
former remark, that Jane intends to sink the putt, seems to attrib.ute a
confidence to her that the latter remarks do not.
Suppose Jane sinks the putt to everyone's surprise, including her
own, and then says, "That is what I intended." That seems to involve
a certain amount of bragging that is not involved in saying, "That is
what I was trying to do" or "That is what I was hoping to do." It
suggests she knew or was confident 'she would sink the putt. Such
implications of a statement about what someone intends would be
accounted for by the principle that intending to do something involves
believing one will do it.
I agree that it would be more reasonable for Jane to say she intended
to sink the putt given certain 'contexts. For example, suppose it is suggested that, because of her lack of skill, Jane was playing conservatively,
not trying to sink the ball on this shot but just trying to put the ball
close enough to the cup to sink it-on the next shot. But/ the suggestion
continues, Jane accidentally hit the ball too hard and so inadvertently
sank the putt. If Jane replies, "No, I intended to sink the putt on this
shot," that does not seem to be a case of bragging. (Here I am indebted
to Robert Stalnaker.)
But even in a case like this it would be more honest for Jane to say,
"No, 1 was trying to sink the putt on this shot." Her remark til-at she
intended to sink the putt does not sound like bragging when it, is
contrasted with the remark that she Was only 'trying to get near the
hole, but it does sound like bragging when contrasted with the.more
accurate remark that she was trying to sink the putt on this shot So,
there is still support here for the principle that intending-to do something'
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involves believing one will do it, although delicate and controversial
questions of language are involved.
Let me turn now to apparent considerations on the other side, which
seem to me to be based on some sort of error. First, it might be said
that, if Jane sinks the putt, she sinks the putt intentionally and so must
have intended to sink the putt. But this argument fails. For one thing
it is quite controversial whether Jane can be properly said to have
intentionally sunk the putt in' a case like this. People disagree about
the case. To me, this also sounds like bragging on her behalf.
We have already considered a better case of this sort, in which a
sniper who is not confident of success shoots at the ambassador. When
he succeeds, we can say he intentionally shoots the ambassador, (The
difference between this case and Jane's putting case may reflect an
asymmetry in our willingness to praise and blame people, Perhaps we
are more inclined to count the sniper as having intentionally shot the
ambassador, because we are inclined to blame the sniper for the ambassador's death, whereas we are less inclined to count Jane as having
intentionally sunk the putt, because we are reluctant to praise her for
this, preferring to attribute.her success to luck rather than her skill at
putting.) However, the fact' that the sniper shoots the ambassador intentionally does not show that the sniper intends to shoot the ambassador. The Putative Principle That Intentional Acts Are Always Intended
is false. And, as I have already remarked, the example itself is controversial. It is controversial whether the sniper flatly intends to shoot
the ambassador in a situation like this. So the example cannot be used
without begging the question to argue that one can intend to do something without believing one will do it.
Another inconclusive argument for doubting that intending to do
something implies believing one will do it is that one can intend to do
something without being sure one will succeed. Pam can intend to fly
from New Jersey to California tomorrow even though she realizes there
are all sorts of things that might keep her from doing this,
But this does not show what it is supposed to show. Just as one can
intend to do something without being sure of success, one can believe
something without being sure the belief is true. For example, Pam may
believe she will fly to California tomorrow without being sure she will
get there. So, Pam's intending to fly to California tomorrow can involve
believing she will fly to California tomorrow even if she is not sure
she will get there.
Similarly, although it is true that "I intend to do A" is a more tentative
remark than saying simply,"I will do A," that does not show intending
to do A can occur without believing one will do A. "I believe I will do
A" is also a more tentative remark than "I will do A," but that does
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not show believing one will do A can occur without believing one will
do A! (Here I am indebted to Stuart Hampshire.)
Another argument against the implication from intending to believing
might be based on the thought that intention often involves determination to do something rather than belief in success: A tennis player
who wants to play better is well advised to intend to win, but this
involves nothing more than being determined to win, whether or not
there are sufficient grounds to believe he or she will in fact win. But
again this is inconclusive. The relevant sort of determination seems to
me to require that the player get him- or herself to believe he or she
will win, whether or not there are sufficient theoretical grounds to
believe this'. So, all this shows is that one can have a kind of practical
justification for trying to get oneself to believe one will win in certain
cases in which this belief is not warranted by the evidence.
I see no compelling reason to reject the claim that intending to do
something involves believing one will do it. But, as I have already
remarked, the point remains controversial. Even after all mistakes and
confusions are eliminated, people still seem to disagree about the correct
way of describing certain cases. And maybe this shows people use the
key terms differently, although I don't like to suggest that.

Intending, Acting with an Intention, and Aiming
In the absence of full belief it is often easier to say or believe someone
acts "with the intention" of doing A than to say he or she acts "intending" to do A. In the case of Jane's surprisingly successful putt, it
is clearer that Jane hit the ban "with the intention" of sinking the putt
than that she hit the ball intending to sink the putt.
Sometimes the noun "intention" seems to be synonymous with the
"aim." Jane's aim was to sink the putt; that was her intention. But the
verb "intend" seems less close in meaning to the verb" aim" for reasons
that are not clear to me. It is clear that Jane aimed at sinking the putt,
but it is far from clear that she intended to sink it. Similarly, although
it is clear that she intended to try to sink the putt, it is less clear that
she aimed at trying to sink it.
Furthermore, negative intentions are not aims. One can. have the
intention of staying home tonight without having that as one's aim.
That is one's aim only if one supposes one needs to, aim at itin order
to achieve it; but then the intention is positive rather than' negative:
Since there does not seem to be the same contrast between "intend"
and "intention" for negative intentions as for positive intentions, itis
possible that there is a distinct use of the word "intention" in which
it is synonymous with "aim" and another use in which one has an
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intention to do something only if one intends to do it. If so,
the first sense, one can have the intention (aim) of doing A
the belief that one will do A, whereas in the second sense,
have the intention of doing A only if one has the belief that
do A.
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then, in
without
one can
one will

Committing the Will
Intention seems to involve a kind of commitment of the will. Perhaps
what Davidson (1978) calls an all-out evaluative judgment is best
understood instead as expressing this sort of commitment of the will.
As we have seen, Davidson's proposal suggests the possibility of allout evaluative judgments of this sort concerning nonactions, such as
things one hopes will happen without intending to bring them about.
And this suggests that hoping may involve the same sort of commitment
of the will that is involved in intending.
One aspect of commitment involved in intending is that one's intentions must be coherent with each other and with one's beliefs, Since
one's hopes are subject to the same requirement of coherence, this is
some confirmation of the idea that hoping and intending have in common a certain commitment of the will. One's desires, which involve
no such commitment, are not subject to this requirement.
On the other hand one's beliefs are subject to a requirement of coherence which indicates they involve a kind of commitment, but this
is not a commitment of the will of the sort that intention, and maybe
hoping, involve.
Although hoping and intending may both involve commitment of
the will, it seems incorrect to say one always hopes one's intentions
will succeed. If one arbitrarily selects one from several apples in a bowl,
it would be incorrect to say one hopes to take that apple but not incorrect
to say one intends to take it. Still, one's will is committed to that apple,
even though the commitment is a trivial one which is easily deflected.
Grice (1972) suggests that, if one's will is committed to P and one
knows one can bring about P, one will be inclined to do so. This is
often so, but (as Claudia Mills has pointed out to me) it is not always
so if hoping involves the relevant sort of commitment of the will. One
might hope P will happen without one's own agency; for example, one
hopes that one's medical test results do not indicate any serious illness.
If hoping and intending involve the same sort of commitment of the
will, how do they differ? It is not just that intending to A involves
believing one will A and that hoping to A does not involve such a
belief. If one hopes to sneeze and then becomes convinced one will
sneeze, that is not yet to intend to sneeze,
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One suggestion would be that intending is self-referential in a way
that hoping is not. In this view, to intend or aim to A is to have one's
will committed to doing A as an upshot of having that very commitment,
or (to allow for negative intentions) to have one's will committed to
that very commitment's settling it that one will do A. If this works, it
is an elegant solution, but does it work? Can't one hope that P will
occur because of that very hope without having any intention or aim
of bringing about P? A person might think it possible that God gives
eternal life to those who hope for it. Such a person might then hope
that that very hope will give him or her eternal life. Does he or she
thereby intend to have or aim at having eternal life? It would seem
not to me, although I am not sure. Perhaps this shows that there is a
different sort of commitment of the will involved in hoping and in
intending or aiming.
On the other hand suppose a person becomes convinced that God
gives eternal life to those who hope for it. Then the person might hope
that this very hope will give him or her eternal life, except that his or
her attitude is more than hope. The person now believes the hope will
give him or her eternal life, but hope is appropriate only where one
does not yet believe. Indeed, I find it hard to distinguish the person's
resulting attitude from opting for eternal life in a sense which involves
intention. In this case, intention seems ~o require not only the appropriate
sort of self-referential commitment of 'the will but also belief that one
will do what One is committed to doing.

Summary
Practical reasoning revises one's intentions, so in this chapter I have
tried to bring out some of the features, of intending to do something.
My main point has been that intentions -are not merely implicit in
beliefs and desires but are distinctive attitudes that playa special role
in thought and action. It has proved important to see that not all
intentions are positive intentions, leading one to do as one intends.
There are negative and conditional intentions too. Intentions of all sorts
are like beliefs and unlike desires in being subject to 'requirements of
consistency and coherence. Intentions always in part concern themselves; in particular, positive intentions always involve plans 'concerning
how they are to be realized. The relation between intention and ,'ih-:tentional action is obscure; and it is useful to observe that one can
intentionally do something without having intended to do it Intending
to do something may involve believing one will do it; familiar arguments
to the contrary are not conclusive, and the point remains controversial.
Finally, intention involves a distinctive sort of commitment of the will
and it is unclear whether hoping involves the same sort of commitment.

Chapter 9
Intended and Merely Foreseen Consequences

In a typical intentional action, one has an end E which one intends to
achieve by means M, possibly foreseeing side effects S of M and consequences C of E:

Act

_M~-S-_C

Normally, we suppose that, although M and E are intendedv S and C
need not be intended but might be merely foreseen.
For example, an assassin intends to kill-the Prime Minister by shooting
her with a rifle from ambush. The assassin foresees this will make a
loud noise, heat the barrel of the rifle, and cause the Prime Minister
to fall out of her seat. We would normally suppose the assassin intends
the pulling of the trigger and the shooting and killing of the Prime
Minister without necessarily intending the loud noise, the heating of

the barrel of the gun, or the Prime Minister's fall from her seat.
Similarly, an army commander intends to kill the enemy hidden in
a village by bombing the village, realizing this will as a side effect also
kill noncombatants in the village, also realizing that, as a consequence
of the death of the enemy soldiers, their surviving friends and relatives
will be made unhappy. We would normally suppose this is compatible
with the army commander's not intending either the deaths of the
noncombatants or the unhappiness of the relatives of the enemy soldiers.
Again, Albert intends to improve the appearance of his. lawn' by
cutting the grass with his power lawn mower, realizing this will release
some fumes into the' air and irritate Betty across the street, who wants
her lawn to be the best-looking lawn on the block. We would normally
think there is no need to assume Albert intends either the fumes or
the irritation to Betty.
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A Holistic Challenge
On reflection it is not obvious that the way we ordinarily think about
these cases is correct. When one decides what to do, one should do so
in the awareness that one's decision will have many aspects, One is
therefore committed to accepting the whole story, including means,
ends, side effects, and consequences. Whether one should make that
decision depends not only on the value 'of accomplishing one's end
but also on the value or disvalue of the rest of this story. That can
make it seem misleading to say that only some parts of the story are
intended, others merely foreseen.
For example, in deciding whether to take a particular medicine to
relieve one's back pain, one should obviously consider not only the
question whether taking the medicine is an effective means to one's
immediate end, relief of back pain, but also whether the medicine might
have undesirable side effects, such as reduced hearing in the future.
When one decides whether to take the drug, one should consider one's
assessment of the whole story. It is irrational to think only of the
question whether taking the drug will be an effective means, ignoring
possible side effects.
Similarly, the army commander must take into account the side effects
of bombing the village. The fact that the bombing will kill noncombatants as well as enemy soldiers affects its desirability. It would be
wrong to ignore that side effect.
These reflections suggest what I call a holistic view of decisions. In
a holistic view, when one decides what to do, one must consider all
foreseeable effects, consequences, and other aspects of one's decision
and must evaluate them as a total package. Good or bad side effects
and consequences affect the desirability of one's decision in exactly the
way that good or bad ends or means do.
Once this much is accepted, it becomes difficult to see how there
could be a real distinction between what one intends and what one
merely foresees as consequences and side effects of one's action, because
it is natural to suppose that (A) one's intention comprises the conclusion
one reaches as the result of practical reasoning. But in a holistic view
of practical reasoning, (B) one's conclusion should include the acceptance
of everything one knows about one's action and its foreseen side effects
and consequences just as much as a certain end and means. Supposition
(A) is hard to reject, because if (A) is not accepted it is extremely difficult
to see what the connection could be between one's intentions and one's
practical conclusions. Supposition (B) is simply holism. Together, (A)
and (8) imply that all foreseen aspects of one's decision, including side
effects and consequences, should be as much a part of one's intention
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as one's end and means are. So, it is hard to accept holism without
supposing we should abandon Our ordinary view that foreseen consequences and side effects are not intended in the way that our ends
and means are. Without considering what alternatives there might be
to this, I simply assume that (A) is so in what follows and consider
only that version of holism which holds that all foreseen aspects of
one's action are intended.

The Issue Joined
A natural objection to holism is that, even though side effects and
foreseen consequences are potentially relevant, they are not always
actually relevant. There often is the following difference between one's
means M and end E on the one hand and a side effect 5 or foreseen
consequence C on the other hand: It is the thought of E and M that
provides one's reason for acting as one does. One's knowledge that
one's act will also have the side effect 5 and the consequence C plays
no role in one's deciding to act in that way. Therefore M and E are
part of what one intends in a way that 5 and Care not.
This objection accepts (A), agreeing that one's intention can be iden. tified with one's practical conclusion, but rejects (B), with its claim that
one's practical conclusion should include the, acceptance of foreseen
side effects and consequences in the same way that it includes the
acceptance of means and end.
The holists' reply to this objection is to deny that one's awareness
of side effects S and consequences C should ever fail to be part of one's
reason for acting as one does. One's reason should always include an
assessment of all aspects of the action, including an assessment of the
desirability of side effects and consequences as much as it includes an
assessment of the desirability of ends and means. There will always
be a different possible side effect 51 or consequence C1 such that, if one
had thought it would- result rather than Sand C, one should not have
acted in the way one acted. One's aim in doing something is to bring
about this relatively desirable set of consequences, including relatively
neutral S or C as opposed to undesirable $1 or C\.

Holism and Double Effect
The holistic thesis, that all foreseen aspects of an act are intended,
including foreseen side effects and consequences, has an obvious bearing:
on issues in moral philosophy relating to the Catholic Doctrine of
Double Effect. This doctrine presupposes that foreseen consequences
are not always intended. In the Catholic view there are some things
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one absolutely must not intend, for example the killing of an innocent
and nonthreatening person. These things must never be one's end or
one's means to some end, although by the Doctrine of Double Effect
they may be allowed in extreme circumstances as foreseen but unintended side effects or consequences. For example, in war the intended
killing of noncombatants as a means to weaken the enemy's will is
absolutely forbidden, whereas the unintended but foreseen killing of
a few noncombatants in the course of bombing enemy soldiers might
under certain circumstances be allowed.
One can accept a version of the doctrine of Double Effect even if
one does not agree that the intended killing of innocent people is
always forbidden no matter what, even to save the world. It is enough
to think, for example, that it might sometimes be wrong to aim at the
death of noncombatants even if it would not be wrong to kill the same
number of noncombatants in a similar way but as a mere side effect
of a direct attack aimed solely at enemy soldiers. On a smaller scale
one might suppose it would be wrong of Albert to cut his grass with
the specific intention of making Betty unhappy, even though it would
not be wrong of Albert to cut his grass to improve the appearance of
his lawn if he merely foresees without intending that this will make
Betty unhappy.
To take an example from Foot (1967), most people think it is one
thing to refuse to contribute to charities aimed at preventing starvation
because one prefers to use the money instead on oneself; it is quite
another to refrain from contributing on the grounds that the resulting
deaths will provide bodies for medical researchers. Most people think
refraining for this latter reason is much worse, even though medical
progress is a nobler end than mere self-interest, because the deaths
from starvation are one's means to this nobler end and not merely a
foreseen but unintended consequence of spending one's money on
oneself.
Holism, which leans toward consequentialism in moral philosophy,
obviously clashes with the principle of Double Effect. Holists think the
distinction invoked by defenders of Double Effect is irrational, perhaps
even immoral.
I am not really interested in a full-scale discussion of Double Effect.
I have mentioned it only to help bring out part of what is involved in
the question of holism. In mentioning Double Effect, I do not mean to
express either approval or disapproval. In particular, I do not mean to
suggest that the plausibility of (at least a weak version of) Double Effect
is an objection to holism. Holists can agree that the distinction between
intended and merely foreseen consequences of an act is initially plau-
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sible. Their claim is not that this is implausible initially but rather that
the distinction does not survive careful serious reflection.
Furthermore, I do not wish to suggest that holism can be rejected
only by those who accept Double Effect. It may be possible to distinguish
intended ends and means from merely foreseen side effects and consequences without accepting Double Effect. There may be objections
to Double Effect that are not objections to the distinction between
intended and merely foreseen consequences. It is important not to treat
these ideas as equivalent.

Holistic Decision Making with Perfect Information
I now want to explore holism in greater detail. Holism is based on a
view about how one ought to make decisions. To take the simplest
case, suppose one is deciding between two courses of action, A and B,
knowing everything about each act and its consequences. Then holism
recommends comparing all aspects of A and its consequences to all
aspects of B and its consequences in order to determine which total
package yields the most desirable overall result. What one should decide
on is the total package and one should then actin order to bring about
that whole package. So in this view there should be no principled
distinction between intended and-merely foreseen parts of this package.
Brandt (1979), accepting a version of holism, observes that in making
such a decision it is important to get all relevant considerations dearly
and vividly in mind. Otherwise some factors will probably be overrated
and others ignored or underrated. But this points to a problem. There
are severe limits on the number of things a person can have vividly
in mind (Miller 1956). In practice, some method must be used to simplify
any problem involving more than six or seven distinct factors.
Brandt mentions a method of simplification which was recommended
by Benjamin Franklin (1817). The idea ·is to make two lists, a list of
the relevant factors favoring A and a list of the factors favoring B. Then
one should try to find factors on list A that can be equated with factors
on list B. When this is done, one is to strike out the equivalent sets of
factors, then try again with the remaining factors, continuing until the
problem has been simplified to the point at which it leaves a comparison
whose elements can be placed vividly in one's mind at thesame time.
Although this method can be useful, it does not always yield a definite
answer. Sometimes, one gets down to things that are difficult to compare',
such as relief from severe pain with some hearing loss versus the pain
but no hearing loss, or a career as an engineer versus a career as a
lawyer.
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Suc~ hard decisions might be easier if a certain form of egoistic

hedonism were correct. In this view one's ultimate goal is always one's
own happiness, measured in terms of pleasure and pain, where amounts

of pleasure and pain are always comparable, any possible pain can
always be balanced by a corresponding possible pleasure, and vice
versa, and perhaps temporal considerations are irrelevant so that pain
now, pleasure later is equivalent to pleasure now, pain later. Then, in
~hoosing between,becoming an engineer and becoming a lawyer, the
Issue becomes which choice will make one happier in the long runand that is something one will know if one has perfect information
about the consequences of one's choice.

Less Than Perfect Knowledge
So far I have been considering what holism says about the case in

which one is deciding between A and B with perfect knowledge of all
aspects of these choices. Of course, in practice, one will never know
all aspects. Indeed, such perfect knowledge would include the knowl-

edge of which act is better, and there would be no decision problem
left! If the decision problem has not been solved already, there cannot
be absolutely perfect knowledge of all aspects of the actions. The difficulties I have been discussing do not actually arise if there is really
perfect knowledge!
Is it enough to know the difference in consequences between A and
8? It depends on how we conceive this "difference," Thinking of things
one way, we find that the relative desirability of A and B may depend
not only on the difference between them but also on the constant
possibly unknown context that is common to both acts. For example,
the army commander knows that the difference between bombing the
village and not bombing it is that in the former case a certain number
of enemy and noncombatants are killed, a certain number of bombs
are exploded, and so much airplane fuel is used, whereas in the latter
case none of this happens. It is also relevant whether or not the war
has already ended, something the commander may not know. But, in
this way of looking at things, that is not part of the difference in consequences between A and H, since whether or not the war has already
ended is a constant factor which remains the same no matter which
course of action the commander takes.
Similarly, in deciding whether to invest in gold or diamonds, Judy
may know that in the former case she will have gold, in the latter case
diamonds, but she may not know what the relative value of gold and
diamonds will be five years from now. This constant factor is relevant
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to her decision. So it is not enough to know the differences in consequences
between A and B if they are conceived in this way.
However, there is another way of looking at things. In this view the
differences in consequences are not fully known. The army commander
does not know whether the bombing will contribute to the defeat of
the enemy; so he does not know whether such a contribution distinguishes bombing from not bombing the village. Judy does not know
which investment, gold or diamonds, will be worth more in five years;
so she does not know what the difference between A and Bis as regards
its contribution to the value of her investment in five years.
But, if this sort of thing counts as a difference in consequences, then
saying one must know all the differences in consequences is not much
better than saying one must know all aspects of the act. Given any
~ommon aspect C of both A and B, there is a corresponding difference
In consequences between A and B, since A has the consequence that
A & C is true, a consequence which B does not have, whereas B has
the consequence that B & C is true, a consequence that A does not
~ave. So to say one. has to know all the differences-in consequences
IS not to say something appreciably weaker than that one has to know
all aspects of the act. Just as one never knows all aspects of the act,
one never knows all the differences in consequences in this sense.
Again, egoistic hedonism would simplify the problem. All one would
need to know is which act will give one more overall happiness in the
long run. But things are more complicated if one has several distinct
ultimate ends. In that case perhaps it is enough to know" for each of
the acts one is deciding between, how much that act would give one
of each of one's ultimate ends. If one has only a fe~ ultimate ends,
one might be able to get thatinformation vividly in mind so that one
could balance the different considerations against each other and reach
an overall decision.
It would not be enough to know the differences between what A and
B give one concerning each end if one has several ends, since comparative desirabilities may depend on the amounts that are constant
from act to act. For example, suppose one: values both pleasure and
knowledge and these can be measured. Suppose acts A, B, C, and 0
would have the following outcomes:

A
B
C
D

4 units of pleasure, 8 units of knowledge.
2 units of pleasure, 10 units of knowledge.
10 units of pleasure, 2 units of knowledge.
8 units of pleasure, 4 units of knowledge.

Then .one might prefer A to B without preferring C to D even though
the dtfferences between what A and B give one of the things one ul-
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timatel y values are the same as the differences between what C and
D give.
Probability
It might be said one can never know for certain what the relevant
consequences of one's acts will be. There is always the possibility,
however remote, that the difference between A and B is the difference
between life as usual and utter ruin.
,In the absence of complete knowledge of relevant consequences, one
might try to take probabilities into account and consider the expected
utility of each p,ossible act. From this perspective, the reason why one
can normally disregard the possibility that an act A will lead to total
ruin is that the probability of this is usually so low that this possibility
does not affect significantly the total expected utility of A.
How might one discover expected utilities? If egoistic hedonism were
true and happiness were measurable, the thing to do would be to
consider the various possible outcomes of a given act, take the total
happiness involved in each outcome times the probability of that outcome, and then sum these products to get the expected utility of the
act.
Things are not so simple if egoistic hedonism is not assumed. One
must in some more complicated way determine the utilities of the
various possible outcomes, multiply these utilities by the probabilities
of the outcomes, and sum these products. However, there are serious
obstacles to calculating expected utility in this way.
First, how is one to determine the utilities of the possible outcomes?
The standard method for determining these utilities supposes one already knows the preferences one has among various gambles (Ramsey
!931; von Neumann and Morgenstern 1944). But one's present problem
IS exactly that of choosing which of two gambles one prefers! Does
one prefer the A gamble with its possible outcomes, each with an
associated probability, or the B gamble with its possible outcomes, each
with its associated probability? The trouble is that, in order to solve
one's present problem by appeal to expected utility, one must already
have solved similar problems directly without appeal to expected utility.
How does one ever get started?
Second, even if one were somehow given these utilities, there would
be the further problem of determining the relevant probabilities. If one
knew appropriate relative frequencies, one could use them to estimate
probabilities, but usually such information is not available. One might
use one's own "degrees of belief" in various possible outcomes, but
how does one determine what one's degrees of belief are? There is a
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problem here analogous to that which arises for utility. In standard
developments of the theory of subjective probability, it is observed that
degrees of belief can be deduced from information about preferences
(Jeffrey 1983) if one is consistent. More precisely, a complete set of
~references determines subjective probabilities and utilities up to a
linear transformation. If the utilities are fixed, then the probabilities
are completely determined. But deducing degrees of belief from preferences is no help if one is trying to discover probabilities in order to
determine one's preferences.
Perhaps holism's advice in the present case reduces to this:
One should try to get all one's evidence vividly in mind, vividly
consider how this evidence might be related to various possible
outcomes of the acts one is deciding between, and see what tendency one has to favor each of these acts.
But if this is the sum total of holism's advice, holism merely says to
consider everything carefully before deciding, without really telling
how to decide.
A further complication is that one is not normally choosing between
only two actions. One might do any of indefinitely many things. Holism
requires considering all possible available actions and all their possible
consequences also. Obviously, if one really had to go through all of
that in order to decide what to do, one would end up never doing
anything.
It might be suggested one does not have to do everything simultaneously. One can try to start with a small assignment of probabilities
and utilities, extending and adjusting this assignment as time goes by,
trying to keep the assignment consistent as one extends it, updating
probabilities and utilities in the light of new information, changes in
one's desires due to bodily conditions, and so on.
But eV,en this is something one cannot actually do. It is not just that
people. do not deal" easily with probabilities (Kahneman et a1. 1982;
Nisbett and Ross 1980). As we saw in chapter 3, there is even a theoretical obstacle to extensive use of explicit probabilities, since the consistent updating of probabilities has a complexity that is,in'g,eneral an
exponential function of the number of atomic propositions' invclved..

Strategies
The best that can be hoped for are procedures that can be used witho~t
extensive reflection, methods that yield satisfactory results most of.the
time. There might also be an alarm system of some sort to alert one
to occasions on which more reflection is needed or is likely to payoff,
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and one must have methods for dealing with these more complex
occasions as well.
In order to discover what one's methods for reaching decisions are,
we n~ed to consider how in fact one actually goes about deciding what
to do. And it would seem thai one's decisions depend on one's beliefs,
one's values and desires, and one's prior plans and intentions.
As for one's beliefs, I have already noted that one does not assign
probabilities to possible outcomes in any very extensive way. Indeed,
a finite creature simply cannot make extensive use of probabilities. So,
one believes things for the most part in a yes/no way, modifying one's
beliefs as a result of perception and reasoning. These modifications
always involve small changes in only a few beliefs and do not involve
the extensive updating required in a probabilistic approach.
Similarly, although there are various things one wants and values,
one does not assign a precise utility to such things. One's values and
wants change as a result of reflection and changes in one's bodily state.
But these are small-scale changes and not the extensive changes that
must occur in a probability-based system.
Also, one has various current plans and intentions. These constrain
one's further practical thinking in the way that prior beliefs constrain
one's theoretical thinking. Practical thinking extends and sometimes
modifies one's antecedent intentions in the light of one's beliefs, desires,
and values.
Furthermore, I hypothesize that many of one's decisions are of necessity what we might call simple decisions. These arise when one finds
oneself with a salient end E and one recognizes a salient means M that
will get one E. In a simple case, one does not consider whether there
might be some other means to E or some other end distinct from E
that one might now obtain, and one disregards any other consequences
of one's act. One simply forms the intention of getting E by doing M.
When there are two salient means, one arbitrarily chooses between
them, unless one of the means is obviously better than the other. If
there are two salient ends and possible means clearly available to obtain
either, one tries to obtain both, arbitrarily choosing an order in which
to attempt this, unless one order is obviously preferable. When there
are two competing ends, only one of which can be obtained, one makes
an arbitrary choice, again unless one of the ends is obviously better
than the other.
So, to repeat, in a simple case one forms the intention of getting E
by doing M without thinking about side effects. If o~e happens to
notice side effects or consequences, that does not by Itself normally
influence one's decision.
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All this is so unless there is something that sets off an "alarm"and even then, one merely checks to see whether the alarming consideration is sufficient to lead one not to make the decision one would
otherwise make.
The basic idea, then, is to try to keep things simple. One tries to
limit oneself to considering a single way of obtaining a single end. If
there is a salient complication, either a sufficiently unhappy side effect
or consequence or a possibly better course of action, then one trie~ to
determine whether this is sufficient to overcome one's reason for doing
the simple action. If it is not sufficient to overcome that rea~on, one
simply disregards the complication. If it is sufficient to complicate the
situation, then one does not do the simple action. At this point the
complication mayor may not suggest a different, possibly more c~mplex
end one might achieve, together with an available means. If It does,
one starts over with that as one's end and means, going ahead as long
as no alarm goes off in that case.
.
The rationale for this way of proceeding lies in its cost-effectiveness.
I suggest that it is a workable system that yields satisfactory results
most of the time. However, this can only be demonstrated by further
investigation of this approach. It may be that defeasibility theories of
practical reasoning (e.g.. Raz 1975) shed some light here, but I am not
sure.

Intended and Merely Foreseen Consequences Again
Recall the structure of a typical action with ends, means, side effects,
and consequences:
C

We are normally inclined to think Sand C need not be intended in
the way M and E are intended. We are now in a position to see how
this could be so.
In a simple decision, Sand C do not figu~e.in one's p~acticalthin~~:ng:
at all. After (or while or even before) deciding to achieve E bydoing
M, one may notice that M will lead to S and that" E wi1l1ea.d~o (,·but
one's noticing this occurs as part of a theoretical cOnc1US1?TI, not as
part of a practical conclusion. One's acceptance of 5 and C 1S ~ot part
of one's acceptance of one's intention but is merely something one
believes.
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That explains why Sand C might not be intended, However, it does
not yet explain the difference between these merely foreseen consequences and the intended M and E. Why must M and E be intended?
Well, first of all. M has to be intended, because in the usual case,
anyway, one won't get E unless one gets M, and one won't get M
unless one aims at or intends to get M.
But then why does E have to be intended? One does not have to
intend to get E in order to get it; intending to get M is sufficient. So,
why not just intend to get M?
The answer seems to be this. One starts out with a desire for E, not
a desire for M. One's desire for E gives one a reason to intend to get
E if there is some way to manage it. Seeing that M will get one E gives
one a reason to intend to get E by getting M, One has no reason to
form the intention of getting M except as part of the intention of getting
E. One cannot rationally intend M except as part of intending E.

Why not? Why can't this happen? One wants E. One sees that M
would be a means to E. This leads one to want M, which leads one to
intend M, E is not intended but is mere1y a foreseen, if welcome,
consequence of doing what one intends, This seems absurd, but what
rules it out? Why can't one's desire for M give one a reason to intend
M even if one does not intend E?
The answer, I suppose, is that there is an important distinction between ultimate desires and merely instrumental desires, One's desire
for E is an ultimate desire (in this context); one's desire for M is merely
instrumental, because it depends on one's belief that M is instrumental
in getting E. If one were to come to think M would not be instrumental
in that way, one should no longer want M. Only an ultimate desire
can give one a reason to form an intention. One's reason to intend M
derives, then, not from an instrumental desire for M but from an ultimate
desire for E, given the thought that M will get one E.
Why do only ultimate desires count in this way? Because it is important
to distinguish ends from means, It would be bad if alternative means
to an end were treated in the same way as alternative ends, In the case
of alternative ends, what one normally does is to try to obtain both
ends through scheduling, Doing this would be silly for alternative means
to a given end, It would be silly to pursue both means in sequence,
Clearly, the rational thing is to choose a particular means and disregard
the other,
Similarly, in more complex cases in which different courses of action
have different advantages, it is a point in favor of a course of action
that it would satisfy more desires than another, at least if these desires
are the same in strength and would be satisfied to the same extent.
But this is true only if the desires are ultimate desires. It would be silly
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to prefer B to A as a means of getting E just because B but not A achieves
E indirectly, therefore gratifying several instrumental desires, as in the
following schema:
A--~E

B

,E
O---N---M--~.

Here A gratifies only the desire for E, whereas B gratifies the desire
for Mas a means to E, N as a means to M, and a as a means to N.
To treat this as a reason to prefer B to A leads to an irrational tendency
toward complex ways and away from simple ways of satisfying one's
desires.
It follows that even in the simple case one's intention is complex.
One does not merely intend E, nor does one merely intend M. One
intends to get E by getting M. More precisely, as I -have argued in
chapter 8, one intends that this very intention will result in one's getting
M, which will result in one's getting E,
But to say one's intentions are complex in this way is not to accept
holism. The preceding argument shows that one's intentions combine
ends and means, There is. no analogous argument for the claim that
they must also include foreseen side effects and other consequences.
I have suggested that, if one notices side effects and consequences
in the simple case, one notices them as the result of theoretical rather
than practical reasoning, so they represent merely something one foresees as opposed to something one intends, It might be suggested further
that these cannot be intended, because of the following putative
principle:
.

Putative Principle That Prediction Excludes Intention One' cannot
form the intention of doing something one can predict one will
do whether one has that intention or not.
But this Putative Principle is not correct!
To see that it is not, consider the following example, suggested by
Stuart Hampshire. Sandra is hammering nails into the floor in anticipation of the arrival in an hour of someone who is going to sand the
floors. Sandra absolutely must get the nails hammered in ·before the,
sander arrives, Suddenly Sandra notices that the noise of.her hammering
is quite annoying to Peter. This does not sadden her. In fact,' she is
delighted, since she wants very much to annoy Peter. Now consider
the following question. In hammering more, does Sandra intend to
annoy Peter or is this merely a foreseen but welcome side effect?
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According to the Putative Principle That Prediction Excludes Intention,
Sandra cannot possibly intend to annoy Peter under these conditions,
because she takes it to be already settled that she is going to annoy
him whether she forms that intention or not. She takes this to be
already settled, because she must hammer in the nails before the sander
arrives and that hammering will inevitably annoy Peter.
However, it seems clear that Sandra might very well form the intention
of annoying Peter under these conditions, Sandra has acquired a new
reason to hammer and can surely end up hammering both for her old
reason and for her new reason; she acts from two different intentions.
The situation is not unlike a case in which one has two different sorts
of reasons for a given belief and one believes it for both reasons. So
the Putative Principle That Prediction Excludes Intention is wrong.
On the other hand Sandra might not in this circumstance intend to
be annoying to Peter. That might be merely a welcome foreseen consequenceof what she is doing. So this is not an argument for holism.

Intermediate Means
So far I have considered only cases in which there is a single means
leading directly to an end. But often there is a series of connected
intermediate means:

Act - - _ M

N--_. E - - _ C

~s

Here, M is conceived of as an indirect means to E via N. I have suggested
reasons for thinking M, and E must be intended in a case like this, but
what about N? Must N be intended?
We can distinguish various possibilities here. First, it may be that
bringing about M merely puts one into a position to bring about E by
bringing about N, In that case, one will have to intend N in order to
get E. Second, it may be that one has to check to make sure that M
really is bringing about N, being ready to intervene or adjust one's
action if necessary. In that case, too, one will have an intention to
ensure the occurrence of N.
Many, perhaps most, cases of intermediate means are of the first or
second sort. But there seem to be other cases as well. Suppose one
conceives the relation between M, N, and E on the model row of falling
dominoes, so that having brought about M, one needs to do nothing
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else but wait as M brings about Nand N brings about E. Then it isn't
clear to me whether one needs to intend N.
It is possible that one intends N, since it is possible that one's practical
thinking begins with the thought of bringing about E, then notes this
can be done by bringing about N, and finally notes this can be done
by bringing about M, so that one forms the intention of bringing about
E by bringing about N, doing that by bringing about M.
But what about a case in which one starts with the thought of E and
notes that one can bring about E by bringing about M, without paying
particular attention to the way this works, via N, although one in fact
knows that is how M will produce E? In that case I see no compelling
reason to suppose N must be part of one's practical conclusion, and
so no compelling reason to suppose N must be intended.
I began by suggesting that we normally suppose means have to be
intended in a way that side effects and consequences do not. But I am
not sure we do normally suppose this for intermediate means conceived
of as this falling domino sort. I am inclined to think that knowing how
the machinery works does not automatically give one intentions about
the intermediate stages any more than knowing how one moves one's
arm automatically gives one intentions to contract one's muscles when
one raises one's arm. It seems to me one can use one's dishwasher to
" wash the dishes without intending the various operations of the dishwasher even if one knows what these operations are. Similarly, it seems
to me one can intend to ride a bicycle up a hill without having any
intention about how the chain and sprockets connect, even though one
understands this is how the pedals drive the wheel.
If this is right it raises a complication for the interpretation of Double
Effect. Should we interpret this doctrine as the view that it can be
worse to intend evil than merely to foresee it? Or should we interpret
the doctrine as the view that it can be worse to bring about evil as a
means to one's end than as a side effect? These possibilities have to
be distinguished if evil means can be known but nonintended. (When
I reflect with this in mind on some of the examples already consideredthe bombing of civilian populations in order to weaken an enemy's
will or not giving to certain charities in order not to diminish the supply
of bodies available for medical research-I am inclined to think that
the key issue is whether one knowingly uses evil means and not whether
one actually intends the evil means. But this is not the place"for a.full
discussion of the issue this raises.)

Rational Action
If I am right, holism is wrong in its claim that side effects and foreseen
consequences ought to be always as intended as means (usually) and
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ends (always) are. Why then does holism seem so plausible? The reason,
I suggest, is that holism as an account of rational action represents one
possible idealization of ordinary practice.
"Rational" is an evaluative term, so to talk about rational action is
to talk about some sort of ideal case. An action that fails to be rational
falls short of the ideal in some way or other. Different conceptions of
rationality differ in which features of action they idealize and in the
extent of the idealization made. My point is that holism represents
quite an extreme idealization. I suggest that we also consider less extreme
idealizations in which rational action involves the ideal following of
the more ordinary procedures to which we .mortals are restricted.
In a less extreme idealization an action might count as rational if it
results from or is at least in accord with methods of decision that are
rational for one to use. Such a principle would rule out holism, since
it is not cost-effective for one to try to follow a holistic strategy and
therefore not rational for one to do so.
When is a procedure rational in this sense? One necessary condition
is that a rational procedure be in "rational equilibrium" so that the
ideal following of the procedure would not lead one to modify it. A
method of the sort I have outlined will normally be in rational equilibrium. Occasionally circumstances will make it salient that certain
advantages can be gained by changing one's procedure in some way,
and then until the change is made one's method of decision making
will not be in rational equilibrium.
It might be that one could do better in ordinary life if one were to
change one's procedure in certain ways, although one is now unaware
of this. Perhaps this fact is even a logical consequence of things one
is aware of but is the sort of thing only statisticians are familiar with.
Then one's decision method may still be in rational equilibrium, despite
its provable inefficiency, since use of that method may give one no
reason to make the sort of mathematical or logical study required in
order to discover what improvements might be made. In that case, I
would count one's current procedure "rational." To express its disadvantages when compared with the other, better method, I prefer to
use the term "provably inefficient." I suggest then that one's current
procedure can be rational even if it is thus provably inefficient.
Do we need a term to designate the outcome that would be reached
by the holistic method, ideally followed? No, if only because there is
no determinate outcome to the holistic method, since that outcome
depends on fixing subjective probabilities and utilities, and these are
not determined in practice.
My conclusion, then, is that we are right to distinguish as we do
between intended ends and means on the one hand and merely foreseen
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side effects and consequences on the other. In particular, the principle
of Double Effect can be defended against attacks based on holism. It
is even possible that the considerations I have mentioned might help
to motivate a form of Double Effect or some similar principle, but I
have not yet seen how that might be so. Whether these considerations
positively support or motivate a principle like Double Effect must remain
a matter for further investigations.

Practical and Theoretical Reasoning
What distinguishes practical reasoning from theoretical reasoning? It
would seem that, if intending to do something does not involve believing
one will do it, then we can accept our original answer that appeared
at the beginning of chapter 1: practical reasoning revises intentions;
theoretical reasoning revises beliefs, sometimes by connecting beliefs
about what one intends to do with beliefs about what one will actually
do. On the other hand, if intention does involve belief, matters are
possibly more complicated, since the principles of practical reasoning
must then restrict one to accepting only those intentions whose accompanying belief can also be accepted. So the revision of belief is
sometimes "part of" practical reasoning.
. To this it might be objected that there is no such restriction on
practical reasoning and that at best thereis only a restriction on the
way we talk. In this view the point is merely that, if a practical conclusion
is not accompanied by belief, we simply do not call it "intending,"
although We may say one has the relevant "intention."
Quite apart from this purely verbal issue, there are at least some
restrictions on practical reasoning of this sort. Normally, one's decisions
are and must be of a sort envisioned in the simple case" of practical
reasoning, and in that case one must believe one will do what one
intends to do. Intending to do something must normally involve believing one will do it- even if there are exceptions. Theoretical and
practical reasoning are therefore intertwined.
I{

Chapter 10
Review and Recapitulation

We have been concerned with the principles of reasoning, where reasoning is conceived as reasoned revision. Reasoning in this sense must
not be confused with proof or argument, and the theory of reasoning
must not be confused with logic. Psychological relations of immediate
implication and immediate inconsistency are important in. reasoning,

but this is not to say that logical implication and logical inconsistency
are of any special relevance.

Reasoning is subject to constraints of feasibility and practicality. So,
the principles of reasoning are principles for revising all-or-nothlng
yes/no beliefs and plans; it is too complicated to try to operate generally
'with degrees of belief or probabilities. To be sure, there are degrees of

belief: Belief is explicitly a matter of degree when one has an explicit
belief about the probability of something; belief is more usually implicitly
a matter of degree given one's ell-or-nothing yes/no beliefs' and the
principles' followed in revising such beliefs. But we could not always
operate in terms of explicit probabilities. In particular, the use of probabilistic conditionalization as a method of updating one's degrees of
belief is severely limited by a combinatorial explosion in resources
needed.
Similarly, although in revising one's view- it would be useful to have
a record of one's reasons for various beliefs, this would involve too
much record keeping. We could not in practice make use of a principle
of negative undermining, which has one abandon any belief for which
one does not have a current justification. Following that principle would
lead one to abandon almost everything one believes. Instead, one must
make do with a principle of positive undermining, which takes any
current belief to be justified as long as there is no special reasc)n:'.to
~veitup.
.
Aspects of one's view can be accepted in different ways. Some aspects
are fully accepted; some are accepted as provisional working hypotheses.
Some are accepted for the moment, in the course of an argument; some
are accepted as things to be remembered. Some are accepted merely
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personally, for oneself only; some are accepted in a more authoritative
way as things that can be passed on to others. Different principles
apply to these different types of acceptance, For example, reasons for
accepting something as a working hypothesis are not sufficient for the
sort of full acceptance which ends inquiry.
Principles for revising what one fully accepts promote conservatism
and coherence. Conservatism is reflected in the principle that current
beliefs are justified in the absence of any special challenge to them
and in the principle of clutter avoidance, which limits newly inferred
conclusions to those in which one has a reason to be interested. Coherence is reflected in one's disposition to avoid inconsistency and a
tendency to promote explanatory and lmplicatlonal connections among
one's beliefs. (Perhaps the relevant implications are explanatory, so
that all coherence is explanatory coherence.)
Practical reasoning is distinguished from theoretical reasoning by
being in the first instance concerned with the revision of plans and
intentions rather than beliefs. Like theoretical reasoning, practical reasoning is subject to principles of conservatism and coherence, But desires
playa role in practical reasoning they do not play in theoretical reasoning, where ultimate desires must be distinguished from merely instrumental desires because of a difference in role such desires play in
practical reasoning.
None of this pretends to be the last word on the subject. My aim
has not been to settle issues but to raise issues. My aim has been to
show that there is a subject here, change in view, a subject worthy of
serious systematic study.

Appendix A
More on Logic and Reasoning

Natural Deduction
We can think some more about whether logic is specially relevant to
reasoning by considering the following hypothesis:

NaturalDeduction Hypothesis Certain basic patterns of logical implication and inconsistency are (psychologically) immediate.
For example, one might be disposed to take any two propositions P
and Q immediately to imply their conjunction P& Q, and conversely
one might be disposed to. treat as immediate the logical implication
. from the conjunction P & Q to either of its conjuncts P or Q. Similarly,
one might be disposed to take any proposition P to be immediately
inconsistent with its denial not P. One might have these general dispositions even if, for sufficiently complicated or lengthy P and Q, one
did not have the corresponding particular dispositions.
This by itself would not show logic is specially privileged, since
various patterns of nonlogical implication and inconsistency might also
be immediate in the relevant sense. For example, X is part of Y and Y
is part of Z seem immediately to imply X is part of Z and seem to be
immediately inconsistent with X is not pa.rt of Z. But these are not
examples of logical implication and inconsistency, at least not in classical
first-order predicate logic.
Three possible views might be taken about these last examples. First,
we might conclude that not all immediate implications and inconsistencies are purely logical. Second, we might hold to the view that all
immediate implications and inconsistencies are purely logical.and claim
that logic includes part-whole logic. Third, we might .hold the .view
that all immediate implications and inconsistencies are purely: logical
but deny that logic includes part-whole logic and take the implication,
from X is part of Y and Y is part of Z to X is part of Z to be mediated
by the nonlogical principles that, if one thing is part of another and
the second is part of a third, then the first is part of the third.
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How can we decide among these possibilities? Before we try to answer

that question, let us consider another, related issue.

Defining Logical Constants
It might be suggested that, whether or not basic logical implications

and inconsistencies are the only psychologically immediate implications
and inconsistencies, logic is distinctive in being entirely derivable from

psychologically immediate implications and inconsistencies. The idea
is that any logical implication or inconsistency is either immediate or
provable from immediate implications and/or inconsistencies in a series
of immediate steps; furthermore, this distinguishes logic from other
subjects. In this view logic is a distinctive subject in being entirely
either obvious or potentially obvious.
But what distinguishes one subject from another? The suggestion
fails if there are nonlogical immediate implications and if any arbitrary
body of implications constitutes a subject. Then the "subject" consisting
of logic plus any given set of nonlogical immediate implications is
entirely either obvious or potentially obvious. So, for example, logic
plus the obvious principles of chemistry would count as logic, by this
criterion.
It is natural to distinguish subjects by their central concepts. But we
can't suppose that all implications involving logical concepts are obvious
or potentially obvious, since there are many nonlogical implications
involving these notions. The principle, "if something burns with a
yellow flame, it contains sodium," is not obvious, although it uses the
logical notion "if."
The suggestion has to be that certain crucial implications (and inconsistencies) involving these notions are immediate or potentially immediate. In particular, let us now consider the more or less familiar
suggestion that logical concepts are distinctive in that their content can
be characterized entirely in terms of their function in reasoning, more
specifically in terms of immediate implication and inconsis,tency.
This presupposes conceptual role semantics (Harman 1982a) or functionalism (Fodor 1983) as a theory of the content of psychological
attitudes. In this view the meanings of words are derivative from the
concepts these words are used to express, and the contents of the
associated concepts are (at least partly) determined by the way those
concepts are used in thought.
In this view there are at least three basic types of possible use of a
concept: (1) the perceptual categorization of what one perceives, (2) the
use of concepts in getting oneself to act in one way or another, and
(3) the use of concepts in reasoning to get from some thoughts to others
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(Sellars 1963), It might be held that the contents of key logical concepts
can be specified entirely in terms of their third, intermediate use in
reasoning. In particular, the suggestion is that logical notions can be
specified entirely in terms of their role in thought as reflected in immediate implication and Immediate inconsistency.
There is a superficial resemblance between this suggestion and various
other attempts that have been made to explain logical notions entirely
in terms of principles of "natural deduction" or of the "sequent calculus"
(Gentzen 1935; Popper 1947; Kneale 1956; Shoesmith and Smiley 1978;
Hacking 1979). But the present suggestion is not quite the same as any
of those in these other approaches, which do not appeal to any notion
of immediate implication or inconsistency. The hope is that the appeal
to immediacy will yield some benefits not obtainable from the other
approaches.
Let us consider how the present suggestion might be carried out.
For conjunction, we might try something like this:

Definition of Logical Conjunction

C expresses logical conjunction

if and only if C serves to combine two thoughts, P and Q, to form

a third thought, C(P,Q), such that P and Q taken together Immediately imply and are separately immediate implications of
C(P,Q).
Logical disjunction might be defined similarly:

Definition of Logical Disjunction D expresses logical disjunction if
and only if D serves to combine two thoughts, P and Q, to form
a third thought, D(P,Q), such.that (1) D(P,Q) is immediately implied
by each of P and Q taken individually, (2) D(P,Q) plus any set 01
propositions immediately inconsistent with P immediately, imply
Q, and (3) D(P,Q) plus any set of propositions immediately inconsistent with Q immediately imply P.
What about (classical) logical negation? This concept applies to a
proposition P to give its denial, N(P). One feature of N is that N(P) is
immediately inconsistent with P, but that is also true of any other
contrary of P as well. What distinguishes N(P) from other contraries
of P is that N(P) is the most inclusive contrary of P; it is implied by .
any other contrary of P, that is, by anything else excluded by P. (This
is not true of intuitionistic negation, which allows that not not,:P may
fail to imply P,) So, we might try the following definition:

Definition of (Classical) Logicai Negation N expresses logical negation if and only if N applies to a thought. P, to form a second
thought, N(P), such that N(P) is immediately inconsistent with P
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and is immediately implied by any set of propositions that is immediately inconsistent with P; furthermore, any set of propositions
immediately inconsistent with N(P) immediately imply P.
Given this definition we can account for the following:
Reductio Ad Absurdum If A is immediately inconsistent, any set
of propositions F together with "F, P imply A'· immediately imply
not P.
For, if A is immediately inconsistent, so are F, P, and "F, P imply A."
Then, by the definition of negation, it follows that F, "F, P imply A"
imply not P.
Logical quantification ("everything" and "something") is more complicated. The relevant principles would be principles of instantiation
and generalization. In order to state such principles, we have to say
what it is for a proposition to be an instance of a quantified proposition,
when an instance is immediately implied by a quantified proposition
of which it is an instance, and when a quantified proposition is immediately implied by an instance of it. Given that the notion of an
instance has been explained, we can give a partial account of the relevant
immediate implications by .noting that a universal quantification immediately implies any of its instances, and an existential quantification
is immediately implied by any of its instances.
We also have to say something about universal instantiation and
existential generalization. We might end up with a definition roughly
similar to the following for universal quantification:

Definitionof Universal Quantification A variable binding operator
"( )" represents universal quantification if and only if (1) (x)P(x)
immediately implies any instance PIa) and (2) "the propositions F
imply any Pia) no matter what a is taken to refer to" immediately
implies "the propositions F imply (x)Px."
A similar definition of existential quantification might be given.
Itmight be objected that these definitions do not distinguish logical
concepts from other concepts that are equivalent to them but not synonymous with them. For example, it might be suggested that the concept
expressed by " ... or ... or 1 = 2" serves to combine two thoughts,
P and Q, to form a third thought, "P or Q or 1 = 2" in a way that
satisfies the Definition of Logical Disjunction, although this more complex concept is not synonymous with logical disjunction. The suggestion
is that P immediately implies "P or Q or 1 ~ 2" (and so does Q);
furthermore, if A is immediately inconsistent with P, then A and "P
or Q or 1 ~ 2 immediately imply Q (and similarly with P and Q reversed).
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A possible reply is to deny the second part of this suggestion, holding
that the implication from "P or Q or 1 = 2" and A to Q is not immediate
but involves at least two steps, one dropping P from the disjunction,
the other dropping 1 = 2, Similar replies might be made to other proposed counterexamples of this sort. If such replies are successful, this
sort of objection fails.
It is hard to say whether this reply succeeds, since it is not clear
when implications are immediate. Since immediate implication is a
psychological matter having to do with a person's cognitive dispositions,
such a reply seems to involve a substantive hypothesis about what can
and cannot be immediate for a person, no matter how experienced or
practiced the person may be, I discuss this sort of hypothesis subsequently. For now, let us keep an open mind on the issue.
If the reply fails and the objection succeeds, things get complicated.
It becomes necessary to modify the definitions of the logical constants.
One thing wrong with the more complex concept is that, although it
may satisfy the definition as stated, it also has aspects of content that
are not mentioned in that definition. This suggests adding that the
characterization given must completely characterize the content of D.
For example:

Definition of Logical Disjunction D expresses logical disjunction if
and only if D serves to combine two thoughts, P and Q, to form
a third thought, D(P,Q), where the content of D can be entirely
characterized by saying (1) D(P,Q) is immediately implied by each
of Pand Q taken individually, (2) D(P,Q) plus any set of propositions
immediately inconsistent 'with P immediately imply Q, and
(3) D(P,Q) plus any set of propositions immediately inconsistent
with Q immediately imply P.
Similar modifications would have to be made in the other definitions.
These definitions would then put considerable weight on the idea that
the content of a logical concept can be entirely characterized by citing
certain principles. The content of the concept is supposed to be minimal
in the sense that the concept has no more content beyond what follows
from the role the concept has by virtue of satisfying the cited principles.
That is what is supposed to rule out the connective, "., .. , or ... or
1 = 2," as an instance of logical disjunction.
But it is obscure just what it could mean to say that the content-of
a concept is "entirely characterized in terms of" certain principles, In
what way would the content have to be minimal? Because of "this
obscurity, it is not clear what to say about the suggesti,on that, if we:
can appeal to the notion that certain rules entirely characterize a concept,
we do not need to include an appeal to the rule that a conjunction is
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implied by its conjuncts taken together as long as we can appeal to
the rule that a conjunction implies either of its conjuncts. The suggestion
is, in other words, that we might make do with the following definition:

Simpler Definition of Logical Conjunction C expresses logical conjunction if and only if C serves to combine two thoughts, P and
Q, to form a third thought, C(P,Q), where the content of C can be
entirely characterized by saying that P and Q are separately immediately implied by C(P,Q).
In this view, to say that the content of C can be entirely characterized
by citing this one principle is to say that C is a minimal concept satisfying
the principle, that is, that C(P,Q) is entailed by any other K(P,Q),where
K is a concept that satisfies this principle and perhaps others as well.
It would seem that any such minimal concept C must" have the property
that P and Q jointly imply C(P,Q), for the content of C(P,Q) includes
at least that of P and of Q, since these are both implied by C(P,Q).
Furthermore, it should include no more than this, since C is the minimal
concept satisfying that condition. But, if C was not implied by P and
Q taken together, it would seem that C(P,Q) must include more than
that. SO C(P,Q) would seem to be implied by P and Q taken together.
We could not in the same way defend defining conjunction solely
in terms of the rule that P and Q taken together imply C(P,Q). The
content of C(P,Q) could be as minimal as a tautology and still satisfy
that rule, since a tautology is implied by anything. Conjunction is
therefore not the minimal notion satisfying that condition. But one
might defend that latter definition in an analogous way, since a conjunction is a maximal thought that follows from its conjuncts taken
together, at least in the sense that the conjunction implies any other
thought that follows from those conjuncts. It might be suggested that
a concept is entirely characterized by certain principles only if it is a
logically maximal concept involved in constructions that the principles
say are implied by certain things and/or if it is a logically minimal
concept involved in constructions that the principles say imply certain
things. (This rule cannot apply if a logically maximal concept that is
involved in constructions that the principles say are implied by certain
things is not the same as a logically minimal concept involved in constructions that the principles say imply certain things.)
It might be objected that these arguments for simplifying the Definition of Conjunction are incomplete. Even if it can be shown that any
concept C satisfying the Simpler Definition of Logical Conjunction is
such that P and Q jointly imply C(P,Q), that does not show that this
last implication is immediate, which seems necessary if C is to be a
conjunction.
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This still leaves open the question of whether we can in this way
use such simpler definitions to specify concepts that are equivalent to
conjunction even if they are not strictly synonymous with conjunction
(as previously defined). This is unclear because it is unclear whether
either or both of the (partial) interpretations of "entirely characterized"
appealed to is acceptable, given the obscurity of "entirely characterized."

Is Logic Specially Relevant to Reasoning?
It is at the very least unclear whether it is possible to specify basic
logical concepts in terms of immediate implication and inconsistency,
treated as basic notions of the theory of reasoning. If that is possible,
there would be at least one important connection between logic and
reasoning. But, even if this connection existed, that would not mean
logic tells us something about reasoning. It would mean only that basic
logical constants can be defined partly in terms of basic concepts of
the theory .o~ reasoning. In particular, notice that these definitions say
only what It 15 for a concept to be the concept of negation or whatever.
The definitions do not entail that ordinary people actually make use
of such logical notions. (And it is controversial whether ordinary people
make use of the concept of classical logical negation, for example.) Nor
would the definitions entail that logic is especially relevant to reasoning
even if people do or did make use of logical notions.
We have already observed that some immediate implications do not
seem to be logical implications. X is part of Y and Y is part of Z seem
immediately to imply X is partof Z, Today is Thursday seems immediately
to imply Tomorrow is Friday. These do not seem to be logical implications.
They are certainly not part of classical logic.
Now, consider the following hypothesis:
Only Logic Is Immediate The only really immediate implications
are logical. Other seemingly immediate implications actually involve recognition of several intermediate steps.

Given this hypothesis, one might suggest either that the first implication
(about parts) depends on an unstated premise or that the part-whole
relation is a logical relation. Faced with the implication from Today is
Thursday to Tomorrow is Friday, one might suggest that thisimplication
is not really immediate, but involves something like the fonowing's!~l?.s:
I. Today is Thursday. (Assumption)
2. Tomorrow is the day after today. (Assumption)
3. Friday is the day after Thursday. (Assumption)
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4. The day after today is the day after today. (Assumption)
5. The day after today is the day after Thursday. (From steps 1
and 4)
6. Tomorrow is the day after Thursday. (From steps 2 and 5)
7. Tomorrow is Friday. (From steps 3 and 6)
Alternatively, one might take the implication from Today is Thtlrsday
to Tomorrow is Friday to be an immediate implication and suppose that
it is, after all. a logical implication, where the relevant logic is some
sort of temporal logic-a tense logic plus a days of the week logic.
In order to test such suggestions, we need an independent criterion
of immediacy and an independent criterion of logic. Otherwise we
could arbitrarily either retain classical logic and treat all apparently
immediate implications as mediated by various nonlogical principles,
as in steps 1-7, or abandon classical logic and count all apparently
immediate implications as logical implications or adopt anyone of
various intermediate positions. In the absence of criteria of immediacy
and of logic, these ideas are not clearly competing, nor do they clearly
compete with the (seemingly more natural) idea that only some immediate implications are logical.

Principles of Truth
Sometimes there are considerations that make one or another option
implausible. Consider that everyone can easily recognize any implication
of the following form:

Knowledge Schema

P knows Ihat S implies 5.

If one wants to retain the idea that Only Logic Is Immediate, one has

two options. First, one might hold these are instances of a logical principle in a logic of knowledge in which "know" is a logical constant.
Second, one might opt for a theory of knowledge, taking these implications to be mediated by the general principle that whatever one
knows is true. However, this second option simply pushes the problem
back to truth, since it involves an appeal to an appropriate instance of
the following schema:

Truth Schema It is true that 5 implies 5.
The same two options apply in this case. First, one might hold these
are instances of a logical principle in the logic of truth, in which "true"
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is a logical constant. Second, one might suppose these implications are
mediated by principles in a theory of truth.
What sort of theory might this be? It might be suggested that the
theory has infinitely many principles, one for each instance of the Truth
Schema. Each such principle might be a statement of the form, "If it
is true that 5, S." But this cannot be anyone's explicit view of the matter,
since one cannot have infinitely many explicit representations in one's
mind. Our recognition of the implications that are instances of the Truth
Schema cannot be mediated by the principles of such an infinite theory.
(Nor can our recognition of the implications that are instances of the
Knowledge Schema be mediated by principles of the corresponding
infinite theory of knowledge.)
If our recognition of the various implications that are instances of
the Truth Schema is mediated by a theory of truth, the relevant theory
must consist in a finite number of principles that imply. all these instances. There seem to be two ways in which this could be so.
First, the theory might consist in a single principle using second-order
quantification:

Second-Order Truth Principle (5) (if it is true that S. then S).
It is not easy to express this in English (Stebbins 1980). One might try
to put the principle like this: "If something is true, then it." But that
doesn't make sense. One needs to add "then it is true," which changes

the principle into a trivial one. Or one might instead say, .vthen it is
so," but that is only verbally different; the word "so" functions here
as a variant of "true."
.
Of course, the fact that we do-not have any easy way to express this
principle in ordinary English does not mean the principle itself is unintelligible. Indeed, it is possible to make, sense of such second-order
quantification (e.g.. Jeffrey 1981). However. it seems unlikely that anyone who has not studied formal logic accepts such a principle. So it
does notseem plausible to suppose that the implications of the Truth
Schema are mediated by a Second-Order Truth Principle for ordinary
people.
We have been considering whether these implications might be
mediated by principles in a finite theory of truth and have' suggested
that one way in which this might be thought to happen cannot be.the
right story. Similar remarks hold for a "prosentential" theory-of truth,
whichtakes it is true that S to be simply a variant of S (Crover et al.
1975). In this prosentential view, the Truth Schema reduces to the
trivial point that S implies S. Such a prosentential theory has to appeal
to second-order quantification to handle remarks such as "What Bob
said is true." So it too cannot represent ordinary thinking about truth.
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A different possibility is that the implications of the Truth Schema
are mediated by a number of more ordinary first-order principles. Such
principles might include the following:

I
I
!

1. If a proposition consisting of a predicate and a name is true,
the predicate applies to the thing named by the name.
2. Dobbin names Dobbin.
3. The predicate is a horse applies to all and only horses.
4. A conjunction is true if and only if its conjuncts are true.
It may be that, following Taksi (1956), such a first-order theory can
be developed. However, in any such theory, the number of intermediate
steps between It is true that Sand 5 would have to increase in proportion
to the complexity of "5", So, if a person's recognition of such implications
were mediated by these intermediate steps, we would expect this recognition to be more difficult and to take more time, in proportion to
the complexity of S. But his expectation is simply false. All that is
needed to recognize the implication in any instance of the Truth Schema
is to recognize that it is the same S both times. It is psychologically
implausible that one's recognition of such implications is mediated by
the principles in a finite first-order theory of truth.
This strongly suggests that instances of the Truth Schema are immediate implications, which means the hypothesis that Only Logic Is
Immediate can be accepted only by taking these instances to be instances
of logical principles, in which case logic must include a logic of truth
in which "true" is a logical constant.
The suggestion that "true" is a logical constant fits in well with the
suggestion that logical constants are notions whose content is completely
captured by relations of immediate implication and immediate inconsistency. It is plausible that the content of the predicate "true," as we
ordinarily understand it, can be entirely characterized by citing the
Biconditional Truth Schema if we go on to note that (because of the
liar paradox) instances of the schema are acceptable oni y other things
being equal" as "default assumptions" that are to be abandoned if they
lead to trouble. And perhaps instances of the Conditional Truth Schema
are always acceptable, since these by themselves do not lead to trouble.
The supposition that "true" is a logical constant conflicts with certain
other ways of characterizing logic. For instance, I have suggested elsewhere that logical constants in a natural language are grammatically
distinctive in always being members of small; closed logical classes of
terms.Il-larman 1982b). "True" is not such a term, since there are many
II
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adjectives and verbs that are relevantly similar to it in taking a "that"
clause complement-"surprising," "probable," "fortunate," "believe;"
"hope," "fear," etc. On the other hand terms for identity and set membership, which are often taken to be logical constants, also fail to count
as logical terms by this grammatical criterion. So we might just reject
any such grammatical criterion of logic (that is; we might observe that
logic defined in that way is less closely tied to reasoning than is logic
defined in terms of immediate implication and inconsistency). If we
do count the relevant instances of the Biconditional Truth Schema as
logical implications, it would seem impossible to refute the hypothesis
that Only Logic Is Immediate, for, whenever there seems to be a general
pattern of immediate implication that is not a purely logical pattern,
one can always say the implication is mediated by the nonlogical principle that, whenever propositions of this or that sort are true, the corresponding proposition of such and such a sort is also true. It is not
clear how such a claim could be refuted.
Of course, this is not to say the claim is therefore proved! One can
still consistently suppose there are nonlogical immediate implications;
but it is unclear how there could be any fact of the matter as to which
supposition is really correct.

Appendix B
"Ought" and Reasons

In this book I use the phrase "practical reasoning" to refer to the
reasoned revision of intentions, but others use this phrase differently.
In chapter 1 I noted the view that practical reasoning consists in the
construction of an argument of a special practical sort, a practical syllogism, or an argument in the logic of imperatives. I suggested that
this idea rests on confusing reasoning in the sense of argument construction with reasoning in the sense of making a reasoned revision in
one's view.
In chapter 8 I mentioned that some writers use the term "practical
reasoning" to refer to reasoning that might culminate in a belief about
what one ought to do or what one has reasons to do. For example,
Davidson (1978) argues that the upshot of practical reasoning is an
"all-out" evaluative judgment that a certain act is the best thing to do.
Willia~s (1980) takes practical reasoning to be a process of arriving at
an "ell-in" judgment about what one has reasons to do-what one
has reasons to do, all things considered. Nagel (1970) takes practical
reasoning to be concerned with establishing that one has certain (prima
facie) reasons to do things (reasons that-may be overridden by other
reasons). And various writers suppose that practical reasoning leads to
a conclusion about what one ought to do.
In jhe terminology I have adopted, all such reasoning is theoretical
reasoning, since it revises beliefs about what one has reasons to do or
about what one ought to do ..The matter is a delicate one; these beliefs.
are (I think) themselves beliefs about practical reasoning. They are not
directly practical conclusions but are theoretical conclusions about practical conclusions.

Reasons
To say that a consideration C is a reason to do Dis, I'suggest. to say
that C is a consideration that has or ought to have some influence on
reasoning, leading to a decision to do D unless this is overruled by
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other considerations. The consideration C might be an end or a belief
one has, or it might be some line 01 thought which one finds or would
find attractive or persuasive on reflection, for example, an argument
'
of some sort.
Sometimes we cite as a reason a consideration that the agent is
unaware of either because the agent has not thought of something or
because the agent lacks information. But I think the basic case is one
in which the consideration cited is indeed one the agent is aware of
and properly appreciates. Other cases can be understood in relation to
that case, citing a consideration that would. influence the agent if he
or she were aware of it and made no mistakes in reasoning.
Sometimes we distinguish saying that a given person S "has a reason"
to doA from saying that "there is a reason" for S to doA. The distinction
is partly due to an ambiguity in the latter statement between the interpretation, "there is a reason for it to happen that S does A" (which
might be either a reason to believe S will do A or a reason to be in
favor of S's doing A), where the reason is not taken to be a reason of
S's, and the different interpretation, "there is a reason for S (or of S's)
for S to do A." This second interpretation is similar in meaning to "S
has a reason to do A," except that "S has a reason to do A" suggests
that the reason is either known to S or is almost within S's grasp. "There
is a reason for S to do A," meaning a reason for 5, seems to allow for
a bit more distance between the envisioned reason and S. But this
difference in meaning is vague.
An all-in or all-out or all-things-considered judgment that the weight
of reasons favors doing D is, I suggest, a judgment that reasoning does
or should lead one to lorm the intention of doing D (or should lead
one simply to do D, lor example, il doing D is believing something). It
is a judgment about the ideal outcome of reasoning.

"Ought" and Other Modals
In order to understand judgments using "ought" and "should," it is
useful to note that these terms are part of a family of modal terms
including "may," "might," "can," "could," "must," "has to," "is necessary," and "is possible." Such terms can be used to express different
kinds 01 modality and different strengths 01 a given kind 01 modality
(Wertheimer 1972).
As far as strength goes, "ought" and "should" are intermediate in
strength between the stronger terms "must," "have to," and "is necessary," and the weaker terms "may," "might," "can," and "could." So,
for example, it makes sense to say Jane may spend the money on herself,
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although she ought to give it to charity. She ought to give it to charity
but she doesn't have to.
It is traditional to distinguish at least the following kinds of modality
(Lacey 1976). (1) Epistemic modality is concerned with what is certain,
probable, likely to be false, and so on. In cooking a six-pound chicken,
after 30 minutes Brian judges that it can't be done yet. After 90 minutes,
he thinks that it might be done. After 2 hours he concludes that it ought
to be done by now. If it isn't and he cooks it for another half hour, he
thinks now it has to be done. All these are judgments of epistemic
modality, (2) Alethic modality is concerned with what can or could
happen in the world, given the laws of metaphysics or the laws of
nature, whether or not anyone realizes this and whether or not it would
be a good thing lor that to happen. We say that nothing can travel
faster than the speed 01 light, that perpetual motion is impossiole, and
that an unsupported heavy body must fall to the .ground. These are
judgments of alethic modality. There do not seem to be judgments of
alethic modality using ought, unless we count judgments such as that
a tree ought to have strong roots, a heart ought to beat regularly, and
so on. (3) Deontic modality is concerned with the normative or evaluative
assessment of situations or people, We may judge that jane ought morally
to give the money to charity, although morally she does not have to,
since she could spend it on herself, but she can't use it to try to bribe
the judge in the poodle contest.
The traditional classification of modality provides only a rough guide.
For one thing, the category of deontic modality covers several distinct
notions.

"Ought to Do" and "Ought to Be"
Consider the foliowing example Irom Humberstone (1971). Children
are ~orking in a sweatshop. An observer remarks, "Children ought
not to work under such conditions," intending to say something about
the situation the children find themselves in. This is a remark about
what ought not to be the case, not a remark about what the children
ought to do about it. The speaker means that the situation is wrong,
not that the children are wrong to participate as they do. The speaker
does not mean it is wrong of them to work under such conditions. The
speaker means that there are reasons-for this not to 'happen, not "that
.'"
the children have reasons to refrain from participating.
Now consider a different example in which some children are teasing
a boy. An observer remarks, "The children ought notto torment little
Eddie so," This is not just a remark about what ought not to be the
case, it is also a remark about what the children ought to do about it.
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The speaker implies that the children are wrong to act as they do, that
it is wrong of them to torment little Eddie, maybe that there is something
wrong with them if they torture Eddie. Perhaps it implies that they
have sufficient reason not to torment little Eddie.

The first sort of judgment is a judgment about what ought to be,
whereas the second sort of judgment is a judgment about what someone
ought to do (Castaneda 1972).
The distinction is important, since, for example, certain moral theories,
such as utilitarianism, gain apparent plausibility through conflating
ought-to-be judgments with ought-to-do judgments (Harman 1983).
Utilitarianism conflates saying "What one ought to do is bring about
X" with "What ought to be the case is that one bring about X."
The distinction applies to stronger and weaker judgments, too. An
observer might say, "Children must not work under such conditions,"
or, contrastingly, "It is OK for children to work under such conditions."
These are stronger and weaker judgments of a situation in which children work under these conditions, corresponding to the "ought to be."
On the other hand an observer might say, "They must not torment
little Eddie," or, contrastingly, "They are not wrong to torment him,"
making stronger and weaker judgments of the children and not just
of the situation.

The "Ought" of Reasons
Sometimes an "ought" judgment is used to indicate that someone has
reasons to do something. Fred might say to Mabel, "You ought to take
the turnpike; it is the fastest way to get where you want to go, even
though it is somewhat longer than taking Route 9. You could take Route
30; of course, that is not nearly as fast, but there is much less traffic.
But you cannot take Route 1, since you won't arrive on time if you do
that. That would be the wrong thing to do,"
Just as we can distinguish mentioning a consideration that is a reason,
not necessarily the only relevant one, from saying what someone has
reason to do "all things considered" (Davidson's all-out judgment, or
Williams' all-in judgment), we can distinguish saying what someone
ought "prima facie" to do from what he or she ought to do "all things
considered." Fred can say, "Given only that you want to get there in
a hurry, you ought to take Route 95. Given only that you want to
avoid traffic, you ought to take Route 30. Taking everything into account,
you ought to take Route 9, since it is almost as fast as Route 95 and
there is less traffic."
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Moral, Legal, and Other "Ought" 's
Often, to say someone ought morally to do something is to imply that
he or she has moral reasons to do it; to say someone ought legally to
do something is to imply he or she has legal reasons to do it, and so
on. Such judgments might be either prima facie judgments or all-thingsconsidered judgments.
But it is not true that "5 ought morally to do An means that S's doing
A is what the moral considerations support, nor that "S's ought legally
to do A" means that S's doing A is what the legal considerations support,
and so on. We can use "ought morally," "ought legally," and so on to
make a moral, legal, or whatever judgment that takes all considerations
into account. Morality allows for the balancing of all considerations,
moral and other, for example, self-interested considerations, in arriving
at a judgment of what one ought to do all things considered. For
example, one might decide that, from the moral point of view, the
moral considerations outweigh the more petty self-interested considerations in a particular case and conclude that one ought morally to
do something all things considered. Or one might decide that, from
the moral point of view, certain, more serious self-interested considerations outweigh a relatively trivial promise, so that, morally, one
may break one's promise. Similarly, the law allows that certain legal
requirements can be overridden, for example, by sufficiently strong
considerations of self-interest so that legally one is excused from acting
in a way in which one would otherwise be required to act. In an
emerge!\cy it may not be legally wrong to park in a "No Parking" area.
It is sometimes suggested that "ought morally" simply coincides with
"ought, all things considered." 'But that is not true. Henryhas a moral
reason to take his next door neighbor's eight-year-old daughter, Lucy,
to the big game this afternoon, since he promised her he would do so
and.she has been looking forward to it. But Henry also has a strong
self-interested reason not to take Lucy to the game and to spend the
afternoon with his broker instead. If enough money is involved, we
might well think that all things considered Henry ought to go to his
broker, even though this means disappointing Lucy. But we would not
express this conclusion by saying that Henry ought morally to go to his
broker. So, "ought, all things considered" is not synonymous with ough~
morally." (Here we might say, "All things considered Henry may morally
. .
go to his broker.")
A more plausible and somewhat weaker suggestion is that it can
never be true that all things considered one ought morally to do one
thing and all things considered one ought (without the 'morally) not to
do that but to do something else. (Or perhaps what is plausible is that
/I
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this can n.ever be true unless "ought" is being used, in what Hare (1952)
ca~ls the Inverted commas sense, to mean "what some group of people
think or say one ought to do.")
This suggests there is not a special moral sense of "ought." Rather,
when the "ought" of reasons is in question and what one ought to do
all things considered is a course of action for which one's moral reasons
are controlling, then we say one ought morally to do it. If the moral
considerations in favor of an act are sufficiently compelling, we say
?n: morally has to do it. We say on~ morally may do something if it
isn t true that one morally has to do It or ought morally to do it.
To what e.xtentdo similar conclusions apply to "ought legally," "ought
from the POint of view of etiquette," etc.? The law says no parking is
allowed in a certain area, so one has a legal reason not to park there.
However, one also has a self-interested reason to park there, because
it is a convenient spot. Perhaps, all things considered, one ought to
park there. Could this be expressed as "Legally, one shouldn't park
there, but all things considered one should park there anyway"? This
seems acceptable language to me.
It might be suggested that this is an inverted commas use; "According
to the law, one shouldn't park there." But then the question is whether
there is anything other than an inverted commas use for legal judgments.
Why not suppose that "legally" always means "according to law"?
For that matter, why not always suppose that "morally" always means
"according to morality"? To this last question there are two related
answers. First, when we say that someone ought morally 'to do something, we usually presuppose acceptance of some morality and speak
from within that perspective so as to express a favorable attitude toward
the agent's acting in that way. In other words someone who accepts
a m?rality can make judgments from within that morality which are
not Just inverted commas judgments. Second, a judgment about what
is so, according to a morality, is a judgment about the way things look
to someone who accepts that morality. It is not just a judgment about
what follows deductively from certain moral principles, given the facts,
since there is no way to capture the weighing of considerations against
each other in a deductive calculus. Such a judgment can be understood
only in terms of the reactions of someone who accepts that morality.
In saying that, according to a given morality, all things considered S
ought to doA, we seem to mean roughly this: If S, accepting the relevant
morality, were to be aware of all the relevant considerations and reasoned correctly, then S would decide to do A.
The same is true of law. A judgment that S ought to do A, according
to the law, is not the judgment that this conclusion follows deductively
from certain legal principles together with the facts of the case. This
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is true for the same reason as for moral judgments, namely, that there
is no way to capture the balancing of considerations against each other
in a deductive calculus. Here too, such judgments are judgments about
decisions that would be made by someone who accepts law as binding
and who reasons without error in the light of all the relevant facts.
(Dworkin (1977) offers a model of this that appeals to an idealized
judge. But that is a lawyer's prejudice. It is more accurate to appeal
here, as in the moral case to an idealized agent.)

Functional Evaluation
Sometimes "ought" or "should" is used to express an evaluation of
something in terms of some associated function, need, role, normal
case or ideal. A heart ought to pump at a regular rate; if it does not,
there is something wrong with it. A tree should have strong roots; if it
does, we say it has good roots. A paring knife ought to cut well. A
teacher ought to help students acquire an interest in learning and an
ability to learn. "Ideally, a plain yogurt should have some astringency
as well as a sweet/sour character... (Consumer Reports, August 1983,
p. 386). There is something wrong with Tess that leads her to torment
little Eddie like that.
A judgment of this sort made about a particular agent, as in the last
example,need not imply that the agent has reasons to act in a certain
way. We can feel there is something wrong with Tess without feeling
that it is wrong of her that she acts in that way. (Perhaps Tess is afflicted
with a compulsion of some sort.) However, a judgment of this sort is
not just an evaluation of a situation, like the judgment, "It is wrong
that children work under such conditions." It is an evaluation of an
agent.
So, sometimes a moral judgment about a particular agent does not
imply the agent has reasons to act in a certain way. It does not have
that implication if it is an evaluation of the agent with respect to an
ideal in this way. The difference is connected with whether it is appropriate to suppose it is wrong of the agent to fail to act as he or she
ought, as opposed tosupposing merely that there is somethmgs wrong
with the agent if he or she fails to act as he or she ou 9ht to' act'.
/I

Different Senses of "Ought'?
I have distinguished the following modalities:
1. Alethie:"An unsupported stone must fall to the ground."
2. Epistemic: "The train ought to be here soon."
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3.
4.
5.

Evaluative of a situation: "There can't be another war!"
Specifying reasons: "A thief ought to wear gloves." (Possible
qualifications here with "morally," "legally," etc.)
Functional, etc. evaluation of something or someone in a situation: "That knife should be sharper."

There are further cases. For example, "can" is used in talking about a
person's or thing's abilities, aswpen we say that Susan can swim.
Does all this really imply that there are various meanings or senses
of modal terms such as "must," "oughs," and "can"? I am inclined to
say yes, although it is sometimes not easy to tell which of these senses
is being employed on a particular occasion. The remark, "The train
ought to be here in a few minutes," may represent an epistemic claim,
"We have every reason to think the train will be here in a few minutes,"
or an evaluative claim, "It is desirable for trains to be on schedule."
A speaker may not have definitely decided between these intended
interpretations. The same vagueness may affect judgments about what
is expected, as in "Students were expected to purchase the textbook."
Similarly, when we say Tom should not torment little Eddie so, we
may not be clear in our own minds whether we mean to imply that
Tom has reasons not to torment little Eddie; we may not have decided
between the stronger thought that it is wrong of Tom to torment Eddie
in that way and the weaker thought that something is wrong with Tom.
There is a sensitive discussion of the general phenomenon of such
multiple aspects (or "vectors") of meaning in Ziff (1972). "Ought" and Reasons: No Regress
If we say that a reason is a consideration that ought to influence reasoning

and if we also explain "ought" judgments as judgments about reasons,
does this lead to a vicious, infinite regress? More precisely, consider
the following four propositions:
1. C is a reason S has to do A.
2. C is a consideration that ought to influence SiS reasoning in
the direction of a decision to do A.
3. S ought to be influenced by C in the direction of a decision to
do A.
4. S has a reason to be influenced by C in the direction of a
decision to do A.
It may seem that I have explained each of these propositions in terms

of the one that follows, in which case the reason statement 1 would
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ultimately be explained in terms of the more complicated reason statement 4, so there would be a vicious infinite regress.
The resolution of this apparent difficulty is to observe that "ought"
in 2 is a functional "ought." Statement 2 means C is a consideration
that would ideally influence S's reasoning in the relevant way; that is,
it would do so if nothing went wrong. Statement 3 follows from 2 if
"ought" is understood in the same way as in 3, as a functional "ought."
But then 3, so interpreted cannot be explained as 4. So the apparent
difficulty rests on an equivocation in the meaning of "ought."
Summary
"Ought (to)" is a member of a class of modal verbs used to express
various modalities. Other verbs in this class include "must," "has (to),"
"should," "may," "might," "can," and "could." These verbs vary in
strength. They are used to express episternic. alethic, and deontic. modalities. Sometimes they are used to assess a situation or state of affairs;
sometimes they are used to relate Someone to a possible action.
"Ought" is sometimes used to assess a person's reasons for doing
something. If the controlling reasons are moral, we say that someone
ought morally to do something. We c~n also speak of what a person
ought legally or ought according to etiquette to do, but this need not
express what a person ought to do all things considered.
Finally, "ought" and related terms are sometimes used to make functional evaluations.
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